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A recurring debate in the Business Policy literature has centered

on the nature of the relationship between strategy and structure. One

school argues that the fit between context and structure determines

straté9Y„ while opponents contend that management values determine

strategy which, in turn, shapes structure. Litschert and Bonham

(1977) have attempted to reconcile these viewpoints with their

integrative model of strategy formation. The main premise of this model

is that organizational slack moderates the contingent nature of strategy

formation. When slack is high, the model predicts that strategy will be

based on management values and that a loose fit will occur between

structure and context. When slack is low, however, the necessary

tight fit between context and structure will determine strategy.



This study tested the Litschert—Bonham model by comparing the

strategies used by organizations with varying levels of slack within two

different industries. lt was determined that an organization's absolute

level of slack was significantly related to choice of strategy. However,

the strategies of high—s|ack firms were not necessarily more diverse

than were those of low-slack firms within a similar context. Moreover,

low-slack firms in different contexts tended to follow the same strategy

-— a finding which was opposite the model's prediction.

Two secondary objectives of the study involved the clarification of

measurement issues surrounding two of the model”s major components:

slack and strategy. ln the former case, Marino and Lange's (1983)

absolute slack indicators were compared to Bourgeois” (1981) slack

measures. The former absolute measures were consistently related to

strategy while the latter relative measures failed to reach significance.

Finally, a multivariate procedure called cluster analysis was

utilized to divide the sample firms into five strategic groups. These

five empirically derived strategy types clearly related to Gluecl<”s (1980)

conceptual typology of corporate level strategy. This was the first

study to offer empirical support for Glueck”s widely cited typology.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There is a recurring debate in the Business Policy liter-

ature regarding the nature of the relationship between or-

ganizational structure and strategy. As in the age-old

chicken and egg discussion, the key question seems to be

which comes first; i.e., does structure lead to strategy or

does strategy determine structure?

The first view posits that structure shapes strategy.

According to this perspective, contextual factors such as

size, technology and the environment determine structure

which in turn, acts as a constraint on the formation of

strategy. Jelinek (1977) has presented a model which dep-

icts this sequence of events. In direct contrast to Jeli-

nek's position, Child (1972) has described strategy forma-

tion as the result of a power struggle in which the winners,

or members of the dominant coalition, are free to make

strategic choices based on personal values. Here, structure

is said to follow strategy in the manner described by Chan-

dler (1965).

Although at first glance these two viewpoints may appear

to be irreconcilable, Litschert and Bonham (1978) have com-

bined them into an integrative model of strategy formation.

1
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The key assumption of this model is that organizational ‘

slack is a moderating variable determining the contingent

nature of strategy formation. Organizational slack is de-

fined as the difference between the resources available to

the organization and the total requirements of the coalition

(March and Simon, 1958).

The Litschert-Bonham model suggests that when organiza-

tional slack is high, a relatively loose fit will occur bet-

ween structure and contextual variables. In such a situa-

tion, dependence on the environment is low and the dominant

coalition will be free to make strategic choices regarding

the organization's structure. On the other hand, when or-

ganizational slack is relatively low, structure is more

likely to be contingent on the interactive effects of tech-

nologies and environments. Organizational structure itself

then will become a constraint which will, in turn, influence

or help to determine strategy.

This dissertation. has attempted to test the Litschert-

Bonham (L-B) model by comparing the strategies used by or-

ganizations with varying degrees of slack within two diffe-

rent industries. The primary objective, therefore, was to

provide an empirically based analysis of the effect of or-

ganizational slack on the contingent nature of strategy for-

mation. In addition, there were two secondary objectives.
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The first of these was to test for convergence between two

different operationalizations of organizational slack; the

second was to attempt to empirically validate Glueck's

(1980) conceptual typology of strategic groups.

The remainder of Chapter I is divided into five sections.

First, the conceptual foundations of the L—B model will be

discussed. Second, the research questions examined herein

will be listed. Third, some comments on the significance of

the research are presented followed by a section in which

important terms which are relevant to the dissertation are

defined. Finally, an outline of the contents of the entire

dissertation ends the chapter.

CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS Q; Tg; LITSCHERT—BONHAM gQ;;;

Earlier it was stated that the L-B model of strategy for-

mation appears to integrate two contrasting views of the

strategy-structure relationship: structure shapes strategy

versus strategy shapes structure. This section will attempt

to show the critical role played by the concept of organiza-

tional slack in achieving their integration.

The structural—contingency perspective, which is rooted

in the organization theory literature, proposes that the ap-

propriate organization structure can be determined by exa-

mining the specific situation in which a given organization „
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exists. In other words, organizational effectiveness is as-

sumed to be a function of the fit between contextual factors

and structure. Once this "fit" is achieved, the selection

of strategy naturally follows. As a result of this ap-

proach, many researchers have attempted to explain variation

in organizational structure by examining differences among

three major contextual factors: size, technology, and envi-

ronment (cf., Aiken and Hage, 1968; Blau et al., 1976; Hage

and Aiken, 1969; Hall, 1962; Harvey, 1968; Huber et al.,

1975; Khandwalla, 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Perrow,

1967; Woodward, 1965).

While the above-mentioned empirical studies support

structural-contingency theory, recent, more rigorous tests

have failed to support the "goodness of fit" hypothesis.

Neither Child and Mansfield (1972), Hickson et al. (1969),

or Mohr (1971) found support for a fit between technology

and structure; nor could Pennings (1975) find evidence con-

firming the relationship between environment and structure.

These inconsistent findings have led some authors to

question the usefulness of the structural—contingency model.

Child (1972), for example, argues that many of the studies

of the relationship between organization structure and situ-

ational variables have reached overly simplistic conclu-

sions. In support of this position, he maintains that any
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structural component can be moderated: e.g., size can be

changed. by breaking larger units into smaller ones; ap-

proaches such as job enrichment can be used to manipulate

technology; and directors of large companies may' possess

sufficient power to change the environment.

If Chi1d°s criticism is correct, then a possible explana-

tion for these inconsistent results may be that the appro-

priate moderating variable is missing from the structural

contingency model. According to James et al. (1982), if a

functional relation is moderated by a third (or more) varia-

ble(s), then it follows that direct causal connections of

the form (x + y) cannot be interpreted unambiguously. In-

deed, failure to identify a significant moderator will re-

sult in inaccurate estimates of structural parameters and

erroneous causal inferences regarding the magnitudes of cau-

sal effects (James et al., 1982).

Thus, Litschert and Bonham's real contribution may be the

inclusion of the organizational slack construct as a modera-

tor of the structural-contingency perspective. Organiza-

tional slack appears to be the appropriate moderator because

it determines whether an organization will be able to absorb

the inefficiencies created by a mismatch between structure

and context. Given this proposition, studies on the rela-

tionship between context and structure would be expected to
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find significant correlations only in those situations where

slack is low. In addition, it would be expected that under

conditions of low slack, structure would serve as an inter-

vening variable between context and strategy. Therefore,

when slack is low, context should dictate structure which,

in turn, should lead to strategy. Low-slack firms in a giv-

en environment would thus be expected to utilize similar

structures as well as similar strategies.

In contrast, as the amount of slack increases, the rela-

tionship between context and structure should decrease since

organizations with high slack can better afford to absorb

any inefficiencies caused by a potential mis-match between

context and structure. Organization members are therefore

free to choose any strategy they see fit. It follows that

under conditions of high slack, organizations operating in a

similar environment may choose a wide variety of different

strategies.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The above model led to the development of the following

three questions which served as the primary basis for this

research:

Q1. Will the strategies utilized by low—slack
firms be more homogeneous than the strategies uti-
lized by high-slack firms within a given environ-
ment?
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Q2. Will the content of strategies utilized by
high-slack firms differ significantly from the
content of strategies utilized by low—slack firms
within a given environment?

Q3. Will low-slack firms in different environments
utilize different strategies?

The strategic information needed to answer these ques-

tions was obtained through content analysis of the 10-K re-

ports of 86 manufacturing firms from two separate indus-

tries: the paper industry and the computer industry. In

addition, seven years of financial information was taken

from the Standard ang Qgggg Compustat Tapes in order to mea-

sure organizational slack. The sample firms then were sta-

tistically clustered into a number of strategic groups with-

in each industry. Appropriate statistical tests were run to

determine whether the level of slack was related to strategy

choice, as well as to examine the differences in the strate-

gies of low—slack firms across contexts.

SIGNIFICANCE Q; TEE STQQX

Camerer (1985) has argued that research in the policy

field has failed to advance as fast as that in other areas

both because of the lack of rigorous testing of theoretical

models and the failure of new models to build on old ones.

In his words, "(T)heories are ambiguous, untested, and fail

to replace other theories with little apparent. progress"

(1985: 5).
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In this light, the most important contribution of this

research is that it tests a specific theoretical model which

has been widely cited in the policy literature, but has her-

etofore remained untested. One reason why such a test has

not been conducted before this time may be due to the ambi-

guous nature of one of the primary constructs associated

with the model: organizational slack. Therefore, a second

contribution of the present research is its inclusion of two

different operationalizations of the slack construct in an

attempt to compare the predictive ability of each. Since

the organizational slack construct has been linked with a

variety of other variables of interest to policy research-

ers, this aspect of the study should be informative to re-

searchers in the policy field.

Finally, this research used a nmltivariate statistical

procedure to identify strategic groups. This analysis

should be very useful to researchers and practitioners

alike. First, such a technique allows a more comprehensive

representation of strategy to be achieved which is an im-

provement on the overly simplistic measures of strategy uti-

lized in some past studies (Woo and Cooper, 1981). Second,

as Harrigan (1985: 55) has observed, "strategic group analy-

sis can be a useful tool which focuses managers' attentions

upon. salient differences in. how competitors approach the

marketplace".
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DEFINITIONS Q; ;;;MS
‘

In order to facilitate the reading of this dissertation,

selective terms which are either unique to the literature or

operationalized for this research are defined as follows:

Organizational Sigg; was defined herein as the difference

between the resources available to the organization and the

total requirements of the coalition (March and Simon, 1958).

Strategy was conceived of as a pattern in a stream of deci-

sions (Mintzburg, 1978). Generally, these decisions are

aimed at aligning the organization with its environment

and/or managing internal interdependences (Snow and Ham-

brick, 1980).

Strategic Qgggp referred to a group of firms which utilize

similar strategies. According to Porter (1979) and Newman

(1978) such groups can be identified and and are generally

recognized both by industry members and experts. Moreover,

they should be considered an integral part of the structure

of the industries in which they exist.

Organizational Context was operationalized in this study as

the industry in which a firm operates. Companies within

each industry were assumed to operate within the same broad

set of environmental and technological constraints.
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OUTLINE Q; IQ; QIQQX

Chapter I

This chapter has presented an overview of the dissertation

by stating the objectives of the research, discussing the

conceptual framework of the L-B model, presenting the re-

search questions which flow from the model, describing the

significance of the study, and defining key terms.

Chapter II

Chapter II contains a review of the literature which deals

with (1) conceptual and empirical research on the slack con-

struct and (2) conceptual and empirical research on strate-
‘

gic groups.

Chapter III

Chapter III is also organized into two major sections:

First, a detailed consideration of the theoretical and/or

research foundations for each hypothesis is presented; sec-

ond, the methodology utilized in the study is described. In

particular, the sample is identified, the data collection

instruments and procedures are discussed, and the data ana-

lysis techniques employed are enumerated.
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Chapter IV

Chapter IV describes the results of the statistical tests

and relates these results to each of the hypotheses and re-

search questions derived in Chapter III.

Chapter V

Chapter V restates the problem examined in this dissertation

in light of the empirical data presented in Chapter IV. The

implications of this research for the study of strategic

management are discussed and directions for future study

proposed.



Chapter II

THE LITERATURE

This chapter reviews the literature in two areas. First,

the conceptual and empirical research on organizational

slack is presented. Since the slack variable is a crucial

component of the L—B model, the selection of an operational-

ization had to be umde with care. Hence, each study is

carefully critiqued and evaluated in terms of its implica-

tions for further research on organizational slack. Second,

the literature on strategic groups is discussed. Various

conceptual typologies which have appeared in the literature

are described as are multivariate studies which have devel-

oped such groups empirically.

ORGANIZATIONAL Sgégß

Conceptual Models gf Slagk

The purpose of this section is to review several concep-

tual models of slack in order to develop a framework with

which to analyze empirical studies on the topic. Emphasis

will be placed on the utilization of slack by top management

(i.e., members of the dominant coalition).

The concept of organization slack has been discussed in

the organization theory literature for over a quarter of a

12
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century beginning with March and Simon's definition of the

concept in 1958. However, it was Cyert and March (1963) who

firmly established it as a policy factor in the organization

theory literature. In their words, slack "consists of pay-

ments to members of the coalition in excess of what is re-

quired to maintain the organization" (1963: 36). Moreover,

it is "typically not zero" (1963: 36).

In plain terms, organization slack can be conceptualized

as a cushion of excess resources which allows firms to sur-

vive in the face of adversity. According to Cyert and March

(1963), slack stabilizes organizations in two ways: 1) by

absorbing excess resources, it retards upward adjustment of

aspirations during good times; 2) by providing a pool of em-

ergency resources, it permits aspirations to be maintained

during bad times (Cyert and March, 1963: 38).

Based on these notions, slack is often used as an inde-

pendent variable in an attempt to explain certain kinds of

organization behavior (Bourgeois, 1981). Pondy (1967), for

example, postulated. that slack leads to reduced conflict

between subunits. Mohr (1969) examined the correlation bet-

ween slack resources and innovation. Thompson (1967) indi-

cated that slack resources are used to buffer the organiza-

tion's technical core from environmental uncertainty.

Similarly, Galbraith (1972) described the use of slack re-
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sources as a mechanism to reduce the amount of information

processed by an organization. In addition, Child (1972)

maintained that the presence of slack allows an organiza-

tion's dominant coalition to adopt structural arrangements

in keeping with its own preferences despite extra adminis-

trative costs.

Regardless of the abundance of references to slack in the

literature, very few' researchers have attempted to opera-

tionalize the construct for inclusion in empirical studies.

As Bourgeois (1981) notes:

[T]his lack of operational definition and measure-
ment is curious. The concept itself is a powerful
one and is intuitively appealing since it conveys
the notion of a cushion of excess resources avai-
lable in an organization that will either solve
many organizational problems or facilitate the
pursuit of goals outside the realm of those dic-
tated by optimization principles (1981: 29).

Still, the concept of slack appears to be testable and

many potential operationalizations appear in the literature.

Several of these proposed measures will be described below.

Cyert and March (1963), for example, identify a number of

possible forms of slack: excess dividends to stockholders,

lower prices to maintain income from buyers, excess wages,

executive services and personal luxuries, subunits which are

allowed to grow without concern for the relationship between
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additional payments and revenues, public services which are

provided in excess of those required, and so on.

Galbraith (1972) specifies several sources of slack which

include the following: increased inventories, backlogs and

time delays, reduced performance standards, relaxed budget

targets, higher costs and so on. While admitting that the

use of slack in this fashion is not without cost, Galbraith

(1977) maintains that it can be less expensive than other

alternatives in allowing rational action in the face of com-

plexity.

Williamson (1963) theorizes that managers will utilize

the margin of surplus produced by an organization in three

ways: staff expenditures, discretionary investments and

managerial superfluities. An increase in environmental mu-

nificence is posited to lead to a reduction in the fraction

of profits reported and an increase in the fraction of pro-

fits absorbed as cost. Deterioration of' the environment

should bring about the reverse scenario. In other words,

under adverse conditions, reported profits will equal actual

profits, and discretionary investments will be replaced by

required ones. The strategic implications of the availabil-

ity of slack are thus readily apparent.

Bourgeois (1981) also discusses the utilization of organ-

izational slack as a strategic tool. In moving towards a
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test of this notion, he provides an operationalization of

the concept that leads to the identification of "slack gain-

ers" and "slack losers" (1981: 37). The measures he sug-

gests are derived from secondary data and «draw upon two

sources of slack: those created by management and those

made available by the environment. His measures and a brief

rationale for each are as follows:

CHANGE IN INTERNAL SOURCES gg SLACK
SLACK (i ;)

RETAINED EARNINGS: An increase indicates the
+ extent to which profits are reinvested in the firm

as opposed to being distributed to stockholders.

— DIVIDEND PAYMENTS: Signify a decrease in slack
due to the distribution of funds.

+ GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE: An increase
shows management's investment in extra overhead. ·

+ WORKING CAPITAL AS PERCENT OF SALES: As working
capital increases at a rate faster than sales,
excess liquidity accumulates.

EXTERNAL SOURCES gg SLACK

— DEBT AS PERCENT OF EQUITY: As debt increases,
future interest payment obligations increase as
does dependence on creditors.

+ CREDIT RATING: Changes here reflect the firm's
ability to borrow and represent a larger pool of
slack.

— SHORT TERM INTEREST RATES COMPARED TO PRIME: The
larger the spread between these two rates, the
more expensive the cost of funding to the firm.

+ PRICE—EARNINGS RATIO: An increase in this ratio
signals an increased ability to generate funds
from equity sources.
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Two published studies using Bourgeois's operationaliza-

tion have appeared in the literature (Bourgeois and Singh,

1983; Marino and Lange, 1983). Results of these studies

will be discussed in the following section.

Summary: Conceptual Models

Several common themes run through these conceptualiza-

tions of organizational slack:

1. Slack is hypothesized to decouple an organization
‘

from its environment; i.e., it reduces the level of

interdependence.

2. It appears that slack can be increased or decreased
1

at will (until adverse conditions reduce the availa-

ble pool to zero).

3. Slack is absorbed throughout the organization in the

form of inventories, management luxuries, excess

growth, higher costs, extra staff, backlogs and so

on.

4. Although absorbed slack may not be identifiable at

any particular moment in time, changes in the level

of slack should be observable over time (e.g., when

the level of staff is reduced without comparable re-

ductions in productivity). Furthermore, it should be

possible to compare the level of slack across a num-

ber of organizations.
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Empirical Studies gf Slggk

The studies reviewed in this section were gleaned from a

review of 20 years of the two major management journals:

Administrative Science Quarterly and Academy gf Management

Journal. In addition, Academy gf Management Proceedings

through 1984 were examined. References to studies in jour-

nals from other fields (such as Accounting and Finance) were

also examined. As Table 1 reveals, very few empirical stu-

dies have been conducted i11 this area. Moreover, those

which have been conducted suffer from both reliability and

validity problems among other weaknesses. The goal of this

section is to critique each of these studies, and then to

derive general findings from the group as a whole.

Schiff and Lewin, 1968

Schiff and Lewin (1968) examined the creation of slack

during the budget preparation process of three Fortune 100

companies. Their investigation relied on in—depth inter-

views with division presidents, controllers and vice presi-

dents in charge of planning, marketing, and production as

well as with staff members in each of these departments. In

addition, the researchers had access to all necessary re-

ports and documents.
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TABLE 1

A Listing of Empirical Studies on Slack

ALIIHQBSNULLSCHIFF

& LEWIN None NA
1963 (Case Study Approach)

ONSI, 1975 H1) Development of the operating ACCEPT NULL
budget as a deterministic model
will have no different impact
on the creation and use of slack
than budget development as a
probabilistic model.

H2) Slack distribution to cost slack REJECT NULL
and sales slack is not different (p<.O5)
whether sales fluctuations are
small or large.

H3) The differences in managers REJECT NULL
behavior toward slack (p<.O5)
institutionalization should have
no impact on corporate
profitability.

ROSNER, 1968 H1) An increase in slack REJECT NULL

will have no impact on the (p<.22,
frequency of trial of new drugs. one tail)

H2) An increase in slack will REJECT NULL

have no impact on the (p<.O9,
promptness of new drug trial. one tail)

DIMICK & H1) Slack will have no impact

MURRAY, 1978 on the following personnel
policies and programs:

a) selection process sophistication REJECT NULL
1><.05

b) overall staffing process REJECT NULL
P<.05

c) manpower planning sophistication ACCEPT NULL

d) range of training REJECT NULL
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TABLE l contirxued. . .

ALEEHQBS HELLe)

total number of training courses REJECT NULL
P<.05

f) education leave generoaity ACCEPT NULL

g) reimbursement for part—time study ACCEPT NULL

h) perf. appraisal sophistication ACCEPT NULL

i) perf. appraiaal-development REJECT NULL
P<.O5

j) perf. appraisal-merit emphasia REJECT NULL
P<.O5

k) promotability as selection criteria ACCEPT NULL

l) policy evaluation aophistication ACCEPT NULL

KMETZ, 1980 Hl) There will be no relationship
between production smoothing (pa),
alack performance (sp), or slack
resources (ar) and the following
organizational variables:

a) organizational effectivenesa ACCEPT NULL

b) information flow (pa) REJECT NULL
p<.05

c) environmental turbulence (ps) REJECT NULL
p<.05

d) unit interdependence (pa) REJECT NULL
p<.05

MARINO & LANGE Hl) High-alack firma will exhibit REJECT NULL
1982 the same variation in reported (p<.05,

earnings as low·slack firma in one tail)
the same industry.

H2) Low-alack firma will exhibit REJECT NULL
no greater increasea in inventory (p<.10,
turnover than high-slack firma one tail)
in the same industry.

H3) High-slack firma will experience ACCEPT NULL
no more rapid growth in S,G&A
expenses as a percentage of sales
than low—slack firma in the same
industry.
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TABLE l continued. . .

AILIHQBS NI1LLH4)

High-slack firms will experience ACCEPT NULL
_ no more rapid growth in cost of

goods sold as a percentage
of sales than low—slack firms
in the same industry.

H5) Low—slack firma will experience ACCEPT NULL
no more rapid growth in sales per
employee than high-slack firma
in the same industry.

BOURGEOIS Hl) Changes in the level of slack REJECT NULL

& SINGH, 1983 will have no impact on the p<.O5
level of political behavior
among the management team.

H2) Changes in the level of slack ACCEPT NULL
will have no impact on the
level of strategic discord
among top management.

MARINO & H1) There will be no association ACCEPT NULL

LANGE, 1983 between the slack categories
formed by absolute vs. relative
measurement procedures.
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Some of the more intriguing findings emerging from this

investigation involve the overwhelming recognition and uti-

lization of slack by management. According to one controll-

er interviewed by the authors, slack accounted for as much

as 20-25% of divisional budgeted operating expenses. Furth-

ermore, slack was incorporated into the budgets of loss-pro-

ducing divisions as well as within the budgets of their more

profitable counterparts.

The most common methods of creating slack in these firms

were:

MANUFACTURING COST STANDARDS: Slack arose from
the discrepancy between budgeted costs and what
costs could have been had various known cost im-
provements been introduced.

OPERATING EXPENSES: Various expenses such as spe-
cial marketing programs, training programs and the
hiring of new personnel were included in budgets,
and yet the actual commitment of resources to
these items was contingent on progress made during
the year in attaining the budget. In good years,
these "niceties" could be enjoyed while in bad
years, they could easily be eliminated.

ACCOUNTING ADJUSTMENTS: Changes in accounting
methods were also occasionally made to affect
slack but the use of this technique was marginal.

According to Schiff and Lewin, these results indicate

that managers build slack into their budgets by understating

revenues and overstating costs. In this manner, they are

able to satisfy* personal aspirations through the use of
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slack in good years and reconvert slack into profits in bad

years (Schiff and Lewin, 1970).

Critigue: Since this research relied on the case study

approach, it is primarily exploratory in nature and the con-

cepts which are developed cannot be statistically tested due

to the small sample size. Some specific limitations of the

case study approach follow: First, since there is only one

observation per condition, there can be no conclusion valid-

ity, since the mean square for error cannot be calculated to

test the significance of condition effects (Judd and Kenny,

1982). Second, the three organizations in this study were

not randomly chosen and may be atypical of the population of

organizations. Hence, external validity cannot be claimed.

Lastly, case studies lack control. Since many rival hy-

potheses could be constructed which would provide alterna-

tive explanations for Schiff and Lewin's results, internal

validity is limited. For example, one explanation which

cannot be discounted is the obtrusive method of data collec-

tion utilized by the researchers. As Kazdin (1982) indi-

cates, obtrusive assessment can be reactive; that is, it can

influence the performance of subjects in the situation.

In this case, Schiff and Lewin made observations and con-

ducted interviews with subjects over a two year period.

They gathered information on each step of the budget prepa-
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ration process as it occurred. We cannot know to what ex-

tent subjects modified their behavior as a result of this

outside presence. The fact that company records were also

utilized is a positive factor, but as Bouchard (1976) notes,

these too may be changed by organization members, particu-

larly when it is known that they will be examined by outsid-

ers.

Implications for the Study gf Slagkz Schiff and Lewin

have provided an excellent case description of managerial

creation and utilization of organizational slack. None of

the problems mentioned above are fatal flaws: they are

merely limitations inherent in the case study approach. All

in all, their findings concur with the conceptual models of

slack described earlier. Particularly supported is William-

son's (1963) model which states that managers use slack to

satisfy personal aspirations in. good years and reconvert

slack to profits under adverse conditions. In sum, these

findings provide the seeds of and motivation for further

work in this area.

Onsi, 1975

Using a simulation model, Onsi (1975) also examined the

emergence of slack in the budget preparation process. In

his study, a monopolistic company producing one product was
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chosen as a basis for analysis. The company was assumed to

be a medium—sized company with a centralized planning com-

mittee.

Data were generated using the Monte Carlo method. A

2x2x2 completely crossed factorial design was utilized in-

corporating the following three independent variables:

Budget Formation (deterministic or probabilistic); Sigg} Bg-

havior (Neutral—create slack in good periods and reduce in

in adverse ones; Active—create slack in good periods and at-

tempt to maintain it); and Sglgs Fluctuation (Small—up to

10%; Large—up to 20%). In addition, changes in seven depen-

dent variables were examined: average price, average quan-

tity, average total cost per unit, percent decline in pro-

fits due to budgetary slack, percent profits forgone due to

cost slack, percent slack in total costs, and percent of

cost slack to profits.

Analysis of variance results showed no effect for the

budget formation factors. The utilization of deterministic

budgets did not lead to greater slack accumulation than did

probabilistic budgets. The other two main effects, however,

were significant. First, companies experiencing wide fluc-

tuations in sales had less sales slack, while cost slack re-

mained about the same. Second, active slack behavior led to

higher rates of profitability than neutral slack behavior.
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Finally, there was a significant interaction between sales

stability and slack behavior.

Critigue: According to Meier et al. (1969), a carefully

designed simulation model provides a laboratory environment

in which to make observations under controlled procedures.

Because of this high level of control over each condition,

the experimenter can easily determine exactly which factor

leads to changes in the dependent variable. Onsi, for exam-

ple, was able to run each model twice: once to examine each

variable in the presence of slack and once without slack.

This ability provides an advantage over field research for

at least two reasons: First, internal validity is enhanced

as causality can easily be determined. Second, simulation

can serve as a useful tool to help discover the ways in

which slack is most likely to be absorbed in real organiza-

tions.

Another strength of this method is its strong conclusion

validity. Note that Onsi has used a completely crossed de-

sign which is more powerful than a nested design (Judd and

Kenny, 1982). In addition, since the analysis is based on

500 observations, and the assignment rule is random, power

is enhanced.

On the other hand, the disadvantages of simulation stu-

dies are not unlike those of other experimental designs.
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How do we know that a model represents the actual process

under study? How can we test the results to devise empiri-

cally accurate predictions? A simulation is simply a numer-

ical representation which is not governed by any physical

laws that make it similar to the system being modelled

(Meier et al., 1969). Therefore, if a model is to be Valid,

its construction must be based on theory:

Exercising care in the early stages of formulation
and construction of a simulation model is as im-
portant as any more specific procedures that can
be suggested for Validating a model. However,
once the model is completed, Validating it is a
two-step process. The first step is to determine
whether the model is correct in a logical and pro-
gramming sense. And the second is to determine
whether it represents the phenomena it is supposed
to represent (Meier et al., 1969: 294).

The first step mentioned by Meier and his associates can

be considered the reliability check. Onsi utilized the

first 100 periods of the modelling to allow the system to

reach "a reasonable level of stability" (1975: 85). This

can be interpreted to mean that his "measures" were relia-

ble.

The second step in the Validation process is the estab-

lishment of construct validity. Not surprisingly, the only

way to do this is to compare output from the model with

known data from the real world, and to check for convergent
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validity. Since this step was not present in Onsi's study,

the construct validity of his slack measurement can not be

inferred.

Implications fg; the Study gf Slggk: While the precise

control established in simulation models is a strength of

this methodology, it is also a weakness. Generalization is

limited to monopolistic companies with one product. Given

this constraint, Onsi's results provide limited support for

the conceptual framework described earlier. In particular,

the finding that companies experiencing wide fluctuations in

sales tend to lose sales slack corresponds with the notion

that slack will decrease under adverse conditions. However,

the finding that active slack behavior leads to higher lev-

els of profitability' does not appear to corroborate the

theoretical model. The maintenance of slack during adverse

conditions should cause profits to fall, since theoretical-

ly, an increase in the number of constraints faced by an or-

ganization would require the diversion of funds from discre-

tionary investments to required investments. This point

obviously requires further examination - preferably in the

field. It may be an artifact of the simulation method.

Rosner, 1968
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In a field study drawn fron1 his dissertation, Rosner

(1968) examined the influence of economic orientation and

organizational slack on innovation in 24 teaching hospitals

in the Chicago area. Innovation was operationalized as the

frequency and promptness with which hospitals tried new

drugs. Frequency was determined by the chief pharmacist's

responses to a questionnaire on drug use; while promptness

was measured by audits of purchase invoices for a sample of

six pre—selected drugs.

Organization slack was operationalized as the hospital

occupancy rate - a pseudo-measure of profitability. Econom-

ic orientation was calculated as drug cost per in-patient

day and drug inventory turnover rate. Multiple regression

analysis was used to determine the relationship between

these variables.

Critigge: One obvious strength of this study was the

careful use of controls to isolate the effects of the inde-

pendent variables and improve internal validity. A rela-

tively homogeneous sample of hospitals was used to control

for differences in ownership, therapeutic emphasis and re-

search orientation. In addition, the following factors were

included in the regression equation to control for their ef-

fects: hospital size, control of medical staff activity,

visibility of medical care, and medical staff innovative-

ness.
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Of course, the use of controls in this fashion can also

lead to problems. Rosner, for example, looked at the values

of his standardized regression coefficients and concluded

that economic orientation. had a strong inverse relation-

ship with frequency of trial and a weak positive relation-

ship with promptness. On the other hand, occupancy rate

(slack) was interpreted as having a strong influence on

promptness and a weaker effect on frequency. Yet these in-

terpretations may be somewhat misleading. According to

Montgomery and Peck (1982):

In interpreting standardized regression coeffi-
cients, we must remember that they are still par-
tial (original emphasis) coefficients (i.e., bj
measures the effect of xj given that other regres-
sors xi, i=j, are in the model. Furthermore, the
bj are affected by the range of values for the re-
gressor variables. Consequently, it may be dan-
gerous to use the magnitude of the bj as a measure
of the relative importance of regressor xj (Mont-
gomery and Peck, 1982: 170).

In other words, the partial regression coefficients for

organizational slack and economic orientation represent the

expected change in innovation only when all the remaining

regressor variables are in the model. If the control values

were to change, the values for slack and economic orienta-

tion would also differ. Thus, the ability to generalize is

limited.
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Conclusion validity is also relatively low in this study.

As Rosner (1968) points out, the F—values are barely signi-

ficant and there is a high proportion~of unexplained vari-

ance. This is probably due to the low sample size and the

fact that the regression model is underfitted since there

were "as many as six values of the dependent variable for

every value of the independent variable" (Rosner, 1968:

623). Finally, since there was only one method used to mea-

sure organization slack, construct validity cannot be infer-

red.

Implications fg; the Study gf Slagkz The operationaliza-

tion of slack applied in this study appears to be particu-

larly weak with respect to the conceptual model of slack

presented earlier. To begin with, Rosner would like to use

profit as a measure of slack, but has to settle for occupan—

cy rate. While this measure is undoubtedly related to pro-

fit, how is profit related to slack? Recall Williamson's

(1963) argument that slack can be manipulated by managers to

increase or decrease reported profits. It follows that by

looking at reported profits alone, we cannot tell how much

slack manipulation took place.

Interestingly, one of the measures chosen by Rosner to

represent economic orientation was "drug inventory turnover

rate." Since he is actually studying innovation at the su-
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bunit level as opposed to the organization level, this may,

in fact, be a better indicator of slack than occupancy rate.

Indeed, inventory turnover is one of the methods of slack

creation described by Galbraith (1972). Perhaps, Rosner in-

cluded a measure of slack in his study despite himself.

Dimick and Murray, 1978

Dimick and Murray (1978) compared economic and contextual

factors (including organizational slack) to the sophistica-

tion of personnel programs in 2O different companies from

different industries. Organizational slack was operational-

ized as average profits controlled for size over a five year

period. The authors found that staffing sophistication, the

range of nonmanagerial training and the applications of per-

formance appraisal were positively correlated with this mea-

sure of slack. Other factors, including manpower planning

sophistication, educational leave and part—time study gener-

osity, promotability, and policy evaluation sophistication

were not significantly related to slack.

Critigue: Like Rosner's (1968) study, this was a cross-

sectional correlational design, so causality cannot be es-

tablished. To further complicate the matter, the authors

did not explain how this particular sample was chosen. As

Judd and Kenney (1982) indicate, an unknown assignment rule
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can lead to biased estimates of condition effects. Such

bias is a form of systematic error affecting the validity of

the results.

Data were collected through the use of questionnaires and

interviews. No mention was made of reliability checks.

Next, the various data were conceptually combined into a set

of 12 indices summarizing different aspects of the personnel

function, which were then correlated with organizational

slack. However, since empirical scaling procedures were not

used to compose these indices, we cannot be sure whether

different groupings of data might not have led to different

results. Finally, given this rather small sample size

(N=20), conclusion validity is limited.

Implications tet the §they et §leeh: The most important

problem in this study is, once again, construct validity.

While the fact that only one method of measurement was used

is sufficient by itself to cause problems, the use of pro-

fits as a measure of slack is even more questionable. As

Williamson (1963) has noted, reported profits rarely equal

actual profits due to the presence of managerial slack ab-

sorbed as cost. On the other hand, by looking at 5-year av-

erage profits (controlled for size), Dimick and Murray may

have improved upon previous profit-oriented slack measure-

ment procedures. Although they are still actually looking
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at profits, not slack, it is likely that firms which have

maintained above average performance over a five year period

would have greater access to slack than those which were

consistently below average on profits since investors are

more likely to invest in high. performing' firms. Hence,

these researchers may have found a potential pseudo-measure

of slack. Still, there was a critical problem with their

use of this measure in that they compared average profits of

firms from different industries. Since average profit lev-

els vary by industry, the failure to control for industry

membership may have confounded their results.

Kmetz, 1980

Kmetz (1980) attempted to provide empirical support for

Galbraith's model of slack. (Recall that Galbraith (1972,

1977) postulated that slack serves to reduce the amount of

information processed by an organization in order to de-

crease uncertainty.) To test this proposition, Kmetz dis-

tributed a 127-item questionnaire to 33 federal government

managers and executives representing 27 different organiza-

tions. The questionnaire consisted of 17 groups of items

(labelled for face validity) measuring managerial percep-

tions of organizational effectiveness, structure, context,

information flow, environmental turbulence, and slack. The

latter was measured as follows:
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1. Slack resources: three items measuring perceived

respondent inadequacies of funding and quantity or

quality of personnel.

2. Slack performance: four items xneasuring perceived

respondent capability to absorb workload increases.

3. Production smoothing: ten items measuring the use of

queuing, outside contractors, priority setting, and

other means of adjusting demand on the work unit.

Kmetz examined the relationship between slack and several

organizational variables. The only component of slack which

yielded significant results was the production smoothing di-

mension. This was positively related to information flow

(r=.33; p<.O5, one-tailed), environmental turbulence (r=.32;

p<.O5, one-tailed), and unit interdependence (r=.44; p<.O5,

two-tailed). Kmetz interpreted these findings as follows:

l) The various smoothing methods utilized require informa-

tion themselves for coordination; 2) Production smoothing is

the primary means by which these organizations decouple

themselves from the environment; and 3) Production smoothing

also decreases interdependence between units.

There is a fundamental problem with Kmetz's interpreta-

tion of these last two findings: If, as Kmetz suggests,

slack is used to decouple the organization from the environ-

ment or from other units, then these relationships should be
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negative. In other words, as slack increases, interdepen-

dence should decrease. While Kmetz claims that this posi-

tive relationship between slack and interdependence is "con-

sistent with Galbraith's comments" (Kmetz, 1980: 249), a

look at Galbraith's work reveals that slack resources are

used to "reduce the amount of interdependence between subu-

nits" (Galbraith, 1972: 60).

Critigue gf Methodology: In testing this model, Kmetz

utilized a perceptual measure of slack. While this appears

to be a viable means of measuring the construct, he failed

to report any measure of its reliability or potential valid-

ity. This is particularly damaging as it is a new scale.

Furthermore, as he himself notes:

While slack may represent a functional adaptation
to uncertainty, it may simultaneously be perceived
as evidence of poor management, inefficiency, or
other dysfunctional consequences (Kmetz, 1980:
246).

Thus, a second problem of Kmetz's scales may be reactivi-

ty. If subjects perceive slack as evidence of poor manage-

ment or inefficiency, they may provide biased responses due

to their desire for social approval (Alwin, 1978). More-

over, Kmetz may have added to the reactivity of the instru-

ment by labelling each section of questions. Whereas a

question on the quality of personnel may have appeared rath-
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er innocuous by itself, it may take on negative connotations

under the heading "SLACK RESOURCES." As Bradburn (1982: 65)

comments, people can respond differently to identically

worded questions that appear in different contexts.

Kmetz's sampling procedures also deserve comment. No

mention is made in his article of how these particular indi-

viduals were chosen to respond to this study or whether or

not the 33 subjects represent a 100% response rate. Given

that the questionnaire was rather long, it is doubtful that

the latter is the case, unless the respondents were acq-

uainted wvith the author or, perhaps, part of a seminar.

Since this information was not provided, no generalization

of Kmetz's results can be made.

Lastly, Kmetz seems to be somewhat confused about the

level of analysis of his investigation. He sampled 33 res-

pondents from 27 organizations, noting that not more than

two respondents from each organization answered the questi-

onnaire. Then he included all 33 respondents in his data

analysis as if he were studying 33 different organizations.

Hence, six organizations are represented twice in this study

probably inflating his correlations artificially.

Implications fg; the Study gf Slagg: In summary, this

study had problems with the instrument, the sampling method,

the analysis and with the theoretical interpretation of re-
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sults. It is unfortunate that this is the case because a

perceptual measure of slack could be worth investigating.

Marino and Lange, 1982

Using secondary data derived from the Compustat tapes,

Marino and Lange (1982) looked at changes in earnings varia-

tion, inventory growth, and cost behavior under varying lev-

els of slack resources. The study focused on two industries

- apparel and motor vehicle parts and accessories - for the

period from 1969 through 1976. Since both of these indus-

tries represent mature, competitive manufacturing environ-

ments (Marino and Lange, 1982), some measure of control was

established in an attempt to enhance internal validity. Of

course, the ability to generalize to other organizations is

hindered as a result of this reliance on homogeneous groups.

Organizational slack was operationalized using two mea-

sures: return on total assets, and cash flow margin per sa-

les dollar. In order to be classified as a high slack firm,

a company had to have equalled or exceeded the industry me-

dian for either of these measures for seven consecutive

years. Low slack firms were those below the industry median

on either measure for seven consecutive years. Based on

these requirements, ll of the 48 apparel firms were classi-

fied as high slack while 9 fit into the low slack category.
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In the motor vehicle parts and accessories industry, 9 or-

ganizations were classified as high slack and 11 as low

slack firms.

Marino and Lange's results were mixed. First, as pred-

icted, firms with high slack had more stable earnings than

did firms with low slack. This finding held for both indus-

tries. Second, high slack firms had a lower rate of in-

crease in inventory turnover than did low slack firms. This

too, was as predicted since decreasing inventory turnover is

one means of increasing slack. While these first two find-

ings supported Marino and Lange's hypotheses, the remaining

results did not.

No evidence was found of a higher rate of cost escalation

among high slack firms in selling, general and administra-

tive expense or cost of goods sold. Moreover, growth rates

in sales per employee were identical for high and low slack

firms in the motor vehicle parts industry while in the ap-

parel industry, the high slack firms experienced signifi-

cantly larger growth in sales per employee. This result was

the opposite of that which was hypothesized. Marino and

Lange explained this discrepancy by maintaining that redun-

dant personnel is not a preferred use of slack resources

among apparel firms (1982: 5).
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Critiqhe: In general, this is a well-organized study,

but several criticisms apply. First, sample size is quite

low. The largest category contains only 11 organizations

which reduces power and conclusion validity. In addition,

internal validity is limited since a cross—sectional design

is utilized. Finally, only one measure of slack was uti-

lized in this study, and it behaved as predicted about half

the time. Therefore, little can be said about the construct

validity of this measure; yet further use may be worthwhile

as will be discussed in the next section.

Fit wtth Conceptual Framework: Like the Dimick and Mur-

ray (1978) study described above, this study used profit-

ability indicators as a kind of proxy measure for slack.

The assumption made by Marino and Lange is that firms which

are able to maintain above average cash flows or returns on

assets for seven consecutive years should have a higher lev-

el of internal resources (since they are fairly liquid) and

also should have greater access to additional funding from

external sources since they should be perceived as attrac-

tive investment opportunities by investors. The strengths

of such an approach follow: first, the use of an extended

time period appears to be a strength of this measure. Alt-

hough managers can easily manipulate financial indicators to

make them look good for a year or so, it would be very dif-
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ficult to maintain this illusion for seven years (particu-

larly in the presence of adverse environmental conditions)

were slack resources actually not available. Second, the

comparison of these ratios to industry medians is a major

improvement oVer· Dimick and. Murray's comparison of firms

from different industries, since different industries often

have vastly different profitability norms. Therefore, alt-

hough this slack measure is still only a proxy for slack, it

represents a definite improvement over previous operational-

izations of the construct.

Bourgeois and Singh, 1983

In this study, Bourgeois and Singh utilized a Variation of

Bourgeois' (1981) operationalization of slack (described

earlier) to test hypotheses relating slack to certain

strategic and political behaviors within top management

teams. Whereas Bourgeois' (1981) paper conceived of slack

as being derived from two sources, (i.e., those created by

management and that offered by the environment), this paper

discussed three conceptually distinct dimensions of the

slack construct: available, recoverable and potential. As

defined herein, available slack consists of resources that

have not yet been absorbed into the organizational system.

Recoverable slack consists of resources that have been ab-
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sorbed as excess costs. Lastly, potential slack is de-

scribed as the firm's ability to generate extra resources

from the environment.

This refinement of Bourgeois‘ (1981) conceptualization of

slack led him and his co-author to make some changes in the

measures selected for its operationalization. First, the

component "working capital as a percent of sales" was disag-

. gregated into three subcomponents since it was believed to

contain both available and recoverable elements of slack.

Second, "general and administrative expense" was examined as

a percentage of sales in order to control for increases or

decreases in firm activity. Finally, two indicators were

dropped, presumably due to the lack of data availability;

neither "credit rating" nor "short term interest rates com-

pared to prime" were included in the present analysis.

Bourgeois and Singh utilized these measures as follows.

First, the difference in each ratio from one year to the

next was calculated. (His original model called for at least

a 5 year time period.) Then, the differences in each of the

three categories of slack were summed. Finally, an overall

slack score was calculated by summing the three sub-scores.

Each of these four slack scores were then correlated with

perceptions of political activity and strategic discord in a

sample of 24 firms. Results showed that the individual com-
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ponents of slack affected strategic behavior differentially.

Recoverable slack appeared to reduce political behavior; in

contrast, potential slack increased political behavior while

simultaneously suppressing goal disagreement.

Critigue: Although Bourgeois' original framework for the

operationalization of slack appears to be theoretically

sound, his actual use of these indicators is questionable.

A number of questions remain unanswered in this paper. For

example, why were changes in slack observed over a one year

period as opposed to five or more? Is it possible to add

such diverse ratios as Long Term Debt/Equity and the Price/

Earnings ratio and still come up with nmaningful results?

In their paper, Bourgeois and Singh provide no explanation

for such methodological decisions. Hence, construct validi-

ty is again a serious problem in this study.

Implications tet the Sthey et Sleeh: Bourgeois' work is

stronger conceptually than it is empirically. For some rea-

son, his actual operationalization differed a good deal from

his original prescriptions. However, a second study by Mar-

ino and Lange (1983) also utilizes the original Bourgeois

(1981) framework with somewhat different. methods and far

better explanation. Before "throwing the baby out with the

bathwater," this next study should be considered.
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Marino and Lange, 1983

In this study, Marino and Lange compare the operationali-

zations of slack utilized by Dimick and Murray (1978), Bour-

geois (1981), Marino and Lange (1982) as well as one unpub-

lished dissertation by Wolf (1971). These slack measures

are divided into two groups: absolute versus relative.

Absolute measures of slack are defined as those which

identify firms with the most or least slack resources in

comparison to other firms. Measures used by Dimick and Mur-

ray as well as Marino and Lange fall into this category.

(Rosner's 1978 study would also fit here but is not includ-

ed.) All of these studies employ a profitability criterion

as a measure of slack. The authors' rationalization for

this criterion follows:

The logic of such a criterion assumes that, in
order to attract additional resources from the en-
vironment, the firm must demonstrate technical
competence and efficiency in current operations.
Therefore, the profitable firm not only generates
internal capital but is more likely to generate
additional resources from the environment.

Hence, these absolute measures of slack can be described

as proxy measures. Use of such measures is based on the as-

sumption that profitable firms can easily generate extra re-

sources when desired.

The second category of measurement described in this ar-

ticle includes relative measures of slack. Such measures
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seek to gauge the change in level of slack resources an or-

ganization possesses over time. The work of Bourgeois and

Wolf (1971) fits here. In his unpublished doctoral disser-

tation, Wolf operationalized slack as change in operating

profits over a four year period.
5

Using the same sample of apparel and motor vehicle parts

firms described in their 1982 study, Marino and Lange cate-

gorized these firms as "high slack/gainers", "unclassified/

constant," or "low slack/losers" using all 4 operationaliza-

tions. Pairwise comparisons of these procedures led to the

construction of 3 X 3 contingency tables. The Kappa statis-

tic (Cohen, 1960) was then utilized to determine the amount

of agreement between pairs.

Results showed the two absolute measures to achieve sig-

nificant agreement in classifying firms according to the

level of slack. Marino and Lange admit that these strong

findings were to be expected since both measures focus on

profitability. The two relative measures, however, did not

converge. In fact, since most of the cases in each industry

fell into the extreme off—diagonal cells, it was apparent

that the two measures were not tapping the same construct.

Comparison of relative to absolute measures again showed

little convergence. Marino and Lange state that such re-

sults indicate that absolute and relative measures are not

interchangeable.
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Critigue: This is an excellent study and one which has

been sorely needed in researching the organizational slack

construct. As the authors point out, some knowledge of the

convergence of these two measurement approaches "will con-

tribute to the process of construct Validation and enhance

our ability to compare empirical results from different in-

Vestigations" (Marino and Lange, 1983: 84).

Actual operationalization methods utilized were spelled

out in detail - in some cases surpassing explanations pro-

vided by the original author. For example, in dealing with

Bourgeois' (1981) model, these authors measured change in

slack over a seven year period which seems much more realis-

tic than the one year period used by Bourgeois and Singh

(1983) in. terms of the length. of time required for real

change to occur within organizations. In addition, Marino

and Lange (1983) did not attempt to add ratios which are in-

herently different. Rather, they looked only at the direc-

tion of change in each ratio (+ or —) and identified organi-

zations as gainers or losers basai on a simple count of

expected changes in the indicators. While this does not get

at the actual magnitude of the change in slack, Bourgeois,

in his original (1981) article, made no claim to be able to

do so.
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The major problem with this study is that there is no

theoretical framework within which to further test these op-

erationalizations. Although it is shown, for example, that

the Dimick and Murray (1978) measures converge with the Mar-

ino and Lange (1982) measures, there is still no evidence

that the construct being measured is slack. Likewise, it is

clear that the Bourgeois (1981) measure and the Marino and

Lange (1982) measure are looking at different things, but

what are they looking at?

The crucial missing step in this study is thus the inves-

tigation of the slack construct in relation to other con-

structs in terms of formal hypotheses derived from theory.

If the construct behaves as it is predicted to behave, then

there is additional evidence that it is measuring what it is

supposed to be measuring (Churchill, 1979; Peter, 1981).

Implications for the ägugy gf §lagk: It is appropriate

to have reviewed this study last in this section because it

brings together many of the issues discussed earlier. Alt-

hough many questions still remain as to the usefulness and

meaningfulness of the measures of slack discussed herein,

the initial steps have at least been taken in the develop-

ment of two concrete measures of slack. An appropriate sec-

ond step would be to extend the work of Marino and Lange by

inserting these operationalizations into a viable theoreti-
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cal framework such as that provided by the L-B model. Be-

fore this can be done, however, one more aspect of the model

must be discussed. The next section of this paper, there-

fore, is devoted to a description of the conceptual and em-

pirical literature on strategic taxonomies.

CLASSIFICATIONS gg STRATEGY

A critical step in the development of any science has

been said to be the availability of a widely accepted and

usable classification scheme (Hempel, 1965; Haas and Drabek,

1973; McKelvey, 1975). In recent years, strategic manage-

ment scholars have joined their peers in more well estab-

lished paradigms in the attempt to construct classification

schemes for identifying strategic typologies. The assump-

tion underlying the generation of such typologies is that

there are a limited number of identifiable strategies, each

of which involves a different pattern of competitive posi-

tion objectives, investment strategies, and competitive ad-

vantages (Hofer and Schendel, 1978: 160).

In general, two distinct methodologies have been used in

the development of these classification schemes. The first

approach can be described as a conceptual one. Here, con-

structs are either deductively derived from theory or, as

McKelvey (1975) suggests, they are derived through the men-
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tal induction method. As Galbraith and Schendel (1983) ad-

mit, important insights regarding strategic activity can be

gained in this manner; yet, the validity of such typologies

remains in question without empirical support.

A second approach to the development of taxonomies is to

derive them empirically from data by using statistical meth-

odologies. Generally, researchers using this approach start

with a sample of firms for which data exists on a number of

strategic attributes such as the degree of vertical integra-

tion, expenditures on R & D as a percentage of sales, number

of new products, etc. A multivariate technique such as

cluster analysis or Q—type factor analysis is then used to

form groups of firms sharing similar attributes. These mul-

tivariate analytical approaches can offer researchers a

chance to find a fresh set of strategic groupings based on

larger samples, and free from the influence of conceptually-

based taxonomies (McKelvey, 1975). Furthermore, these em-

pirical studies can be used to test conceptual schemes in

order to enhance their validity. However, only three stu-

dies have taken the extra step involved in linking strategic

attributes with conceptually derived strategic groups.

These studies will be discussed later in this section.

As illustrated in Table 2, different approaches to the

classification of strategy can be compared according to the
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level of strategy examined (corporate level versus business

level) and the procedure utilized to construct the typology

(conceptual versus empirical). Studies included in this ta-

ble are those which take a rather comprehensive view of

strategy, recognizing that a number of attributes represent

an organization's strategic position at a given time (Gins-

berg, 1984). Not included are studies which form strategic

groupings on the basis of a single strategy Variable. For

example, studies on the effect of market share (e.g., Hen-

derson, 1968; Chevalier, 1972), R & D strategy (Christensen,

1977) financial risk (Baird and Kumar, 1983) or level of di-

Versity (Wrigley, 1970; Rumelt, 1974) are not considered

herein.

The following sections will examine contributions made by

both the conceptual and empirical approaches and will at-

tempt to reconcile the two using examples of taxonomies at

both the business and corporate levels of strategy.

Conceptional TaxonomiesgBusiness ggygl Strategy

As is evident in Table 2, the vast majority of strategic

typologies are aimed at identifying patterns of business

level strategy. These Vary widely in terms of both the num-

ber of possible strategic groups, and in terms of the attri-

butes defining each group. Such distinctions are undoubted-
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TABLE 2

A Matrix of Strategic Typologies

BUSINESS LEVEL CORPORATE LEVEL
STRATEGY STRATEGYV———__——_"_"_——'___———7'__“_““___"-—____“-7

I I ICONCEPTUAL | | |
TAXONOMIES IBuzze1l et al., 1975 |Glueck, 1980 |

|Utterback et a1., 1979 | |
|Mi1es et al., 1979 | |
|Hofer & Schendel, 1978 | |
|Vesper, 1979 | |
lwissema et al., 1980 | |
[Porter, 1980 | l

I I I
EMP1R1cAL | | |
TAXONOMIES |Hatte¤ et a1., 1978 | |

lGa1braith et al., 1983 | |
I I I
|Hambrick, 1983 | |
|Dess and Davis, 1984 | |
L....................._..J.......................J
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ly related to the objectives of the firm as perceived by

each author (Galbraith and Schendel, 1983).

The typologies proposed by each of the authors in Table

2, can be found in Appendix A. In order to show how these

groupings work, however, two of the more well known typolo-

gies will be discussed here. These two were chosen because

of their prominence in the literature as well as for the

availability of empirical data supporting their assumptions.

Miles et al. (1978) identified four strategic types of

organizations in what is probably the best known typology in

the business policy literature. The primary dimension un-

derlying this typology is rate of~ product-market change

(Hambrick, 1980). Defenders, for example, are extremely

stable organizations, which tend to find a safe niche and

stay there. In contrast, prospectors continually seek out

new products and markets, often at the expense of profits.

Analyzers tend to fall between these two extremes by at-

tempting to locate new product and market opportunities whi-

le maintaining a firm core of traditional products and cus-

tomers. Finally, reactors are inconsistent - exhibiting no

clear approach to product-market change.

Using data from the PIMS project, Hambrick (1983) at-

tempted to explore the underlying strategic attributes of

the two extreme groups of this typology: prospectors and
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defenders. In this study, a prospector was defined as a bu-

siness whose new product sales were above 10% for a four

year period. In contrast, a defender was defined as a busi-

ness whose new product sales were below 1% for four consecu-

tive years. The sample included matched pairs of defenders

and prospectors in the same 4-digit SIC codes in order to

control for industry differences.

Thirteen strategic attributes were hypothesized to match

either the prospector or defender strategy type. Of these,

six attributes were found to support the hypothesized model,

two were significantly related to the wrong group and the

remaining five were not significant. Hambrick (1983) de-

scribed these results as providing "scattered support" for

the Miles et al. (1978) model.

The second conceptual taxonomy to be discussed is that of

Porter (1980). Here, three generic strategies are proposed,

each of which is aimed at increasing firm profits. First,

the strategy of overall ggg; leadership attempts to reap

profits by maintaining a low cost position within an indus-

try. Differentiation, on the other hand, involves the crea-

tion of a product or service which is perceived throughout

the industry as being unique. Such a product should bring a

premium price in the market place. Lastly, fgggg is a stra-

tegy which zeroes in on a specific buyer group, product line
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segment or geographic market. This strategy actually com-

bines the approaches described under the cost leadership and

differentiation strategies above. However, in this case,

these approaches are directed at a specific target.

A study by Dess and Davis (1984) provided an empirical

examination of Porter's (1980) generic strategies using a

sample of 22 firms from the paint industry. In this study,

the authors derived a list of 21 "competitive means" which

they felt might be used in implementing the three generic

strategies described above. The top xnanagement teams of

each sample firm were asked to rate the importance of each

item to their firm's strategy using a 5-point interval sca-

le. The data was factor analyzed in order to reveal any me-
l

aningful patterns of variables.

In Phase II of the study, a panel of 7 experts was asked

to review Porter‘s typology and complete three copies of the

21 item questionnaire: one for each strategic type. In

each case, the experts were asked to indicate which attri-

butes were most important in implementing the generic stra-

tegy. Results of Phase I and Phase II were then compared.

Strong agreement was found for the attributes underlying

both the differentiation and fou cosf strategies; however,

the attributes assigned to the focus group were rather mix-

ed. Yet, even in this case, there was agreement on those

attributes that should not be assigned to a focus strategy.
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Although there are several weaknesses inherent in this

study such as the small sample size, in general it is a very

informative study. It is the only study which successfully

depicts the link between the underlying strategic attributes

and generic strategic types. Indeed, it indicates that man-

agers really do follow coherent strategic patterns even if

they do not apply the textbook names to those patterns.

Empirical TaxonomiesgBusiness Qgyel

The Hambrick (1983) and Dess and Davis (1984) studies

have already been described above as attempting· to link

strategic attributes with a conceptually derived strategic

typology. The remaining two studies in this quadrant start

with no preconceived notions about the outcome of their

strategic clustering procedures. They are purely concerned

with deriving strategic groups or taxonomies from the data.

Briefly, Hatten et al. (1978) using secondary data, der-

ived strategic groups within the brewing industry. Alt-

hough this study was plagued by a number of methodological

problems including rather severe multicollinearity, it is

widely recognized in the business policy literature as being

one of the first to empirically derive strategic groups.

The specific strategy components analyzed can be seen in Ap-

pendix A. No attempt was made to compare these findings to

any conceptual taxonomy.
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The Galbraith and Schendel study (1983) was much more

sophisticated. These researchers compiled a list of 26

strategic components for a sample of consumer goods firms as

well as for a sample of industrial goods firms (see Appendix

A) from the PIMS database. The components were then factor

analyzed in order to transform the original 26 attributes

into a reduced number of strategy factors. Next, cluster

analysis was utilized to sort these factors into strategic

groups.

Six strategy types were identified for the consumer pro-

ducts firms: 1) harvest; 2) builder; 3) cashout; 4) niche or

specialization; 5) climber and 6) continuity. In addition,

four strategy types emerged for industrial products firms:

1) low commitment; 2) growth; 3) maintenance; and 4) niche

or specialization. One clear strength of this study was

that the authors went on to draw comparisons between several

of these strategic types and various conceptual typologies.

However, some of their groups did not appear to compare to

any published typology. Moreover, no one conceptual typology

was supported over any other.

In summary, at the business level of strategy, a number

of typologies have been developed utilizing both conceptual

and empirical methodologies. With respect to the Miles et

al. (1978) typology and the Porter (1980) typology, some em-
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pirical support has been offered in identifying the underly-

ing attributes for each strategic group. (This support is

clearly stronger for the Porter model.) In addition, there

appears to be developing a viable methodology for the empir-

ical construction/ testing of such models as is evidenced by

both the Galbraith and Schendel (1983) and the Dess and Dav-

is (1984) papers. As shall shortly be seen, there is no

such progress at the level of corporate level strategy leav-

ing much room for additional research in this area.

Conceptual TaxonomiesgCorporate Qgygl Strategy

Having searched the literature for models of corporate

level strategic groups, it must be reported that such models

are extremely rare. About the only place where any type of

taxonomy of corporate level strategy appears is in business

policy and strategy textbooks. Moreover, closer examination

of these textbook models, reveals most of them to be derived

from a typology developed by Glueck (1980). Glueck de-

scribed four generic strategies typically followed by corpo-

rations: stable growth, growth, retrenchment, and combina-

tion. These will be described in more detail in the

following paragraphs.

To begin with, stable growth is described as a strategy

is which few major changes in product/service line, chan-
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nels, vertical integration, production capacity and the like

are made over a period of time. Rather, the firm has chosen

to concentrate its resources in a favorable niche in order

to achieve a competitive advantage.

Growth strategies are pursued when: 1) a firm sets its

level of objectives higher than any extrapolation of past

objectives; 2) serves the same market or adds new ones; or

3) focuses strategic decisions on major functional perfor-

mance increases. Some ways in which a growth strategy may

be carried out include increasing sales in a given product/

market as well as adding new products or markets through in-

ternal diversification, mergers, acquisitions, or joint ven-

tures.

Retrenchment is pursued when: 1) the level of objectives

is below its past achievement level; 2) product/service

lines may be reduced; 3) strategic decisions focus on func-

tional improvements and reduction of units with negative

cash flow. Some variations of this strategy include turna-

round strategy, divestment, liquidation or captive company

(when a firm sells over 75% of its product to one customer).

The last of Glueck's generic strategies is the combina-

tion strategy. This is simply what he calls a situation in

which a firm's main strategic decisions utilize several

grand strategies at one time.
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Empirical TaxonomiesgCorporate ggygl Strategy

The last quadrant of Table 2 is empty. No studies have

been found which empirically derive corporate level strate-

gic groups using more than one or two strategic attributes.

Hence, there is a real gap in the literature here.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has reviewed the conceptual and empirical

literature on the two major variables of the L-B model: or-

ganizational slack and strategic groups. In terms of the

slack variable, recent studies have been moving toward the

development of at least two distinct operationalizations:

Bourgeois' (1981) relative measure of slack and Marino and

Lange's (1982) absolute measure of slack. Each of these op-

erationalizations have been utilized in two published stu-

dies while none of the earlier slack indicators have been

replicated. While the construct validity of both of these

remains in question, the next logical step is to test their

usefulness within a theoretical framework such as that pro-

vided by the L-B model.

As far as the literature on strategic groups is con-

cerned, taxonomies have been developed by both conceptual

and empirical methods. It appears that a viable way to re-

concile these two approaches is to attempt
‘to

validate a
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(
conceptual taxonomy through the development of an empirical

one. This linking has been successfully demonstrated by

Dess and Davis (1984) and to a lesser extent by Hambrick

(1983) and Galbraith and Schendel (1983). However, all of

these examples are based on business level strategy. Hence,

there is room for the development of an empirical typology

of corporate level strategy in an effort to validate

Glueck's (1979) conceptual typology. This dissertation has

attempted to fill this gap.



Chapter III

METHODOLOGY

The first two chapters of this dissertation have present-

ed literature which specified the theoretical underpinnings

of the Litschert—Bonham model and highlighted the current

status of the measurement issues surrounding two of the mo-

del's major components: slack and strategy. The literature

revealed a need for further testing of two recently devel-

oped slack categorization methods as well as for the empiri-

cal development of a typology of corporate level strategy.

Therefore, the review of the literature has provided support

for both the dissertation's basic goal of testing the L-B

model and its secondary objectives of providing clarifica-

tion on these two methodological issues.

Chapter III completes the foundation building section of

this dissertation by deriving the specific hypotheses and

research questions to be investigated in this study. In ad-

dition, it describes the methodology utilized to select the

sample firms, operationalize the components of the model,

gather the data necessary to test the hypotheses and analyze

the results.

61
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HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

It will be recalled that the following research questions

were derived from the Litschert-Bonham model in Chapter I:

1. Will the strategies utilized by low—slack
firms be more homogeneous than the strategies
utilized by high—slack firms withha a given
environment?

2. Will the content of strategies utilized by
high—slack firms differ significantly from the
content of strategies utilized. by low—slack
firms within a given environment?

3. Will low—slack firms in different environments
utilize different strategies?

These questions served as the basis for the development

of the trio of conceptual hypotheses which were tested in

this study. Operational hypotheses and the methodology uti-

lized for testing each will be presented in the latter part

of this chapter.

According to the L—B model, when slack is low, the appro-

priate strategy is determined by the fit between contextual

factors and structure. On the other hand, when slack is

high, the choice of strategy depends largely on the desires

of the dominant coalition. It follows that low-slack firms

within a given environment will tend to use strategies which

are rather similar to each other while those with high slack

are likely to select a wider variety of strategic alterna-
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tives. Such a diversity of strategies can be expected among

high slack firms since freedom from constraint, coupled with

the lack of a generally accepted professional code of manag-

erial behavior will tend to yield greater reliance on per-

sonal values (Litschert and Bonham, 1977: 217). Thus:

H1: Within a given context, a greater
diversity of strategies will be observed
among high slack firms than among low
slack firms.

A second notion that can be derived from the L-B model is

that the strategies used by high-slack firms will differ

systematically from those used by low—slack firms. In other

words, within a given context, there should exist a rela-

tionship between level of slack and type of strategy. The

rationale for this proposition can be expressed as follows.

Firms with low slack must operate as efficiently as possible

as they do not have the margin of resources required to pay

for the luxury of inefficiency. Their strategies should re-

flect this mode of efficient operation. In contrast, firms

with high slack can afford more "expensive" strategic alter-

natives; e.g., they might be able to invest in projects with

longer pay back periods, hire professionals with more skills

than are currently required, engage in greater amounts of

research and development than necessary, and so on. There-

fore:
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H2: Within a given context, there will
be a relationship between level of slack
and strategy.

The third hypothesis to be presented here deals only with

low-slack firms. Again, recall the proposition that a fit

between structure and context dictates strategy under condi-

tions of low slack. If this assumption is correct, it fol-

lows that a change in context should result in a change in

the matching strategy. For example, a highly uncertain en-

vironment coupled with an organic structure may demand one

type of strategy while a more certain environment and me-

chanistic structure will require another. It should be pos-

sible to capture this relationship by comparing the strate-

gies of low-slack firms in two very different contexts.

Hence:

H3: Under conditions of low slack,
firms i11 a relatively certain environ-
ment will utilize different strategies
than will firms in a relatively uncer-
tain environment.

In addition to testing the above hypotheses, two secon-

dary issues were examined in this study. In a sense, these

can be described as methodological issues in that they in-

volved decisions relating to the operationalization of vari-

ables in the study.
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The first issue pertained to the selection of an appro-

priate indicator of organizational slack. As described in

the literature review, both absolute and relative measures

of slack were tested by Marino and Lange (1983) and were

shown not to converge. However, since the constructs were

not embedded in any theoretical structure, it was impossible

to judge the validity of either as a true measure of slack.

Therefore, this study moved a step beyond the Marino and

Lange (1983) study by comparing the performance of two of

these measures within the framework provided by the L—B mo-

del.

Marino and Lange (1983) suggested that their own absolute

measure of slack would be more appropriate than Bourgeois'

(1981) relative measure of slack in terms of testing the L-B

model. While it was not possible to make such a judgment on

the basis of one study, it. was possible to compare the

strength of the relationship found between slack and strate-

gy for these two different measures of slack. Hence, the

following research question was considered:

Rl: How will the statistical relation-
ship between slack and strategy be af-
fected by the use of a relative versus
an absolute approach to the measurement
of slack?

The second issue involved the empirical construction of a

typology of corporate strategy. Although a number of stu-
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dies have used this methodology as a way to identify pat-

terns of strategy, few attempts have been made to link these

empirically derived strategic types to conceptual typologies

(See Hambrick, 1983; and. Dess and. Davis, 1984). In this

case, the presence of such a link could be investigated by

examining the extent to which the empirically derived

strategic clusters unambiguously related to Glueck's (1980)

conceptual typology of corporate strategy. Therefore:

R2: Will the strategic clusters which
emerge in this study provide empirical
support for Glueck's conceptual typology
of strategy?

In summary, the first component of the present research

involved fairly straightforward tests of three hypotheses

derived from the Litschert-Bonham model of strategy forma-

tion. However, the secondary objectives pertained to some

measurement issues which, if resolved, may have an impact on

future research in the policy field. In this sense, the re-

search must be described as exploratory. Therefore, no hy-

potheses were derived from these last two research ques-

tions; nor were predictions made about potential results.

However, the findings should be informative to future re-

searchers in this area.
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METHODOLOGY

Sample

Both convenience and purposive sampling techniques were

used in selecting the organizations to be examined in this

research. Indeed, the first criterion for inclusion of

firms into the sample was primarily convenience—based; i.e.,

only companies listed on Standard ape Poor's 1984 Compustat

Tapee were chosen. This step was taken to ensure that the 7

years of financial data required for the slack operationali-

zations could be attained.

As Churchill has noted, the major problem with conveni-

ence sampling techniques is that such plans provide "no as-

surance that the sample is representative" (1983: 345). In

other words, the sampling techniques used in this research

have limited the generalizability of results to other organ-

izations or industries. To elaborate, although the Compus-

ea; Tapee contain information on over 27OO companies traded

either on the New York or American stock exchanges or over-

the—counter, there are no very small or privately owned bu-

sinesses in the data set. Nor is there any way of determin-

ing whether the firms in this data set differ systematically

from other large firms which are not included herein.

Still, use of this data set did ensure that the sample in-

cluded information on many of the major publicly-owned cor-
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porations in the country today. Although problems of exter-

nal validity certainly exist with such a sample, it is at

least clear that these firms are of interest to investors

and other industry analysts on the basis of factors such as

stock-price movement, past or present earnings growth, as

well as regional and/or economic performance ( ggg Compustat

Manual, 1980: 2).

The remaining sample selection criteria can best be de-

scribed as purposive or judgmental in nature. This means

that the sample elements have been picked because it is ex-

pected that they can serve the research purpose (Churchill,

V 1983; Emory, 1980). In this study, for example, a firm must

have been in operation since 1977 if it was to be included

in the sample. This requirement was based on the simple

fact that the slack measures used herein required seven

years of financial data.

A second requirement pertained to the extent of diversi-

fication of the sample firms. It was felt that only domi-

nant business firms should be examined in this study if

strategies within each industry were to be comparable. Ru-

melt (1974) has defined a "dominant business" firm as one in

which at least 70% of revenues come from a specific line of

business. To find out which firms met this requirement,

10-K reports were screened. Finally, as mentioned in Chap-
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ter I, the sample was limited to include only firms from two

different industries. (The next section spells out the

criteria utilized in the selection of the industries them-

selves.) The resulting list of 86 sample firms can be found

in Appendix B.

In summary, the greatest limitation of this sampling

technique lies with lack of the generalizability of results.

Yet, the purpose of this research was to test a theoretical

model, not to apply specific effects to real world situa-

tions. Calder et al. (1981) argue that when theory testing

is the goal of research, the sample entities need only be

selected to provide a rigorous test of the theory at issue.

In essence, in the early stages of studying a theoretical

model, it is most important to determine whether a hypothes-

ized relationship does exist; to this end, the researcher

must reduce extraneous variation in the sample, and use a

design that affords the strongest possible inferences about

the relationship between theoretical constructs (Calder et

al., 1981: 200). In this study, the selection of 'dominant

business' firms from only two industries resulted in a more

homogeneous sample which increased the power of the test to

detect the predicted relationship between slack and strate-

gY·
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Measurement gf Variables

Because one of the goals of the present research was to

determine the status of several measurement techniques, the

methods used to measure each of the variables in this study

had to be carefully evaluated. Therefore, a pretest was

conducted to examine the utility of each of the three mea-

surement procedures described below. This section will pre-

sent the outcomes of this pretest as they relate to deci-

sions regarding the operationalization of each of the

Variables to be used in testing the hypotheses and research

questions derived from the Litschert-Bonham model.

Context

Organizational context was operationalized as the industry

in which a firm operates. Companies within each industry

were assumed to operate within the same broad set of envi-

ronmental and technological constraints.

Context was varied in this study by examining firms with-

in two different industries. Of prime concern in the selec-

tion of these industries was that they be as different as

possible in terms of the level of uncertainty faced by the

organizations within each subsample. Other considerations

included number of firms in each industry (in order to ac-

hieve adequate sample size) and potential Variation in slack
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across firms. The two industries which were selected for

study are described below.

The electronic computing equipment industry is a rela-

tively new industry and is one which is constantly changing.

New' products, new' product features and new technological

processes appear almost daily. In addition, there are fre-

quent new entrants into this market. Because it is rela-

tively easy and inexpensive to purchase components and run a

computer-assembly operation, many small companies have been

started in little more than a garage. Unfortunately, a

shakeout began in 1983. Due to the high rate of bankrupt-

cies, most new companies are now viewed very skeptically by

potential customers until they can prove they will be around

for more than a couple of years. Thus, the industrial envi-

ronment can be described as both high in complexity and high

in rate of change - both of which have been shown to contri-

bute to uncertainty (Duncan, 1972). In addition, since sev-

eral industry giants, including I.B.M. and Wang, clearly do-

minate the industry, variation in slack should be found.

Although it was very difficult to find an industry envi-

ronment which could be described as "certain" in today's

uncertain times, the paper and pulp industry appeared to be

a viable candidate. The 1983 Standard ang Poor's Industrial

Survey indicates that paper production closely correlates
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with the trend of the overall economy, although with a lag

of several months. In addition, a 1984 report by the U.S.

Department of Commerce claims that this industry has tradi-

tionally been a steady profit performer; indeed, according

to this report, the paper industry remains one of the few

healthy U.S. "smokestack" industries.

It is important to note that the paper industry is divid-

ed into several large segments, such as pulp, printing and

writing papers, newsprint, tissue and paperboard. Moreover,

industry profits in each of these segments have been eroded

to some extent lately by rising operating costs and compli-

ance with strict pollution control standards which have made

many older and smaller plants obsolete. As a result of

these conditions, two industry trends have emerged. First,

most companies have become vertically integrated - generat-

ing large portions of their fiber needs from their own tim-

ber holdings, producing the paper, and in many cases, con-

verting the paper into a final consumer or industrial

product (Standard ggg Qppps Industry Reports, 1983). From

the point of view of the present study, this fact is appeal-

ing. Since most paper companies operate in several seg-

ments, there exists a clear rationale for examining the var-

ious segments together as one industry. Second, most of the

segments have become increasingly concentrated as companies
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have attempted to improve efficiency through economies of

scale. For example, in the newsprint segment, the 1O larg-

est firms accounted for close to two-thirds of the total

output in 1983. This trend of increasing concentration

within the industry' means the sample should include some

large firms which are doing very well along with others

which are fighting to survive; hence, Variation in slack

should be found.

Taken together, these facts paint very different pictures

of the conditions facing paper firms versus those facing

computer firms. The market for paper products is highly

competitive, but the key competitors have remained the same

for some time. New entrants are rare because the industry

requires huge capital expenditures. Although the technology

does change over time, the process of change is much slower

than that of the computer industry. As new paper plants are

built, obsolete ones are shut down and machines are upgrad-

ed. But it takes a long time to build paper mills, and,

once built, conversions to new processes or products are not

easily accomplished ( Standard ggg Poor's Industry Reports,

1983).

These comparisons would seem to support the assumption

that both the technology and the environment of the paper

industry are vastly different from those of the computer in-
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dustry. However, in order to confirm this assumption, quan-

titative measures of market and technological volatility

were calculated for each industry. These measures, first

developed by Tosi, Aldag and Storey (1973) were originally

found not to correlate with Lawrence and Lorsch's (1967)

perceptual measures of environmental uncertainty. Duncan,

Hellriegal and Slocum (1977), however, helped to explain

this discrepancy with their finding that individual differ-

ences (i.e., varying tolerances for ambiguity) moderate the

relationship between xuanagerial perceptions and objective

measures of volatility. Moreover, when Snyder and Glueck

(1982) correlated the Tosi et al. (1973) measures with vo-

latility ratings made by industry analysts from stock brok-

erage firms, a high measure of agreement was found.

The formulas used to assess market and technological vo-

latility can be found in Appendix E. After calculating

these indices for the sample firms in the computer industry

and the paper industry, results were compared with Student

t-tests. As predicted, the computer industry was signifi-

cantly more volatile on both market (t(87)= -3.31; p<.OO1)

and technological volatility (t(76·8)= -8.28; p<.OOO1). Re-

sults of this test can be seen in Table 3 .
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TABLE 3

Market and Technology Volatility Results

Volatility Pager Comguter t gg g
Index Industry Industry

Market .244 .402 -3.31 87 .001
(.182) (.236)

Technological .094 .199 -8.28 76.8 .0001
(.045) (.070)
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Organizational slagg

It was originally proposed that this variable be measured in

two ways in this study: first with Bourgeois' (1981) rela-

tive measure of slack and again. with Marino and Lange's

(1983) absolute measure. However, in the pretest, when

these measures were actually utilized to categorize the 86

sample firms, some problems with the Marino and Lange mea-

sure led to the addition of a third technique which will be

described at the end of this section.

As discussed in Chapter II, Bourgeois' (1981) measurement

technique was designed to assess the change in the level of

slack resources over time within individual firms, To this

end, he developed a set of six financial indicators and ex-

plained how a positive or negative change in each would be

expected to affect an organization's level of slack. Marino

and Lange (1983) supplemented Bourgeois' efforts by adding a

classification system which simply involved counting the ex-

pected changes to determine whether a firm should be classi-

fied as a slack gainer, loser, or constant. Thus, the fol-

lowing slack operationalization (hereafter referred to as

BSLACK) was utilized in this study:

Indicator Expected äign

1. Retained earnings (1983 -1977) +

2. Dividend payout (1983 -1977) -

3. Sales,general and administrative
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expense/Net Sales (1983 - 1977) +

4. Working Capital/Net Sales (1983 -1977) +

5. Long term debt/Equity (1983 -1977) -

6. Price/Earnings Ratio (1983 -1977) +

Classification:

slack gainer:
Correct signs > or = 4

Constant: Correct signs = 3

slack loser:
Correct signs < or = 2

Application of this slack measurement procedure involved

comparing each of the 6 financial indicators at two points

in time: 1983 and 1977. In each case, the 1977 figure was

subtracted from the 1983 figure to determine whether an in-

crease or decrease had ocurred. The sign of each change (+

or —) was then compared to Bourgeois' expected sign and the

number of agreements were calculated in order to classify

firms as slack gainers, losers or constants. The specific

formulas used to calculate the above ratios are presented in

Appendix E. All firms fell into the three prescribed cate-

gories with no overlap.

Marino and Lange's (1983) absolute measure of slack was

also described in Chapter II. This measure included two fi-

nancial indicators: cash flow margin and return on total as-

sets. The former liquidity indicator was included to assess
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internal availability of slack while the latter profitabili-

ty indicator assessed the potential to attract further in-

vestment from external sources. Following Marino and

Lange's (1982, 1983) work, the formulas for these two indi-

cators were taken from the Standard ana Poor's Compustat Ma-

nual (1980) and are presented in Appendix E.

This measure categorized firms into three classes: high

slack, low slack and unclassified. The classification

procedures follow:

äü==
Return on total assets > or = industry median for 1977

through 1983.

or

Cash flow margin > or = industry median for 1977 through

1983.

&>l'=
Return on total assets < industry median for 1977 through

1983.

or

Cash flow margin < industry median for 1977 through 1983.

Unclassified:

All other firms
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This slack categorization procedure involved the calcula—
h

tion of both financial indicators for each year from 1977

through 1983. Application of this method to the sample

firms led to some problems of cross-categorization. These

problems were confined solely to the paper industry in which

in appeared that the following six firms could be classified

as possessing both high and low slack for the same 7—year

period:

1. American Israeli Paper Mills

2. Grief Brothers Corporation

3. Hammermill Paper Company

4. International Paper Company

5. Scott Paper Company

6. St. Regis Paper Company

Upon closer examination, two distinct patterns of asset

use emerged in this group of firms. The first two firms,

American Israeli and Grief Brothers, both maintained below-

average cashflows for the entire seven years, while at the

same time, maintaining above-average returns on assets for

all seven years. The last four firms were exactly opposite.

Hence, there appears to be a trade-off involved between am-

ount of cash held and amount of return on assets. Since

cash is a component of assets, this is a logical relation-

ship. Yet it is unclear why only these particular six firms

consistently used their assets in this manner.
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As a first step toward solving this categorization

problem, Kenneth Marino, of the University of Kentucky, was

contacted by telephone. After checking his data, Dr. Marino

indicated that he had not encountered any such cross-classi-

fications in either the apparel or the motor-vehicle indus-

try. He then suggested that the above firms be placed in

the "unclassified" category. To this author's suggestion

that quartiles be used as cut-off points (as opposed to me-

dians), he stated that such a move would be possible if it

did not result in a very large middle category with only a

few firms classified as having high or low slack. He went

on to say that the appropriate cut-off point might vary by

industry, since firms in different industries make different

types of financial decisions.

Based on this discussion, it was decided to measure slack

in the following 3 ways:

l. BSLACK: Bourgeois method (described above).

2. MLSLACK: Marino and Lange method (as described above

but with the 6 "problem" firms added to the unclassi-

fied category).

3. QTSLACK: Marino and Lange method modified to use the

industry's upper quartile for ROA or cashflow margin

as the cut-off point for high slack firms and the

lower quartile on the corresponding measures as the

cut-off point for low slack firms.
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Pretest results of the categorizations for each of these

methods in both industries can be seen in Appendix B. As

revealed in the appendix, many of the sample firms were

classified differently by two or even all three of the slack

measurement procedures. This result was expected and agrees

with Marino and Lange's (1983) finding that the classifica-

tions produced by the absolute and relative slack measures

did not converge when the same sample of organizations was

categorized.

Organizational Strategy

Each of the conceptual strategic typologies described in the

literature review, conceived of strategy as an organization

level concept. In other words, such typologies attempted to

classify some organizations as following strategy "A" while

others followed strategy "B". The present study attempted

to empirically validate one such typology. As discussed in

Chapter II, few Validation studies of this type have ap-

peared in the literature. Moreover, of the three empirical

studies which have been conducted (i.e., Hambrick, 1983;

Galbraith and Schendel, 1983; and Dess and Davis, 1984),

all were aimed at the construction or confirmation of busi-

ness level strategic typologies. Until the present study,

however, there has been no attempt to empirically derive
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strategic groupings based on a corporate level typology of

strategy.

This research attempted to verify the strategy types de-

scribed in Glueck's (1980) typology of corporate strategy.

A multivariate statistical procedure called cluster analysis

was used to categorize the interactions of a number of stra-

tegy variables derived from this typology. Stated simply,

cluster analysis starts with a data set containing informa-

tion about a sample of entities and attempts to reorganize

those entities into relatively homogeneous groups or clus-

ters (Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984). Although cluster

analysis itself is a fairly straightforward. procedure, a

number of decisions must be made prior to its implementa-

tion. Specifically, decisions regarding the choice of vari-

ables, the transformation of variables, which clustering

method to use and how many clusters to accept are all re-

quired. The following sections will describe the choices

which were made within the present study.

Selection gf Strategy Variables: As stated above, a set

of strategy variables was derived from Glueck's (1980) typ-

ology of corporate strategy. Data on these indicators were

gathered through content analysis of published materials

concerning the sample organizations.
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Content analysis has been utilized to some extent in past

strategy research but the information to be content analyzed

has varied widely. In the majority of instances, published

case studies from such sources as Fortune Magazine, the Egr-

vgrd ggsg Clearinghouse, and even policy textbooks have been

the objects of analysis. (cf., Hofer, 1973; Miller and

Friesen, 1977; or Jauch, Osborne and Glueck, 1980.) Some of

the limitations of this type of analysis are potential bias

within the case studies, missing information, and distortion

of data.

Other studies (e.g., Schendel, Patton and Riggs, 1976;

Hatton, Schendel and Cooper, 1978) have drawn information

from several published data sources including corporate re-

ports, the Wgll Street Journal, Standard ggg Poor's, Moody's

Industrial Manual, the Census gf Manufactures, and so on.

As a method for analyzing strategy, this approach can be

beneficial since it results in large sample sizes, the abil-

ity to trace information over time, the separation of fact

from opinion, and the measurement of realized, as opposed to

intended, strategies (Miles and Snow, 1980; Glueck and Wil-

lis, 1979). Conversely, this method cannot be used to mea-

sure intended strategies, and may not reflect current chang-

es in strategy which have not yet been recorded in company

records.
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Given that the goal of the present study was to examine

the strategic posture of a sample of organizations at one

point in time, it was believed that this latter method of

measuring strategy was an appropriate one. The content ana-

lysis of documentary data sources should provide relatively

objective data on key resource allocations, diversification

moves, product line expansions and the like which can then

be compared across organizations.

Although several data sources were used, the primary

source for strategy data was company 10-K reports. Glueck

and Willis (1979) have supported the use of 10-K data in

studying the costs and benefits of strategic management, the

nature of strategies, the organization of the strategic man-

agement function, and the content of effective strategies.

Because these reports are required by law and there are le-

gal sanctions for deliberate distortion, many of the prob-

lems found in other published data sources are mitigated

(Glueck and Willis, 1979: 97). Other sources of data in-

cluded Moody's Industrial Manual and The Journal ef gegpe-

hehe Development. These sources were used primarily to fill

in missing data.

The decision regarding which specific strategy variables

to use in the study was a complex one. Initially, an exten-

sive list of 43 variables was derived from Glueck's (1980)
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typology. Using this entire list of variables, data were

gathered on 3O sample firms - 15 from each of the two indus-

tries. This pretest allowed the original list of data items

to be narrowed down in the following ways:

1. Data Availability: Certain variables were only avai-

lable for a small percentage of firms. These were

dropped from the analysis.

2. Controllability: Since the present study regards

strategy gs a pattern of managerial decisions, any

variables that could readily be considered "out-

comes," or consequences of other strategic decisions.

as opposed to controllable decisions, were dropped.

An example here is market share. Although high mark-

et share might be a desirable goal, other decisions

must be made and the appropriate steps taken to ac-

hieve this goal. Yet economic conditions or retalia-

tory actions of competitors might preclude the ac-

hievement of this goal. Thus, market share would not

be a controllable strategy element.

3. Statistical interpretation of clusters: A few varia-

bles which had passed each of the above hurdles were

dropped only after being included in early runs of

the cluster analysis procedure because they reduced

the clarity and distinguishability of the clusters
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formed by the computer program. (See Appendix C for

further explanation).

Based on these steps, twenty—one strategy variables were

selected for further use in this study. In order to ensure

that the results of the clustering procedure would be as

parsimonious as possible yet robust enough to capture the

various dimensions of Glueck's typology, these remaining 21

variables were further segmented into two groups: eleven

variables were used to make the clusters and the remaining

ten were used to help validate the clusters after they were

constructed. This segmentation was based on researcher

judgment concerning which variables were most clearly repre-

sentative of Glueck's theory as well as various trial runs

of the Fastclus procedure to determine which combinations of

variables produced clearly defined and meaningful clusters. _

A description of the twenty variables and the data source of

each is provided in Appendix C. Also included in this ap-

pendix is a list of the deleted variables along with ratio-

nales for their exclusion from the study.

Choice gf Clustering Methods: While a variety of clus-

tering techniques exist, an iterative partitioning method

was selected for use in this study. Specifically, the SAS

Fastclus procedure which calculates Euclidean distances

among the numeric variables was used herein. Fastclus oper-

ates in four steps:
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1. A specified number of observations, called cluster

seeds, are initially selected by the researcher.

2. Clusters are formed by assigning each observation to

the nearest seed.

3. After all observations are assigned, the cluster

. seeds are replaced by the cluster means.

4. Steps 2 & 3 are repeated until the changes in the y

cluster seeds become small or zero.

This method has several advantages over other clustering

procedures. First, since it is an iterative method, it can

make more than one pass through the data, thereby compensat-

ing for a poor initial partition of the data if necessary ·

(Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984).
3

Second, it produces

clusters that are not nested and therefore, are not part of

a hierarchy. If there is no reason to believe that the

clusters within the data are part of a natural hierarchy,

care should be taken not to impose such a structure artifi-

cially. Finally, each observation is assigned to one and

only one cluster - a fact which greatly simplifies interpre-

tation of the results.

In order to prepare the raw data for entry into the clus-

ter analysis procedure, the ll strategy variables were

standardized. This step was taken because the variables

possessed vastly different measurement scales which had po-
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tential to alter the structure of the resulting clusters.

Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1984) have noted that standardi-

zation is particularly important in cluster analysis when a

similarity measure such as Euclidean distance is used.

Other studies (cf., Galbraith and Schendel, 1983) have

utilized a second data transformation step prior to the

clustering procedure: namely, principal components analy-

sis. This is a type of factor analysis which is based on

the assumption that all of the variance in each variable can

be explained by the underlying factors; traditional factor

analysis, in contrast, makes no such assumption. Principal

components analysis can be used to reduce the dimensionality

of the data, thereby creating new, uncorrelated variables

that can be used as raw data for the calculation of similar-

ity between cases (Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984). The

rationale behind the inclusion of this step is that the use

of highly correlated variables in cluster analysis leads to

an implicit. weighting of such variables (i.e., if three

highly correlated variables are used, the effect is the same

as using only one variable that has a weight three times

greater than any other variable).

Yet, as Nunnally (1978: 451) has pointed out, this ratio-

nale does not mandate the use of principal components analy-

sis since there is no obvious rnathematical necessity for
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having uncorrelated variables. The potential problems

caused by substantial correlations among the profile varia-

bles relate to the generalizability of results that can be

obtained from the clustering procedure. These problems are

mitigated if the researcher has carefully selected variables

from a domain created by a specific theory. In such a case,

the cluster output can be interpreted directly even if there

are some substantial correlations among the variables.

Indeed, there is a great deal of controversy surrounding

the transformation of the data with jprincipal components

analysis prior to cluster analysis. As Aldenderfer and

Blashfield (1984: 21) state, principal components analysis:

tends to blur the relationship between
clusters because it assumes that the
factor scores are normally distributed.
The effect is to transform the data in
such a way that any modes present are
merged, resulting in variables that are
normally distributed.

Other authors have maintained that the use of principal

components analysis may not be wise when dealing with clus-

ters that are not widely separated. Overall and Klett

(1972: 58), for example, warn that principal components ana-

lysis should "not be used where the aim is to characterize

individuals within a specially selected homogeneous sample"

which is certainly the case in the current study. Rohlf

(1970) has noted that principal components analysis tends to
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maintain the representation of widely separated clusters in

a reduced space but also minimizes and thus blurs — the dis-

tances between clusters or groups that are not widely sepa-

rated.

In this study, the variables to be clustered were derived

from Glueck's typology of corporate strategy. Due to this

fact and to the paucity of high correlations among the vari-

ables (see table 4), consideration of these trade—offs led

to a decision to reject the use of principal component ana-

lysis and to perform the clustering procedure directly on

the standardized variables.

Determining the Number ef Clusters: In performing a

cluster analysis, the next major decision to be made is the

determination of the appropriate number of clusters. Unfor-

tunately, there is no universally accepted procedure for

making this decision (Everitt, 1974). However, the authors

of SAS (Sarle, 1982) have developed a criterion for choosing

the number of clusters based on an index called the cubic

clustering criterion (CCC). This index is an approximation

of the expected value of the within-cluster sum of squares

(WSS). Minimizing the WSS is equivalent to maximizing R2

for predicting each variable (used to form the clusters)

from the clusters.



· TABLE 4

Correlations among Strategy Variables

SUPPLY CUST TFRR FOREIGN SINGLE BIG JVENT SURINK CNGASSET ADV} R&0}

SUPPLY 1.000
(.000)

CUST 0.206 1.000
(.056) (.000)

TERR -0.159 -0.013 1.000
(.100) (.906) (.000)

TOREIGN 0.053 0.085 0.620 1.000
(.620) (.036) (.0001) (.000)

SINGLE 0.225 0.000 -0.205 -0.222 1.000
(.037) (.999) (.023) (.000) (.000)

BIG -0.100 -0.113 0.298 0.308 -0.191 1.000
(.186) (.300) (.005) (.000) (.079) (.000)

JVENT -0.159 -0.005 0.239 0.292 -0.111 0.621 1.000
(.100) (.963) (.027) (.006) (.308) (.000) (.000)

SNRINK 0.301 0.121 -0.277 -0.029 0.223 -0.218 -0.215 1.000
(.001) (.267) (.010) (.792) (.039) (.000) (.007) (.000)

CNGASSEY 0.115 0.202 0.185 0.110 -0.000 0.158 0.010 0.110 1.000
(.290) (.026) (.090) (.298) 4.999) (.150) (.927) (.299) (.000)

ADV} 0.130 0.208 0.033 0.180 -0.000 -0.120 -0.091 0.105 0.202 1.000
(.231) (.050) (.760) (.098) (.715) (.273) (.000) (.182) (.063) (.000)

R&0} 0.306 0.106 0.309 0.083 0.273 0.005 -0.006 0.222 0.225 0.317 1.000
(.001) (.179) (.001) (.000) (.011) (.966) (.956) (.000) (.039) (.003) (.000)
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According to Sarle (1982), the best way to use the CCC is

to plot its value against the number of clusters ranging

from two clusters up to about a tenth of the number of ob-

servations. Peaks on the plot with the CCC greater than 2

or 3 indicate good clusterings. Very distinct non-hierarch-

ical clusters show a sharp rise before the peak, followed by

a gradual decline. Peaks with the CCC between O and 2 indi-

cate clusters which should be interpreted cautiously. If

all values of the CCC are negative, the distribution is pro-

bably unimodal and no clusters exist in the data. On the

other hand, if the CCC increases continuously as the number

of clusters increases, the distribution may be grainy or the

data may have been excessively rounded.

Plotting the Clusters: In order to visually inspect the

clusters, the SAS manual (Sarle, 1982) suggested running a

canonical discriminant analysis. This dimension reduction

technique derives canonical variables that summarize between

group variation. By plotting the first two canonical varia-

bles against each other, a two dimensional space is provided

in which the clusters can be observed. Results of this

procedure and those described above are presented in Chapter

IV.

To summarize, strategy was conceived herein as an organi-

zation-level phenomenon. Therefore, each firm was classi-
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fied as following a single strategy and was grouped together

with other firms following similar strategies. The SAS

Fastclus procedure was utilized to make these groupings. To

this end, data on 11 strategic attributes were gathered.

These variables were then standardized and submitted to the

cluster analysis procedure which was re-run 9 times in order

to generate the best possible groupings of firms. The re-

sulting clusters were then plotted and were externally vali-

dated by looking at differences in the means of 10 external

strategy variables which were specifically selected for this

purpose.

OPERATIONAL HYPOTHESES AQQ QATA ANALYSIS

Thus far, this chapter has described the procedures used to

operationalize each of the variables of the Litschert—Bonham

model. _The next section will conclude this chapter by ex-

plaining how these procedures were combined in order to test

the primary hypotheses and research questions. The section

is organized as follows: First, a set of operational hy-

potheses is derived from the conceptual ones presented at

the beginning of this chapter. These hypotheses spell out

the predicted relationships in specific terms. After each

hypothesis, the data analysis techniques used to test it are

described.
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Analysis gf Hypotheses

Recall that the following hypothesis was derived at the

beginning of this chapter.

Hl: Within a given context, a greater
diversity of strategies will be observed
among high—slack firms than among low-
slack firms.

In terms more suitable for statistical analysis:

OlA: Given a sample of firms selected
from the paper industry, a greater di-
versity of strategies will be observed
among high—slack firms than among low-
slack firms.

OlB: Given a sample of firms selected
from the computer industry, a greater
diversity of strategies will be observed
among high-slack firms than among low-
slack firms.

The first step involved in testing these hypotheses, was

to standardize the eleven strategy variables described in

Appendix C. The variables were then cluster analyzed. Aft-

er the clusters were formed, the sample was divided into

subgroups by industry. The rest of the analysis was con-

ducted within these industry subgroups.

To avoid confusion, it should be noted that diversity (or

dispersion) as used here refers to an industry—level as op-

posed to an organization level phenomenon since each firm

has been identified as belonging to only one strategic type

(or following one overall strategy). At the industry level,

diversity can be measured by counting both the number of
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strategic types which occur and the frequency with which

firms fall into these types.

Consider a sample of 32 hypothetical apparel firms -- 16

which have been classified as low slack firms and 16 as high

slack firms. Assume that these firms have been classified

as following four different strategies: S1, S2, S3 and S4.

The strategy by slack cross—categorization might look as

follows:

Q Q Q Q E
Low Slack 16 0 0 0 0%

High Slack 4 4 4 4 100%

Obviously, the low slack firms are much less diverse than

are the high slack firms in this example. Indeed, the low

slack firms are completely homogeneous whereas, the high

slack firms are completely heterogeneous. Of course, few

samples would possess such extreme differences in diversity

as this, so a procedure called the Index of Quantitative

Variation (IQV) has been developed to measure the level of

diversity between these two extremes (Mueller et al., 1977;

Ott et al., 1974). The IQV is defined as the total number

of observed differences expressad as a percentage of the

maximum possible number of differences (Ott et al., 1974).

This index ranges from 0 (perfect homogeneity) to 100% (per-

fect heterogeneity).
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Using this index, the amount of diversity at each level

of slack was compared for firms within each industry. This

step was repeated for all measures of slack.

H2: Within a given context, there will
be a relationship between level of slack
and strategy.

In operational terms:

O2A: Given a sample of firms selected
from the paper industry, there will be a
significant chi—square relationship bet-
ween level of slack and category of
strategy.

OZB: Given a sample of firms selected
from the computer industry, there will
be a significant chi-square relationship
between level of slack and category of
strategy.

To test this hypothesis, the strategic groups formed

above were considered as categories of strategy. A Chi-

square Goodness of Fit test was then conducted to determine

whether or not there was a relationship between category of

slack and category of strategy. Separate analyses were con-

ducted for each industry and for each measure of slack.

H3: Under conditions of low slack,
firms in a relatively certain environ-
ment will utilize different strategies
than will firms in a relatively uncer-
tain environment.

Restated:

O3: Under conditions of low slack,
firms in the paper industry will utilize
different strategies than will firms in
the computer industry.
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The idea behind this hypothesis was to compare the

strategic clusters which contained the majority of the low-

slack firms from each industry. It was believed that this

comparison would allow a test of the moderating effects of

organizational slack described by the L-B model. In other

words, if slack did serve to moderate the relationship bet-

ween context and strategy for the firms in this sample, then

the strategies used by low-slack firms in different contexts

should also have differed. The proposed methodology would

have used discriminant analysis to make these comparisons.

Unfortunately, as will be explained in Chapter 4, this step

was deleted. Instead, Student T-tests were used to compare

the strategy variables used by the low slack firms in each

industry.

The three conceptual hypotheses and corresponding opera-

tional Ihypotheses presented. above were all "research. hy-

potheses" in that they spelled out the predicted relation-

ships in specific terms. However, even if these predictions

were observed to be true, it could not be concluded that the

L-B model (from which the predictions were derived) is cor-

rect; it could only be said that the model may be correct.

Since the truth of a theory or model can never be estab-

lished, one must proceed instead by eliminating theories.

If the research hypothesis specifies that a difference ex-
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ists between two groups, one proceeds by trying to eliminate

the hypothesis that there is no difference. If the latter

null hypothesis can be eliminated, it can be concluded that

some difference, in fact, exists (Blalock, 1979: 111). The

null hypotheses which were actually tested in this study can

be seen in Table 5.

Analysis gf Research Questions

The following research questions were also presented at the

beginning of this chapter. Methodologies used to test each

are discussed below.

R1: How will the statistical relation-
ship between slack and strategy be af-
fected by the use of a relative versus
an absolute approach to the measurement
of slack?

This research question was developed to determine whether

the absolute or relative slack measures would be more

strongly related to organizational strategy. The rationale

for including this question was based on Marino and Lange's

(1983) comparison of these two measurement procedures. When

these authors applied both procedures to the same sample,

they found substantial disagreements in classification.

Based on these results, they argued that a distinction ex-

ists "between a firm that is gaining (or losing) slack re-

sources over time and a firm that possesses high (or low)
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TABLE 5

Null Hypotheses Tested in the Study

1A) HO: Given a sample of firms selected from
the paper industry, there will be no difference .
in the diversity of strategies based
on level of slack.

1B) HO: Given a sample of firms selected from
the computer industry, there will be no
difference in the diversity of strategies
based on level of slack.

ZA) HO: Given a sample of firms selected from
the paper industry, there will be no
relationship between the level of slack and
category of strategy.

ZB) HO: Given a sample of firms selected from
the computer industry, there will be no
relationship between the level of slack and
category of strategy.

3) HO: Under conditions of low slack,
firms in the paper industry will use the
same strategies as firms in the
computer industry.
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slack resources relative to other firms" (Marino and Lange,

1983: 89). If a distinction does exist between these two

measures such that both are capturing different aspects of

the slack construct, then the two variables are likely to

behave differently when placed within the theoretical con-

text provided by the L-B model. Calculation of chi-square

may not be sufficient to capture such a difference since a

significant chi—square result only indicates that a rela-

tionship exists —- it says nothing about the strength of a

relationship (Blalock, 1979). Hence an additional procedure

was required. Guttman's Lambda is a statistical test de-

signed to measure the "effect size" of a chi—square rela-

tionship. This test was conducted for each measure of

slack and results compared.

R2: Will the strategic clusters which
emerge in this study provide empirical
support for Glueck's conceptual typology
of strategy?

This research question was tentatively answered through

the interpretation of the strategic groups formed in the

cluster analysis procedure. The characteristics of the

strategies embodied by the clusters were compared to

Glueck's (1980) description of his conceptual strategy

types. Any correspondence or lack thereof was noted.
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SUMMARY

Chapter III consisted of three components: First, the spe-

cific hypotheses to be investigated in the study were der-

ived. Next, the methodology utilized to select the sample

firms and operationalize the major components of the Litsc-

hert-Bonham model were presented. In conjunction with this

discussion, pretest results supporting the utility of each

of the measurement procedures were revealed. Finally, oper-

ational hypotheses were developed and the specific proce-

dures used to test them were identified.



Chapter IV

RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the study in three

parts. First, the results of the cluster analysis procedure

are described and interpreted. Second, each hypothesis is

considered individually and its statistical analysis is re-

ported. Third, findings relating to the two methodological

research questions are examined.

DEVELOPMENT QF TEE STRATEGIC CLUSTERS

Before any of the hypotheses or research questions proposed

in this study could be tested, a good deal of effort had to

be devoted to the construction and interpretation of mean-

ingful strategic clusters. The steps followed in forming

these clusters were identified in Chapter III. This section

will present the results of those procedures beginning with

an explanation of how the appropriate number of clusters was

decided upon.

Recall that the first step of the cluster analysis proce-

dure involved standardizing the eleven strategy variables.

The standardized variables were then submitted to the SAS

Fastclus procedure. Since this procedure requires the re-

searcher to specify the desired number of clusters, it was

102
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rerun 9 times generating solutions containing from 2 to 10

clusters. To determine which of these solutions was "best,"

a plot of the number of clusters against the cubic cluster-

ing criterion was prepared. Figure 1 shows this plot for

the present data. Note that all points are above 2 on the

vertical axis, indicating good clusterings. In addition,

there are several peaks and dips on the plot, as opposed to

a continual upward slope, which imply that the data has not

been excessively rounded or recorded with too few digits.

Based on this plot, the 5 cluster solution was chosen for

further study. Note the sharp rise prior to the 5 cluster

position and the decline following this point on the graph.

These characteristics indicate the presence of a distinct

non-hierarchical grouping at this level.

The five clusters were then plotted using the canonical

discriminant analysis procedure described 511 Chapter III.

Figure 2 presents this plot. The numbers on this figure

represent the five strategic clusters. Note that three of

the clusters are quite close together in space. This find-

ing supports the decision to reject principal components

analysis since the clusters may have become blurred beyond

recognition by such a procedure.
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CLUSTER INTERPRETATION

In this section, the five clusters formed by the proce-

dures described above will be examined. To this end, de-

scriptive labels of each strategic type are provided along

with a summary of the characteristics associated with each.

In addition, steps taken to empirically validate these

strategic clusters are described.

Since three of the variables used to form the clusters

were categorical variables while the remaining eight in-

volved interval-level data, two separate tables have been

compiled to depict the differences in variable scores across

clusters. First, table 6 presents results of the three no-

minal variables: SUPPLIERS, CUSTOMERS, and TERRITORY. As

can be seen in this table, the first column on the left pre-

sents the variable names while the top row contains the de-

scriptive labels for each of the 5 strategic groups. Within

each of these groups, the percentage of firms falling into

each category has been provided.

Table '7, which. is organized i11 the same way, presents

cluster means for the five derived types. Interpretation of

this table should be done in two ways: First a strategic

type is characterized by the cluster means or percentages

read vertically within the type across all items. Second,

interpretation is enhanced by comparing the scores between
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TABLE 6

Percentages of Firms in Strategic Categories by Cluster

1 2 3 4 5
Refocus Concen- Vertical No Market

tration Expand Change Devel.

(n=17) (n=29) (n=2) (n=35) (n=3)

SUPPLIERS
l=Make 41.2% 0.0% 0.0% 8.6% 33.3%
2=Both 52.9% 37.9% 50.0% 34.3% 0.0%
3=Buy 5.9% 62.1% 50.0% 57.1% 66.7%

CUSTOMERS
4=0EM's 17.6% 20.7% 0.0% 14.3% 0.0%
5=Both 70.6% 37.9% 50.0% 40.0% 0.0%
6=Endusers 11.8% 41.4% 50.0% 45.7% 100.0%

TERRITORY
l=Regiona1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2=Nationa1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 42.8% 0.0%
3=Exports 11.8% 3.5% 0.0% 45.7% 0.0%
4=Int'1 88.2% 96.5% 100.0% 11.4% 100.0%
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the types; e.g., R&D investment: Note that Type 2 Ihas a

high mean of 9.8 percent of sales and type 1 has a low mean

of 2.5% of sales on this item. To determine whether these

differences were significant across clusters, a two—step

analysis was performed. To begin, one-way anovas were con-

ducted for all variables across all clusters. Results of

the F—test for each variable can be found in the left-hand

column of table 7. Next, whenever the anova was signifi-

cant, Duncan's multiple comparison procedure was utilized to

provide more detailed information about the differences

among the means. Basically, multiple comparison procedures

allow a researcher to determine in which clusters the dif-

ferences occurred. For example, the highest mean score on a

given variable may be significantly different from the low-

est mean, but may not be different from any others. Or the

two highest means may be equivalent to each other and higher

than all others while the lowest mean may be lower than all

others. In this study, results of the Duncan procedure

tended to divide the means into two or three brodad groups:

those significantly higher than the remaining means (upper),

those in the middle range, and. those significantly lower

than the rest (lower). These findings have been placed in

parentheses beneath each cluster mean and are used as the

basis for selecting the distinctive characteristics of each

strategic type.
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It is important to explain here that these anovas and

multiple comparison procedures were run only to aid in the

interpretation of the strategic clusters. Since the cluster

analysis procedure formed groups on the basis of differences

among these 11 variables, it is to be expected that the ano-

vas will yield significant results. Therefore, this step is

definitely not to be interpreted as a means of validating

the clusters. Such a procedure would be seriously mislead-

ing.

ggg STRATEGIC TYPOLOGY

Strategy Qypg 1: Refocus

Consisting of 13 paper companies and four computer compa-

nies, the distinguishing characteristic of this strategic

type was the high level of buying and selling activity which

occurred in 1983. A relatively high number of new subsidi-

aries and joint Ventures were added, but an even higher num-

ber were sold or· liquidated. No other cluster of firms

showed such strong emphasis on both buying and selling. In

addition, these firms were more integrated backward than any

other strategy type, but seemed to place less emphasis on

forward integration which seems consistent with their low

investment in advertising. Most of these companies sold

their products to other manufacturers although a few also
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TABLE 7

Mean Values of Strategic Variables by Cluster

1 2 3 4 5
Refocus Concen— Vertical No Market

tration Expand Change Devel.

(n=17) (n=29) (n=2) (n=35) (n=3)

FOREIGN (Z) 15.112 31.069 18.350 2.894 31.900
F(4I8l)=27.99 (upper) (lower) (upper)
p<.0001

SINGLE (Z) 1.059 8.790 6.400 21.523 6.667

p<.003

BIG 1.647 .965 4.000 .371 .667
F(4I8l)=8.95 (upper)

p<.0001

JOINT VENTURE 1.176 .379 5.500 .057 .333
F(4l8l)=10.43 (upper)

p<.0001

SHRINK -2.353 -.241 -.500 -.171 .000
F(4l8l)=15.92 (lower)
p<.0001

ADV/SALES (Z) .538 1.307 .647 .925 6.099
F(4,8l)=l3.68 (upper)

p<.0001

R&D/SALES (Z) 2.495 9.843 7.635 3.746 7.539
F(4I8l)=9.85 (lower) (upper)

p<.0001

ASSET GROWTH (x) 3.658 4.482 42.694 2.482 22.274
F(4l8O)=127.63 (upper) (upper)

p<.0001
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sold to endusers. Most also had foreign subsidiaries but

they did not appear to rely heavily on foreign sales since

such revenues were moderate. The mean R&D investment was

lower than that of any other strategic type but it should be

noted that the four computer companies in this group invest-

ed significantly more in R&D than did the predominant paper

companies. Over all, this strategy type had exhibited rela-

tively low growth in assets over time despite their rela-

tively high number of new subsidiaries again suggesting that

their main emphasis in 1983 was on refocusing rather than

simple expansion.

Strategy Typ; gz Concentration

This cluster represented the dominant strategy within the

computer industry. Although 29 computer companies fell into

this strategic type, no paper companies appeared here. Whi-

le experiencing only moderate growth in assets, these firms

seemed to be expanding -— but slowly. Over half of these

firms had added one or more new subsidiaries in 1983, but

very few had sold or liquidated any properties. The salient

features of this strategy type appeared to be the heavy in-

vestment in R&D and the high emphasis on foreign sales.

Although there was no clear pattern of customer types

served, there was a relatively low emphasis on backward
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integration. Most firms bought components from other compa-

nies and ran basic assembly operations.

Strategy Type 3: Vertical Integration

This was a small cluster, comprised of only two computer

firms, both of which produced large mainframe computers and

systems. These firms had experienced great growth in recent

years as evidenced by the high level of asset change. In

addition, out of all clusters, the firms in this strategic

group added the highest average number of new subsidiaries

and joint Ventures during 1983. Both firms had recently es-

tablished foreign sales subsidiaries and were attempting to
l

increase their revenues from foreign sales through this for-

ward expansion.

Strategy Type Q: ge Change

That strategy type 4 displayed few distinguishing features,

was perhaps its most distinguishing feature. Interestingly,

this was also the largest cluster, with 35 total firms -- 18

from the paper industry and 17 from the computer industry.

Few of these firms had foreign subsidiaries as revealed by

the low mean on the TERRITORY variable. Revenues from for-

eign sales were also significantly lower than other groups;

indeed, only five of these companies earned over 10% of re-
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venues from foreign markets in 1983. This strategy type

displayed a greater tendency than any other type to rely on

a single customer for a large percentage of sales. More-

over, there was virtually no buying or selling of subsidiar-

ies in 1983, indicating a rather stable posture. Investment

in R&D was on the low end and change in assets was lower

than any other cluster. Overall, these firms appeared to be

content with their current products and markets.

Strategy Type Q: Market Development

Another small cluster, consisting of three computer firms,

this strategy type had experienced a high growth rate as ev-

idenced by its high mean on change in assets. This growth

was apparently achieved by selling directly to endusers

which is consistent with the heavy investment in advertis-

ing. Most growth appeared to be within the core product

area, however, since few new subsidiaries were added in 1983

(and these were added by only one firm). Revenues from for-

eign markets were very high, again supporting the notion

that growth was achieved primarily through the development

of new markets. Investment in R&D was moderate.
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Validation gf Clusters

One of the problems of the cluster analysis procedure is

that it is difficult to verify whether the clusters which

are generated exist naturally in the data or are imposed by

the procedure itself. In order to assess the generality of

the clusters then, some sort of Validation procedure is re-

quired. As with most aspects of cluster analysis there is

no one accepted procedure for this purpose, but the most

promising tool appears to be "external Validation of the

clusters with variables that were not used to generate the

clusters. As Aldenderfer and Blashfield comment, "the power

of external Validation is that it directly tests the gener-

ality of a cluster solution against relevant criteria"

(1984: 66). This section presents the results of the ana-

lyses of lO variables which were selected for just this pur-

pose.

The variable EXPAND reflects the emphasis on corporate

expansion in 1983 as stated in the CEO's letter to share-

holders which opens the corporate annual report. This Vari-

able actually consisted of five categories, each represent-

ing a different type of growth (see Appendix C). Using this

scale, the cEo's letter was content analyzed and a determi-

nation was made as to the dominant growth method stressed in

1983. A contingency table was prepared to examine the asso-
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ciation between this variable and the five strategic types.

As shown in Table 8, there were clear differences in the

stated emphasis on expansion which did appear to relate to

the strategy profiles described above.

As can be seen in Table 8, firms in Cluster 1 (Refocus)

were likely to mention just about any type of expansion.

This supports the notion that the common factor here was not

a particular type of growth but rather some type of growth

in conjunction with other cutbacks. Next, in keeping with

the concentration emphasis of their strategy, firms in Clus-

ter 2 never mentioned concentric or conglomerate diversifi-

cation. However, interestingly there was a significant em-

phasis on vertical integration among these firms.

Similarly, both firms in cluster 3 emphasized vertical inte-

gration (hence the name of this group). The great majority

of the firms in cluster 4 (no change) stressed just this

fact in their annual reports clearly supporting the group

profile. Finally, the three firms in cluster 5, which also

appeared to be following a variation of the concentration

strategY, fell into the same three expansion categories as

did the firms in Cluster 2. Thus, the EXPAND variable pro-

vides strong support for the strategic types developed in

the present study.
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TABLE 8

Comparison of Expansion Emphasis to Strategy Type

EXPAND STRATEGY

1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL

I I I I I I
NO CHANGE I 5 | 9 | O | 26 | 1 | 41

I I I I I I
I I I I I I

HoR1zom:AL | 6 | 9 | 0 | 6 | 1 | 21
I I I I I I
I I I I I I

VERTICAL | 2 | 11 | 2 | 2 | 1 | 18
I I I I I I
I I I I I I

c01~1cENTR1c | 4 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 I 5
I I I I I I
I I I I I I

c01~10LOMERA1‘E | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1
I I I I I I

TOTAL 17 29 2 35 3 55
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The remaining validation variables were measured with in-

terval level data and could thus be compared across clusters

with one way anovas. Table 9 shows the means of the remain-

ing' Validation variables for each of the five strategic

types. (Explanations of these variables appear in Appendix

B). Of these nine variables, seven were significantly

different across strategy types. This section will attempt

to explain how the differences in these variables correspond

with the cluster profiles just provided.

First, several different "size" variables were compared

across clusters in order to determine whether company size

appeared to affect strategic choice. The average number of

employees (EMP83) did differ across strategy types (F=2.56;

p<.O4); indeed the firms in clusters 1 (refocus) and 3 (ver-

tical integration) far surpassed the rest on this variable.

Similarly, clusters 1 and 3 also revealed the highest level

of sales in 1983 (F=2.88; p<.O2) while cluster 4 (no change)

appropriately had the lowest mean on this variable. Final-

ly, asset size (ASSET83) was again significantly different

across strategy types (F=2.8l; p<.O3) but only cluster 1 ap-

peared much different from the rest on this value. This

difference may be due to the fact that cluster 1 contained

mainly large paper companies which are highly capital inten-

sive. Although the firms in cluster 3 are large in terms of
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TABLE 9

Mean Values of Validation Variables by Cluster

1 2 3 4 5
Refocus Concen— Vertical No Market

tration Expand Change Devel.

EMPS83 (000) 39.097 9.109 30.127 2.106 1.052

SALES83 (000000) 4209.1 585.4 2500.5 299.3 184.9

p<.02

ASSET83 (000000) 3912.1 548.1 415.5 277.8 178.6

EMP/SALES (Z) 10.0 1.5 1.1 1.4 1.1

p<.07

EMP83/EMP77 (X) 204.00 218.00 1679.10 145.60 742.30
F(4I78)=l4.39; (upper) (lower) (upper)

p< . OOO].

NEW (Z) 64.0 55.5 61.6 56.4 74.9

SALES/ASSET (X) 1.14 1.18 1.01 1.61 1.07
F(4’8O)=4.15; (lower) (lower) (upper)

p< . OO4

CGS/SALES (%) 68.45 56.42 43.38 68.27 47.61
F(4I8l)=6.21; (upper) (lower) (upper)

p<.0OO2

CGHCGS (X) 1.05 1.14 .82 .96 .87

F(4/8l)=5.l8; (upper) (lower) (lower)

p<.0009
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the number of employees, the nature of the industry is pro-

bably such that less operating leverage is required. Anoth-

er interesting finding here relates only to the paper indus-

try. Clearly, the large firms in this industry have chosen

a different strategy than have the smaller firms which are

located in cluster 4 (no change).

When the number of employees was compared to sales

(EMP/SALE) for the sample firms, there was no significant

difference across clusters (F=2.25; p<.O7). Rather it ap-

peared that each strategy type generated about the same am-

ount of sales from each employee. This finding was not

unexpected given the identical patterns in number of employ-

ees and level of sales described above.

When the percentage increase in employees over time

(EMP83/EMP77) was examined, however, significant differences

were found to exist across clusters (F=14.39; p<.OOOl).

Cluster 3, vertical integration, which had experienced the

greatest growth in assets over time also far surpassed the

remaining groups on growth in employees. Cluster 1, refo-

cus, which had the greatest number of employees overall, but

had experienced relatively low asset growth, also experi-

enced relatively low growth in employees. Also, as expect-

ed, this variable was lowest for cluster 4 (no change).
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The variable NEW was a psuedo-measure of plant age. High

values on this variable indicate that little depreciation of

property, plant and equipment has occurred, indicating rela-

tively new fixed assets. The value decreases as deprecia-

tion increases. Although this variable did not reach signi-

ficance (F=2.08; p<.O9), clusters 4 and 2 appeared to have

somewhat older fixed assets than did the remaining groups of

firms. This finding is consistent with the "no change" or-

ientation of cluster 4, since it corresponds with the low

growth in assets that these firms have experienced over

time. Cluster 2, concentration, had also experienced rela-

tively low growth in assets.

The ratio asset turnover (ASSET/SALES) provides a rough

indication of how well a firm uses its assets to generate

sales. Interestingly, clusters 4 and 2, those which had ex-

perienced the lowest asset growth, appeared to use the as-

sets they had. most efficiently. Perhaps there exists a

learning curve associated with the efficient use of new as-

sets since the highest growth strategies (3 and 5) were low- _

est on this variable.

Cost of goods sold as a percentage of sales (CGS/SALES)

also showed intriguing results. Cluster 1, the refocus

strategy, had the highest mean on this variable. Although

it is tempting to interpret this finding as showing support
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for the notion that these firms may need to control their

costs better, it may be better explained by industry member-

ship since most of the firms in cluster 1 operate in the

more mature paper industry. Yet, Cluster 4, no change, was

equally high on this variable - even though half of the com-

panies in this group were computer firms. Therefore, there

may be some evidence of poor cost control here.

The change in cost of goods sold as a percentage of sales

over time (CHGCGS) was also revealing. Cluster 2, concen-

tration, had increased this percentage the most, which may

indicate potential problems in controlling manufacturing

costs. Clusters 3 and 5 were again the lowest on this fac-

tor.

Summary gf Strategic Types

Overall, the procedures described above led to the formation

of five clusters which were able to be interpreted in mean-

ingful terms. Clear differences appeared to exist in the

strategic orientations of the firms in the various clusters

— not only among the variables used to form the clusters,

but also on 8 of the 10 external Validation variables. Ac-

cording to Aldenderfer and Blashfield, "the Value of a clus-

ter solution that has successfully passed an external vali-

dation is far greater than a solution that has not" (1984:

66).
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ANALYSIS Q; HYPOTHESIS 1

Hypothesis 1 was designed to test for differences in the

diversity of strategies selected by high and low slack firms

in a given context. Specifically:

Hl: Within a given context, a greater
diversity of strategies will be observed
among high slack firms than among low
slack firms.

As discussed in Chapter III, the Index of Quantitative

Variation (IQV) has been developed to measure the level of

diversity among categories of data (Mueller et al., 1977;

Ott et al., 1974). The IQV is defined as the total number

of observed differences expressmd as a percentage of the

maximum possible number of differences (Ott et al., 1974).

This index ranges from O (perfect homogeneity) to 100% (per-

fect heterogeneity). The formula for calculating this index

appears in Appendix E.

Using this index, the following operational hypotheses

were examined:

01A: Given a sample of firms selected
from the paper industry, there will be a
greater diversity of strategies found
among high—slack firms than among low-
slack firms.

01B: Given a sample of firms selected
from the computer industry, there will
be a greater diversity of strategies
found among high—slack firms than among
low—slack firms.
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Since these hypotheses only relate to high and low

levels of slack, the test simply involved calculating the

IQV with respect to these 2 levels. This step was repeated

for each of the three different slack operationalizations

(MLSLACK, QTSLACK and BSLACK). Results of this step are

presented in Tables 10 and 11. As Table 10, shows, hypothe-

sis 01A was supported across all 3 slack measures. In other

words, in the paper industry, regardless of which slack mea-

sure was used, it appeared that firms with high slack were

more heterogeneous in their strategic orientations than were

firms with low slack. The IQV for low slack firms varied

from 0% (QTSLACK and BSLACK) to 32.54% (MLSLACK). For high

slack firms, the corresponding index ‘values were 43.21%,

61.73% and 55.55% respectively. While there is no way of

statistically assessing the significance of these differenc-

es, the index values in the second group were clearly lar-

ger.

Results for the computer industry, on the other hand,

were not supportive of Hypothesis 01B. Referring to Table

11, it can be seen that for the MLSLACK measure, low slack

firms were actually more heterogeneous (by 7.88%) than were

high slack firms in their strategy selections. This finding

was opposite the prediction made herein. This same trend

appeared when the BSLACK measures were used but the differ-
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TABLE 10

Comparison of the IQV for Low and High Slack Paper Eirms

MLSLACK QTSLACK BSLACK

Low High Low High Low High

I I I I I I ISTRATEGY 1 I 2* I 6 I 0 I 7 I 0 I 8 IRefocus I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I
STRATEGY 4 I 11 I 3 I 6 I 2 I 3 I lO INe Change I I I I I I I

IQV (%) I32.54 I55.55 I 0 I43.21 I 0 |61.73 I
I I I I I I IL......1......1.......L......L......1......J

* Cell entries in first 2 rows are frequencies of firms in
strategic groups by level of slack.
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TABLE 11

Comparison of the IQV for Low and High Slack Computer Firms

MLSLACK QTSLACK BSLACK

Low High Low High Low High

I I I I I I I
STRATEGY 1 I 0* I 4 I O I 2 I 1 I 3 I
Refocus I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I
sTRATEcY 2 I 9 I 13 I 0 I 6 I 6 I 19 I
Concentra. I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I
STRATEGY 3 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 2 I
Vertical I I I I I I I

I I I — I I I I
STRATEGY 4 I 12 I 1 I 3 I 0 I 5 I 8 INe change I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I
STRAZIJEGY 5 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 1 I
Mkt. Dev. I I I I I I I

IQV (Z) I66.63 I58.75 I O I72.5O I78.40 I74.60 I
I I I I I I I

* Cell entries in first 5 rows are frequencies of firms in
strategic groups by level of slack.
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ences in diversity between the two groups were very small.

For QTSLACK, however, the high slack companies were defi-

nitely more heterogeneous since the three low slack firms

all appeared within the same strategic type. For this slack

measure, only, results were supportive of Hypothesis O1B.

To summarize these findings as they relate to Hypothesis

1, it appears that no clear conclusions can be drawn regard-

ing the relationship between strategic diversity and slack.

In the paper industry, as predicted, the Index of Quantita-

tive Variation revealed differences in the diversity of the

strategies adhered to by low vs. high slack firms —- regard-

less of which slack measure was used. Yet as Table 10,

shows, there were actually only two strategies followed by

high slack paper firms just as there were two strategies

followed by low slack paper firms. The I.Q.V. shows the

high slack firms as more heterogeneous because they tended

to be more evenly dispersed across these types. Yet, in-

spection of the actual distribution of firms across catego-

ries shows that high slack paper companies appear to follow

a dominant strategy (Refocus) just as low slack paper compa-

nies tended to stress the No Change strategy.

Results in the computer industry were even less suppor-

tive of H1. When the QTSLACK measures were used, high slack

firms were found to be more diverse in their strategic
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choices. In contrast, when MLSLACK or BSLACK were examined,

low slack firms appeared to be either· more or at least

equally diverse in their strategic orientations as high

slack firms. More will be said about the possible reasons

for these discrepant results and their interpretation with

regard to the Litschert—Bonham model in the next chapter.

ANALYSIS Q; HYPOTHESIS 2

While the first hypothesis was designed to determine whether

high slack firms would choose a wider variety of strategies

than a similar group of low slack firms, the second hypothe-

sis looked at differences in the strategies actually chosen

by high versus low slack firms. In other words, it was

predicted that a relationship would exist between level of

slack and strategy choice. Thus:

H2: Within a given context, there will
be a relationship between level of slack
and strategy.

Since nominal data were used to test this hypothesis, the

appropriate statistical procedure was the Chi-square Good-

ness of Fit test. Stated simply, this test determines

whether some observed pattern of frequencies corresponds to

an expected pattern. This expected pattern is based on a

null hypothesis of no relationship which, in this case, as-

sumes that firms with any level of slack would be just as
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likely to choose any strategy. To the extent that the ob-

served pattern differs significantly from this scenario, a

relationship is said to exist between the variables of in-

terest.

For the paper industry, the following operational hy-

pothesis was tested in this manner:

02A: Given a sample of firms selected
from the paper industry, there will be a
significant chi—square relationship bet-
ween level of slack and category of
strategy.

The contingency tables and corresponding chi—square re-

sults which relate to this hypothesis are displayed in Ta-

bles 12, 13 and 14. Note that only two strategy types ap-

peared in the paper industry: Refocus and No Change.

Results of the chi—square test between these two categories

of strategy and the three levels of slack for each of the

three slack operationalizations revealed that slack and

strategy were significantly related when either the MLSLACK

(x2=6.71; p<.O3) or QTSLACK (X2 =9.21;p<.0l) measures were

used; however, the BSLACK operationalization of slack was

not significantly related to strategy (X2
=2.48;p< 28).

Still, these results must be interpreted cautiously. Be-

cause of inadequate sample size, over 20% of the cells of

the contingency tables used to conduct these x2 tests had

expected frequencies of less than 5. Since the chi—square
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test is an approximate test designed to work with large sam-

ples, this violates the rule of thumb which indicates that

at least 80% of the cells should have expected counts of 5

or more (Blalock, 1979). Although some authors have stated

that this value can be as low as 1 for certain situations

(cf., W.G. Cochran, 1953), it was felt that a precautionary

secondary analysis should be performed.

Since this study was mainly concerned with determining

whether strategy differs between high and low slack firms,

the entire middle category of slack was dropped. The new

two by two contingency tables are displayed in Tables 15,

16, and 17. New chi—squares were calculated using a Yate's

continuity correction formula (Blalock, 1979).

As can be seen in these tables, these results confirmed

the pattern described for the original X2
tests. Both

MLSLACK (X2=4.03; p<.O5) and QTSLACK (X2=5.9O; p<.O2) were

significantly related to strategy. However, the association

between BSLACK and strategy (X2=.204; p<.70) was not signi-

ficant.

For the computer industry, the following operational hy-

pothesis was proposed:

02B: Given a sample of firms selected
from the computer industry, there will
be a significant chi—square relationship
between level of slack and category of
strategy.
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TABLE 12

Table of MLSLACK by Strategy for the Paper Industry

MLSLACK STRATEGY

1 4 TOTALr—i+———l·1
I I I

Low I 2 I 11 |13
I I II——l——I·———I
I I I

Unclass. I 5 I 4 I 9
I I II——————I—I
I I I

High I 6 I 3 I 9
I I IIi.._i;_..lI

TOTAL 13 18 31

x2= 6.710
p < .035
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TABLE 13

Table of QTSLACK by Strategy for the Paper Industry

QTSLACK STRATEGY

1 4 TOTAL

I I I
Low I 0 I 6 I 6

I I I
I I I

Unclass. I 6 I 10 I16
I I II——lI———-I
I I I

High I 7 I 2 I 9
I I I

TOTAL 13 18 31

x2= 9.211
p < .010
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TABLE 14

Table of BSLACK by Strategy for the Paper Industry

BSLACK STRATEGY
1 4 TOTALr————————w—————————1

I I I
Losers I 0 I 3 I 3

I I II—l—I———I
I I I

Constant I 5 I 5 I10
E I I II——lI———I

I I I ‘
Gainers I 8 I 10 I18

I I I
TOTAL 13 18 31

X2= 2.480
p < .289
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TABLE 15

High and Low MLSLACK versus Strategy for the Paper Industry

MLSLACK STRATEGY

1 4 TOTALV*———'*"*V——*——*——1
I I I

Low I 2 I 11 |13
I I II—I———————I
I I I

High I 6 I 3 I 9
I I Iu.......J........J

TOTAL 8 14 22

x2=4.03
p < .05
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TABLE 16

High and Low QTSLACK versus Strategy for the Paper Industry

QTSLACK STRATEGY

1 4 TOTALr———*——'——T—“**—————1
I I I

Low I O I 6 I 6
I I IIl——Ii——I
I I I

High I 7 I 2 I 9
I I IL.........L........J

TOTAL 7 8 15

x2=s.90
p < .02
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TABLE 17

High and Low BSLACK versus Strategy for the Paper Industry

BSLACK STRATEGY
1 4 TOTALri——·—r——*————1

I I I
Losers I O I 3 I 3

I I II————Il—I
I I I

Gainers I 8 I lO I18
I I I

TOTAL 8 13 21

X2=.2O4
p < .70
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The sample of firms in the computer industry was divided

into five strategic clusters. The original slack by strate-

gy contingency tables are displayed in Tables 18, 19 and 20.

Once again, MLSLACK was significantly related to strategy

(X2=18.l28; p<.O2); the association between QTSLACK and

strategy approached significance (X2=14.3l3; p<.O7) and

BSLACK and strategy were unrelated (X2=4.763; p<.78).

Despite the increased sample size in this industry, over

20% of the cells of these contingency tables again had ex-

pected frequencies of less than five. Therefore, several of

the strategy types were collapsed together in order to con-

duct a more robust chi-square test. To make this test com-

parable to the secondary test conducted in the paper indus-

try, the unclassified or constant slack firms were again

deleted from this follow-up analysis. Next, clusters 2, 3,

and 5 were combined since these three strategy types exhi-

bited the most similar profiles. As shown in Table 7, all

had comparable means on the SUPPLIER variable, the CUSTOMER

variable and the TERRITORY variable. In addition, these

strategy types had the three highest means on FOREICN reven-

ues, R&D/SALES, and ASSET CHANCE. Although the firms in

cluster 3 earned only 18.4% of revenues from foreign sales,

while clusters 2 and 5 averaged above 30%, the firms in this

group were attempting to increase this figure in 1983
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I
through forward integration into foreign countries. In ad-

dition, the firms in cluster 2 had the highest mean invest-

ment in R&D at 9% of sales, but those in groups 3 and 5 were

close behind with 7% of sales each. Finally, both clusters

3 and 5 had experienced much greater asset growth than had

the organizations in cluster 2, but the firms in cluster 2

did appear to be growing as opposed to remaining stable or

refocusing their resources in 1983. The three new contin-

gency tables for these combined clusters can be seen in Ta-

bles 21, 22, and 23.

As these tables illustrate, in the computer industry, as

in the paper industry, when either MLSLACK (X2 = 14.245;

p<.0008) or QTSLACK (X2
= 13.000; p<.O01) were utilized,

there was a significant relationship between slack and stra-

tegy. Results for BSLACK were not significant (X2 = .931;

p<.627). Unfortunately, as shown in Tables 21, 22, and 23,

even these collapsed contingency tables contained too few

observations to meet the aforementioned rule of thumb. Yet,

it is worth noting that the p—levels for MLSLACK and QTSLACK

decreased dramatically despite the reduction in sample size

caused by dropping the middle category of slack. This find-

ing is particularly encouraging since the chi-square test

tends to be very sensitive to sample size and any associa-

tion would be expected to decrease as sample size decreases.
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TABLE 18

Table of MLSLACK by Strategy for the Computer Industry

MLSLACK STRATEGY

1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL

I I I I I I
Low | O | 9 | O | 12 | 1 I22

I I I I I I
I I I I I IUnclass. l O | 7 | 1 | 4 | 1 |13
I I I I I I
I I I I I I AHigh | 4 | 13 | 1 | 1 | 1 |20
I I I I I I

TOTAL 4 29 2 17 3 55

X2=l8.218
p<.O2
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TABLE 19

Table of QTSLACK by Strategy for the Computer Industry

QTSLACK STRATEGY

1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL

I I I I I I
Low I O I O I O I 3 I O I 3

I I I I I I
I I I I I I

Unclass. I 2 I 23 I 1 I 14 I 2 I42
I I I I I I
I I I I I I

High I 2 I 6 I 1 I O I 1 I1O
I I I I I I

TOTAL 4 29 2 17 3 55

X2=14.3l3
p<.O7
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TABLE 20

Table of BSLACK by Strategy for the Computer Industry

BSLACK STRATEGY

1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL

I I I I I ILosers I 1 I 6 I O I 5 I 1 I13
I I I I I I
I I I I I IConstant I O I 4 I O I 4 I 1 I 9
I I I I I I
I I I I I IGainers I 3 I 19 I 2 I 8 I 1 I33
I I I I I I

TOTAL 4 29 2 17 3 55

X2=4.763
p<.78
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TABLE 21

High & Low MLSLACK by 3 Strategy Types for Computer Industry

MLSLACK STRATEGY

1 2+3+5 4 TOTALV-*—‘—*—*T**————*—1————————1
I I I I

Low I 0 I 10 I 12 I22
I I I I
I I I I

High I 4 I 15 I 1 |2O
I I I IL....._..J_........L........J

TOTAL 4 25 13 42

X2=14.245
p < .0008
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TABLE 22

High & Low QTSLACK by 3 Strategy Types for Computer Industry

QTSLACK STRATEGY

1 2+3+5 4 TOTALF*-———*—*v-—*——————1‘—‘——‘*—*#
I I I I

Low I O I O I 3 I 3
I I I I
I I I I

High I 2 I 8 I O I1O
I I I IL.........L.........L..._..._J

TOTAL 2 8 3 13

X2=l3.00O
p < .0015
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TABLE 23

High & Low BSLACK by 3 Strategy types for Computer Industry

BSLACK STRATEGY

1 2+3+5 4 TOTAL

I I I ILosers I 1 I 7 I 5 Il3
I I I I
I I I I

Gainers I 3 I 22 I 8 I33
I I I I

TOTAL 4 29 13 46

x2= .931
p < .627
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This may indicate that the unclassified or constant slack

firms were confounding the relationship between these abso-

lute measures of slack and strategy.

To summarize these findings as they relate to Hypothesis

2, there appeared to be a significant relationship between

level of slack and strategy type when. either MLSLACK or

QTSLACK measures were used. However, in no case was BSLACK

significantly related to strategy. This pattern of rela-

tionships was consistent for both industries and continued

to hold regardless of whether 2 or 3 levels of slack were

considered. These results supported Marino and Lange's

(1983) prediction that the absolute slack indicators

(MLSLACK and QTSLACK) would be more appropriate than Bour-

geois' relative slack indicator (BSLACK) for testing the L-B

model. Although sample size was a problem in this analysis,

(particularly in the computer industry), this consistency of

results was extremely encouraging and lent credibility to

these findings.

ANALYSIS Q; HYPOTHESIS Q

In Chapter 1, it was posited that the chief contribution of

the L-B model may be its inclusion of organizational slack

as a moderator of the structural—contingency perspective.

The idea. here is that the presence or absence of slack
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changes the relationship between context and strategy. When

slack is high, there should be little or no association bet-

ween these variables because managers are less constrained

by context and can follow their personal values. On the

other hand, when little slack is available, context should

dictate structure which, in turn, should lead to strategy.

Low slack firms in a given environment would thus be expect-

ed to adhere to similar strategies. It follows that low

slack firms in different environments should follow diffe-

rent strategies. Hypothesis 3 was developed to allow inves-

tigation of this idea:

· H3: Under conditions of low slack,
firms in a relatively certain environ-
ment will utilize different strategies
than will firms in a relatively uncer-
tain environment.

Restated:

O3: Under conditions of low slack,
firms in the paper industry will utilize
different strategies than will firms in
the computer industry.

Analysis of this hypothesis was based on only two slack

operationalizations: MLSLACK and QTSLACK. Since BSLACK was

shown not to relate to strategy type in the last section, it

would make little sense to include it here. As will be

further discussed in Chapter V, the BSLACK indicator may not

be an appropriate measure of slack for the present theoreti-
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cal context. In order to test hypothesis 3, it was neces-

sary to separate the dominant low—slack strategy types from

the remaining sample.

Table 24 shows the number of firms falling into each of

the original five strategic clusters according to level of

slack (high or low) within each industry. In the paper in-

dustry, it is easy to see that the majority of the low slack

firms fell into Cluster 4 (No Change). This trend was con-

sistent for both MLSLACK and QTSLACK.

In the computer industry, under MLSLACK, it can be seen

that two clusters, strategy type 2, concentration and stra-

tegy type 4, no change, both contained significant numbers

of low slack firms. However, two points prohibit the label-

ing of cluster* 2 as a low slack strategy. First, under

MLSLACK, there were actually more high slack companies (13)

than low slack companies (9) within this cluster. Second,

when quartiles were used as cut—off points as opposed to me-

dians (i.e., under QTSLACK), all of the "low slack" firms in

cluster 2 disappeared. The three remaining low slack compa-

nies were all found in cluster 4. Therefore, it appeared

that the dominant strategy followed by low slack firms in

both the paper and computer industry was strategy type 4,

no change.
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TABLE 24

Comparison of Low—slack Strategies in Two Industries

LOW MLSLACK LOW QTSLACK

Compu— Paper Compu— Paper
ter ter

I I I I ISTRATEGY 1 I 0 I 2 I 0 I 0 IRefocus I I I I I

I I I I ISTRATEGY 2 I 9 I 0 I 0 I 0 IConcentration I I I I I

I I I I ISTRATEGY 3 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 IVert. Integration I I I I I

I I I I I
STRATEGY 4 I 12 I 11 I 3 I 6 INo change I I I I I

I I I I ISTRATEGY 5 I 1 I O I 0 I 0 IMkt. Development I I I I IL.._...l......1...._.1...._.J
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This finding clearly refutes H3 which predicted that

different strategies would be followed by low slack firms in

different industries. However, in order to look more close-

ly for· potential differences in the application of this

strategy by the two industries, an additional analysis was

conducted on only the low MLSLACK firms in Cluster 4. The

sample size was simply too small to conduct an equivalent

analysis on the low QTSLACK firms in this cluster.

The low MLSLACK firms were divided into two groups based

on industry membership. Fortunately, these groups were al-

most identical in size with 11 paper companies and 12 compu-

ter companies. Student T-tests were run on each of the ll

strategy variables used to make the clusters. Although it

was anticipated that industry means would be similar for

most of these variables, it was believed that a few signifi-

cant differences might emerge.

T-test results are reported in Table 25. Of the 11 stra-

tegy variables, only 4 were significantly different between

the two industries. First, it appeared that computer compa-

nies following the no change strategy tended to have a muchU

higher dependence on a single customer than did the paper

companies
(t(l2·8)= -3.062; p<.009). This may reflect an

attempt to find a protected niche in their more volatile en-

vironment (Kotter, 1979) and may help to explain how they
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have survived using a no change strategy in an uncertain in-

dustry. Second, these computer companies invested a much

higher percentage of their sales dollars into R&D than did

the paper companies
(t(ll•3)= -3.887; p<.OO2). Again, this

may have been necessary for survival since technology chang-

es so rapidly in this industry. Finally, the low—slack com-

puter companies were more apt to have some level of foreign

exports since they had higher means on the TERRITORY varia-

ble (t(2l)= -2.647; p<.Ol) and FOREIGN variable (t(l1·l)=
-2.344; p<.O3).

ANALYSIS gg RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Thusfar in this chapter, the results of the research corres-

ponding to each of the three primary hypotheses has been

presented. The remainder of the chapter will address the 2

methodological research questions presented in Chapter III.

R1: How will the statistical relation-
ship between slack and strategy be af-
fected by the use of a relative versus
an absolute approach to the measurement
of slack?

It will be recalled from Chapter II that relative mea-

sures of slack seek to gauge the change in level of slack

resources within an organization over time. The Bourgeois

(1981) measure (BSLACK) is a relative measure. In contrast,

absolute measures are defined as those which identify firms
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1
TABLE 25

T—tests on strategy variables in Cluster 4

Variable Pager Comguter t-test gg

SUPPLIERS 2.545 2.750 t=— .850 21
(.688) ( .452) p<.405

CUSTOMERS 5.091 5.333 t=— .722 21
(.831) ( .778) p<.478

TERR* 2.182 2.833 t=-2.647 21
(.404) ( .718) p<.015

FOREIGN* .100 4.067 t=—2.344 11.1
(.300) (5.835) p<.038

SINGLE* 7.382 31.542 t=—3.062 12.8
(7.250) (26.264) p<.009

BIG .182 .250 t=— .308 21
(.404) ( .622) p<.761

JVENT 0.000 .083 t=— .955 21
(.000) ( .289) p<.350

SHRINK -.273 - .166 t=— .594 21
(.467) ( .389) p<.559

ADV/SALES .710 1.531 t=—1.238 16.4
(1.012) (2.041) p<.233

R&D/SALES* .469 5.626 t=-3.887 11.3
(.473) (4.545) p<.002

ASSET GROWTH 1.993 1.663 t= .611 21
(1.277) (1.310) p<.547

* Achieved significance at .05 level or less
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with the most or least slack resources in comparison to oth-

er firms. Marino and Lange's (1982) measures (MLSLACK and
V

QTSLACK) fall into this category.

Referring again to the discussion of Hypothesis 2 on the

preceding pages, it can easily be seen that this research

question has already been answered. In .both industries,

both MLSLACK and QTSLACK, the absolute measures, were signi-

ficantly related to strategy type. However, there were no

significant relationships between BSLACK, the relative mea-

sure, and strategy.

Still, greater insight into the relationship between

slack and strategy can be gained by examining the strength

of this association. One measure of association which can

be used with contingency tables is Guttman's Lambda (Blal-

ock, 1979). Lambda is a proportional reduction ixx error

(PRE) measure which allows one to determine the proportion

of guessing errors which can be eliminated in predicting a

firm's level on a dependent variable such as strategy, by

knowing its class on a given independent variable such as

slack. Lambda varies between O and 1. Where a strong rela-

tionship exists, there should be few prediction errors;

hence, lambda should approach 1. If essentially no associa-

tion exists, the number of prediction errors should be high

and lambda should be close to O.
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Table 26 reports the results of this analysis. To inter-

pret this table, begin with the first column on the left -—

this is the MLSLACK by strategy association for the paper

industry. The top number (22.2%) in this column means that

in predicting strategy type, knowing level of slack should

allow a 22% reduction in prediction errors. Moreover, in

predicting MLSLACK, knowing strategy type should reduce

prediction errors by 30.8%. The final number in this column

is a combination of the two directional lambdas described

above and can simply be considered as an overall measure of

effect size, similar to rz. Here, overall lambda equals

25.8% suggesting a moderate relationship.

Under QTSLACK for the paper industry, the most improved

prediction occurred when strategy was known and slack pred-

icted. Here a 38.5% reduction in guessing errors was ob-

served. Knowing level of slack, however, provided little

help in predicting strategy. Accordingly, the overall level

of association declined to 21.4%. Finally, under BSLACK,

all measures of Lambda were zero. This is to be expected

when the two variables are independent of each other.

Results were similar for the computer industry. Again,

the strongest associations were those between MLSLACK and

strategy. Errors in predicting strategy from slack were re-

duced by 27.3%; for predicting slack from strategy the re-
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TABLE 26

Guttma¤'s Lambda comparisons across slack measures

PAPER COMPUTER

MLSLACK QTSLACK BSLACK MLSLACK QTSLACK BSLACK
Predictimg
STRATEGY 22.2% 6.7% 0% 27.3% 0% 0%
from slack

Predicting
SLACK from 30.8% 38.5% 0% 11.5% 11.5% 0%
strategy

Overall
Lambda 25.8% 21.4% 0% 20.3% 7.7% 0%
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duction was 11.5% and the overall association was 20.3%. In

contrast, for QTSLACK, it appeared that knowing level of

slack was of no help in predicting strategy. This finding

did not appear consistent with the knowledge that all of the

low QTSLACK firms fell into a single strategic type and

should thus have been predictable. This inconsistency re-

veals a weakness of the Guttman Lambda measure in that it

does not always take full advantage of the data. In cases

such as this when all of the modal categories (i.e., those

with the most observations) are in alignment, Lambda will

equal 0. For the present analysis this was not a major

problem since it had already been determined that BSLACK was

not related to strategy.

The final research question follows:

R2: Will the strategic clusters which
emerge in this study provide empirical
support for Glueck's conceptual typology
of strategy?

This question required the most subjective judgements about

the data; yet, the clusters which were described above do

appear to relate to Glueck's conceptual typology of strate-

gy. This section will present the major similarities and

dissimilarities between the empirically derived strategic

types and Glueck's proposed strategy types. Excerpts from

1983 corporate annual reports were reported herein in order

to add additional insights to this discussion.
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Strategy Typ; 1: Refocus

This strategy type appeared to fit Glueck's description of

the combination strategy. Glueck (1980) describes a combi-

nation strategy as one that a firm pursues when its main

strategic decisions focus on the conscious use of several

grand strategies (eg., stable growth, growth, retrenchment)

at the same time in several strategic business units of the

company. Such a strategy is most likely to be effective for

larger firms which are "multiple industry firms in periods

of economic transition or periods of product/service transi-

tion in the life cycle" (Glueck, 1980: 231). In correspon-

dence with this description, the firms in this cluster were

the largest in terms of the number of employees, level of

sales and total assets in 1983. However, growth in employ-

ees and growth in assets were relatively low despite high

levels of buying and selling activity in 1983. In total,

these findings depict a strategy type which appeared consis-

tent with Glueck's expectations.

Mead Corporation, which was a member of strategy type 1

fits this scenario. In 1983, the company dropped a number

of unrelated businesses ranging from ink—jet printing to a

foundry in order to refocus on the paper industry and data

services (Suter, 1984: 64). Another member of this group,

Datapoint, described 1983 as a year of revitalization in
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which the firm strengthened its financial condition, im-

proved its product line, divested its telecommunications di-

visions and redirected its corporate focus to office automa-

tion products.

The fit with Glueck's Combination Strategy profile was

not quite as perfect for all firms in this cluster however.

A few firms (4 out of 22) had not divested any subsidiaries

in 1983 but seemed to be experiencing relatively low growth.

Glueck's strategy, "Stable Growth as a Pause" may better de-

scribe the activities of these firms. Glueck describes this

strategy as a temporary slowdown after a period of extensive

growth during which a firm often consolidates its holdings

or improves efficiency. I.B.M., for example, belonged to

this strategy type yet showed no evidence of retrenching.

Still, this company had experienced little change in asset

size in recent years, perhaps due to antitrust pressure from

the government which Glueck also describes as a common rati-

onale for the pause strategy. According to Glueck, the sta-

ble growth as a pause strategy tends to be chosen as a stage

in the combination strategy just discussed (1980: 207). If

so, it makes sense that firms following both of these stra-

tegies were grouped into the same strategy type.
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Strategy Typg 2: Concentration

The firms in this strategy type appeared to be following

Glueck's concentration strategy which is also called "inter-

nal growth by increasing sales of the single product/service

line" (Glueck, 1980: 208). Glueck describes this strategy

as a successful growth strategy for firms whose products are

not in the final stages of the product life cycle. This may

be why this strategy appeared to dominate all others in the

computer industry but was not present in the paper industry.

Glueck describes several ways in which this strategy

might be carried out. After stating each of these methods,

the corresponding characteristic of strategy type 2 will be

presented.

a)Expand sales by increasing primary demand and
encouraging new uses for the present product/ser-
vice in the same area, with the same customers.

Of the 29 firms falling into this strategic type, 26 had

focused their sales efforts on a single product segment. As —

stated in Centronics Data Computer's 1983 Corporate Report,

its main focus was on achieving product acceptance of its

line by major customers. Similarly, Computervision stressed

building a close relationship and continuing partnership

with its customers. Data General also seemed to be stress-

ing this strategic attribute in its development of special-

ized services and user training at the customer's own facil-

ities.
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b)Expand sales of the product/service into
additional sectors of the economy.

This aspect of G1ueck's concentration strategy was seen

repeatedly among the firms in this cluster. In order to set

themselves apart from giant competitors (especially I.B.M.),

these companies were zeroing in on various sectors of the

economy. Anderson-Jacobson, for example, focused on indus-

try, banks and government agencies. Computervision had tar-

geted aerospace, automotive, mechanical equipment and fabri-
‘

cated materials firms. Cray Research designed its systems

for scientific applications. Digital Computer focused on

scientific, technical and education fields. MSI Data Corpo-

ration aimed at very specific segments such as retail food

stores, drug stores, automotive stores and the like.

c)Expand sales of product/service into additional
geographic areas.

This trend was clearly evident in this group of firms

given its strong emphasis on foreign sales as seen in Table

7. In addition, most of the firms in this group either

owned or were in the process of acquiring foreign subsidiar-

ies.

d) Expand sales by introducing minor product modi-
fications to new segments of the market.

Product enhancement was another primary concern of the

firms in this strategy type. The heavy investment in R&D

(see Table 7) supports this statement as do the frequent
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discussions of product development which appeared in the

corporate reports. To survive, these firms were forced to

produce products which were either compatible with I.B.M.

and which sold at a cheaper price than I.B.M., or which of-

fered additional value to potential users. According to Am-

dahl's 1983 corporate report, the company was required to

make frequent product changes to remain fully competitive.

In addition, Cray Research described its 1983 strategy to

continue enhancement of existing products while devoting

substantial resources to the development of new ones. n

Strategy Typ; 3: Vertical Integration

As discussed above, the two companies in this cluster manu-

factured large scale computer systems which were targeted at

selected markets. In this respect, the strategy was similar

to that of Strategy Type 2 described above. Yet, the domi-

nant expansion emphasis stressed by both of these firms in

their 1983 corporate reports was vertical integration.

Glueck describes vertical integration as a separate varia-

tion of his growth strategies. This strategy appears to

have been effective for these two firms given the dramatic

growth in assets experienced by these firms in recent years.
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Strategy Qypg Q: gp Change

According to Glueck (1980), a firm following a stable growth

strategy aims only at achieving the same level of perfor-

mance that has been reached in previous years, adjusted for

inflation. Few major functional changes are made in pro-

duct/service line, distribution channels, production capaci-

ty, vertical integration or the like. Based on the lack of

activity observed in strategy type 4 (no change), the firms

in this group certainly seemed to fit Glueck's conceptuali—

zation. Furthermore, the fact that this was the largest

cluster lends support to his conjecture that the stable
V

growth strategy is the strategy most frequently utilized by

organizations.

Strategy Typ; Q: Market Development

This cluster also seemed to fit into Glueck's Concentration

strategy but the main emphasis here appeared to be the de-

velopment of new markets as evidenced by the high level of

foreign sales and heavy investment in advertising. The rate

of growth experienced by these firms, however, was much

faster than the growth rate of Strategy Type 2 which may

either mean that the strategy worked better for these three

companies or that they were doing something else which was

not apparent given the present data.
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In general, these strategies did appear to support

Glueck's typology. However, several of the strategy types

appeared rather similar to each other. The organizations in

clusters 2 and 5, for example, appeared to be following

Glueck's concentration strategy; furthermore, a number of

firms in cluster 2 emphasized vertical integration in their

corporate reports as did the 2 firms in cluster 3. This

convergence was undoubtedly due to the restrictions placed

on the sample. Any companies earning less than 70% of re-

venues from their core business were not included herein.

Therefore, firms following pure diversification strategies

were probably screened out. Those remaining were by neces-

sity those which were less diverse in their strategic empha-

sis. Further explanation of these findings is presented in

Chapter V.

SUMMARY

Chapter IV has presented the results of the research con-

ducted for this dissertation. Based upon the analyses con-

ducted, the following general conclusions can be made.

First, the diversity of strategies selected by high slack

firms may or may not differ from the strategic diversity of

low slack firms. Results appear to Vary by industry. Per-

haps factors other than slack are needed to account for dif-
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ferences in strategic diversity. Second, slack was signifi-

cantly related to strategy when absolute measures (i.e.,

MLSLACK or QTSLACK) were used. Thus, firms with high levels

of slack as compared to other firms in their industry chose

different strategies than those with low slack. However,

change in slack (BSLACK) did not appear to be related to

strategy choice. Third, there were no differences in the

strategies adopted by low slack firms in different indus-

tries. Based on the strategy measures employed in this stu-

dy, "no change" strategies appeared to be the predominant

choice of low-slack firms, regardless of industry. Finally,

Glueck's strategic typology was supported by the data in

this study indicating that it may prove to be of value in

future investigations.

The primary purpose of this dissertation was to conduct a

test of the Litschert-Bonham model of strategy formation.

While a relationship between slack and strategy was shown to

exist, other aspects of the model received minimal support.

Chapter V will discuss some of the reasons for these find-

ings and will attempt to explain their meaning in relation-

ship to this model.
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DISCUSSION

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide an empiri-

cally based examination of the effect of organizational

slack on the contingent nature of strategy formation. Three

hypotheses, derived from Litschert and Bonham's (1977) inte-

grative model of strategy formation served as the basis for

this analysis. In addition, two research questions, regard-

ing the operationalization of organizational slack and the

empirical construction of strategic typologies were consid-

ered herein. The data required to conduct this research was

secured from secondary sources -- the xnost important of

which were the Standard ang Poor's Compustat Tapes and cor-

porate 10-K reports which are filed annually with the Secur-

ities and Exchange Commission. The results of the statisti-

cal analysis on these data were presented in Chapter IV.

Based upon these results it was concluded that the proposed

relationship between an organization's level of slack and

its selection of strategy was supported by the data; howev-

er, some of the other propositions of the L-B model received

mixed support.

This chapter discusses these results in light of the

Litschert-Bonham model and other relevant theory. Next, the

163
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implications for the field of strategic management are pre-

sented and strengths and weaknesses of the research are de-

scribed. Einally, potential directions for future research

in this area are identified.

IMPORTANCE Q; RESEARCH Q; TH; LITSCHERT-BONHAM MQQ;;

The key assumption of the L-B model is that organization

slack moderates the contingent nature of strategy formation.

In essence, the model maintains that an absence of slack re-

sources forces the organization to adopt context-specific

strategies if it is to survive, whereas the presence of

slack allows greater freedom in the selection of strategy.

The importance of this model to the field of strategic

management is primarily based on the proposed relationship

between slack and strategy. As yet, little is known about

the interactive nature of factors which lead managers to

adopt particular strategies. For example, do strategy- mak-

ers attend more to environmental forces when slack is low?

Do personal values play a greater role in strategy formula-

tion when slack resources are available? Does the presence

of slack resources have any effect on the type of strategy

selected by top management?

The model is also important in relation to the organiza-

tion theory literature. The main contribution here is the
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conception of the organizational slack construct as a moder-

ator of the structural—contingency perspective. Ever since

Woodward's (1965) landmark study, organization theory re-

searchers have attempted to explain Variation in organiza-

tional structure by examining differences in context; yet,

results of these studies have Varied widely. The model sug-

gests that these inconsistent findings may be due to the

failure to consider differences in the level of organiza-

tional slack. Given this proposition, studies on the rela-

tionship between context and structure would be expected to

find significant relationships only in those situations whe-

re slack is low. On the other hand, if high-slack firms

~were included in the sample, the association would be ex-

pected to decline.

Finally, by conducting this research on the L—B model,

additional insights were gained on the operationalization of

two constructs which frequently appear in the strategic man-

agement literature: organizational slack and strategy. As

noted in Chapter II, although slack has often been used as

an independent variable in the management literature, few

researchers have attempted to operationalize this construct.

The present study's finding that the absolute slack measures

behaved as predicted within the context of a theoretical mo-

del should provide incentive for including these indicators
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in future research. Similarly, the empirical validation of

strategic typologies has, for some time, been an area in

need of further development. Prior to this study, no at-

tempt had been made to empirically validate Glueck's concep-

tual typology of strategy despite the fact that it is widely

cited in the literature. Hence, an additional contribution

of this research was the examination of this typology.

EVALUATION ggg DISCUSSION gg RESULTS

In order to simplify this discussion, the findings related

to the two methodological research questions will be dis-

cussed first, followed by a complete discussion of the L-B

model.

Measurement gg Organizational ggggg

As mentioned above, one of the secondary objectives of this

study was to examine the utility of two different operation-

alizations of the organizational slack construct: Bour-

geois' (1981) relative measure which assessed change in

slack within an organization over time, and Marino and

Lange‘s (1983) absolute measure which compared the level of

slack across sample firms. It will be recalled that the

Marino and Lange measure classified a firm as possessing

high slack if either return on total assets or cash flow
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margin was above the industry median for each of seven

years, while a low slack firm was one in which either of

these variables fell below the median for each of seven

years. As discussed in Chapter III, a problem arose with

this slack categorization method whereby six of the sample

paper companies were classified as possessing both high and

low slack for the same seven year period. This occurred be-

cause these six firms tended to consistently maintain one of

these financial indicators above the industry median each

year, apparently at the expense of the other, which was con-

sistently below the median. One conclusion drawn by the re-

searcher was that the Marino and Lange method did not ade-

quately discriminate between high and low slack firms.

Therefore, the method was adjusted such that quartiles were

substituted for medians as cut-off points in separating high

slack from low slack firms, forming a third (albeit related)

slack indicator. The three measures were labeled BSLACK

(Bourgeois method), MLSLACK (original Marino and Lange meth-

od) and QTSLACK (adjusted Marino and Lange method).

In discussing the findings of this research as they re-

late to these three slack measures, this section will first

compare the relative measure (BSLACK) to the absolute mea-

sures (MLSLACK and QTSLACK). Next, the findings related to

the two different forms of Marino and Lange's absolute mea-

sure will be compared to each other.
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Comparison gf relative ang absolute measures of slagg:
As reported in. Chapter IV, the two absolute measures of

slack (MLSLACK and QTSLACK) were significantly related to

strategy type whereas the relative measure (BSLACK) was not.

These findings were consistent for both the paper and the

computer industry. In other words, the strategic posture of

the sample firms in 1983 appeared to be related to some ab-

solute amount of slack possessed by these firms but did not

appear to be affected by the change in the amount of slack

over time within firms. One potential reason for the lack

of relationship between BSLACK and strategy may be that the

Bourgeois measure assessed the direction of the change in

slack but failed to get at the magnitude of the change. As

this method is currently formulated, there is no way of de-

tecting whether a firm has gained or lost a small percentage

of its slack resources or a large proportion. For example,

when this method was used, I.B.M. was classified as a "slack

loser" between 1977 and 1983. However, there was no indica-

tion as to how much slack was lost; moreover, in absolute

terms, even though I.B.M. may have lost some slack resourc-

es, it still possessed vast reserves in comparison to other

computer firms. Thus, a second explanation for the lack of

relationship between BSLACK and strategy type is that it is

the actual amount of slack held, not the degree of change,

which has an effect on strategy selection.
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Marino and Lange (1983) argue in favor of this latter

explanation by pointing out that a distinction exists bet-

ween a firm that possesses high (or low) slack resources re-

lative to other firms and one that is gaining (or losing)

slack resources. Furthermore, they suggest that an absolute

measure of slack would be more appropriate for testing the

Litschert—Bonham model than would a relative measure since

slack resources would have to accrue "to some threshold lev-

el to permit discretionary allocations" (Marino and Lange,

1983: 91). Results of this study appear to support this

proposition.

In terms of the construct validity of these two types of

slack indicators, the following points can be made. For the

absolute measures (MLSLACK and QTSLACK), the major finding

of interest is that both variables behaved the way that they

were supposed to behave within the context of a theoretical

model. However, construct validity cannot be established by

confirming a single prediction in one study. According to

Carmines and Zeller, construct Validation "requires a pat-

tern of consistent findings involving different researchers

using different theoretical structures across a number of

different studies" (1979: 24). Therefore, the most that can

be said is that this study has presented one piece of evi-

dence supporting the construct Validation of these absolute

measures of slack.
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On the other hand, two interpretations can be offered

concerning the failure of BSLACK to behave as predicted.

First, as argued by Marino and Lange (1983), it is possible

that this indicator measures a different construct all to-

gether and therefore, should not be related to strategy

choice. Second, it may be that the measurement method is

too rough. Perhaps the magnitude as well as the direction

of the change in slack must be taken into account if the va-

riable is to behave as predicted. One way to determine

which of these alternative interpretations is correct would

be to include the BLSLACK measure in other studies. For ex-

ample, Marino and Lange (1983) posit that Bourgeois' rela-

tive measure of slack would be appropriate in the investiga-

tion of phenomena in which slack resource levels are

monotonically related to other variables of interest. They

suggest relating changes in the level of slack to changes in

such organizational variables as competition and interde-

partmental coordination. Moreover, Bourgeois and Singh

(1983) hypothesized that change in slack would affect the

amount of political behavior and strategic discord among top

management. Thus, there is clear potential for assessing

the utility of the Bourgeois measure in other theoretical

contexts.
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Comparison gf MLSLACK and QTSLACK: As mentioned at the

beginning of this section, when Marino and Lange's original

slack measurement procedure (MLSLACK) was pretested on the

sample organizations, six of the paper companies were

cross—classified as possessing both high and low levels of

slack. Since this measure used industry medians as cut-off

points in partitioning high from low slack firms, it is easy

to see how such a problem might have arisen. Indeed, even

among firms which were not cross-classified, the difference

between a high—slack and low-slack firm could be slight when

this procedure is used. For example, consider· a company

which reported cash flow margins above the industry median
T

for each of seven years while reporting below median returns

on assets for six of these years. This company would be

classified as high in slack. However, had the same company

reported its cash flow margin as above the median for six

years, and its return on assets below the median for 7

years, it would become a low slack firm. Since the differ-

ence between these two scenarios is minimal, it was felt

that the use of quartiles as cut-off points might reveal

more substantial differences in the slack resources poss-

essed by high and low slack firms, The QTSLACK measure is

simply a refinement of Marino and Lange's original proce-

dure.
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When Ken Marino was asked to comment on this refinement,

he expressed some concerns that the measure might be too

stringent —- and that few firms would fall into the high and

low slack categories were such a procedure to be used.

Thus, the first step in assessing the utility of this "new"

measure was to examine the resulting categorization of high

and low slack firms in both industries.

Application of the QTSLACK measurement procedure to the

sample firms in the paper industry resulted in about half

of the firms falling into the unclassified category and the

remaining half being classified as either high or low in

slack. This appeared to be a reasonable grouping and, in

fact, both H1 and H2 were supported using this measure. In

addition, when Guttman's Lambda was calculated to determine

the strength of association between slack and strategy, the

ability to predict slack from strategy reached its highest

level (i.e., 38.5% reduction in errors) when QTSLACK was

used. Thus, this form of Marino and Lange's slack measure-

ment procedure did appear to be an appropriate measure of

slack for the paper industry.

The QTSLACK measure appeared less adequate when used in

the subsample of computer firms for a number of reasons.

Here, Dr. Marino's concerns about the use of upper and lower

quartiles as cut—off points for high and low slack firms ap-
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pear to have been well-founded, since 42 of the 55 firms in

this industry fell into the unclassified category when this

measure was used. Although Hl and H2 were still supported,

the Guttman's Lambda index, which showed the strength of the

association between QTSLACK and strategy, declined drasti-

cally.

Based on these results, it appears that different cut off

points may be required in distinguishing between high and

low slack firms in different industries. As Marino has sug-

gested, one reason for this difference may be that firms in

different industries make different capital structure deci-

sions. Another reason, however, has more to do with contex-

tual factors than internal decisions. Since Marino and

Lange's (1983) operationalization is actually based on a

profitability criterion, one explanation may be provided by

Porter's (1980) model of industry competition. This model

posits that five basic competitive forces influence the

long—run profit potential of every industry. These forces

include the threat of new entrants, the threat of substitute

products, rivalry among existing firms, the bargaining power

of buyers and the bargaining power of suppliers. It can be

argued that if these forces combine to produce a situation

of intense competition in which industry profits are eroded

away, then few firms will be able to maintain significant
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levels of slack resources, particularly over a seven year

time period.

When Porter's model is applied to the industries consid-

ered in the present study, the computer industry emerges as

much more threatening than the paper industry in 1983. For

example, as noted in Chapter III, the computer business is

relatively easy to enter whereas the paper industry requires

huge capital expenditures. Thus there were hundreds of new

computer companies seeking market share in 1983 while the

number of competitors in the paper industry remained stable.

In addition, although substitute products such as plastic or

foil containers may pose threats to some segments of the pa-

per industry, it is unlikely that substitutes will ever re-

place standard writing paper, newsprint or even cardboard

boxes. On the other hand, large numbers of potential compu-

ter buyers remain unconvinced that these machines are any

more than expensive toys. Indeed, video games, calculators,

and typewriters are all potential substitutes. Third, since

many computer manufacturers run assembly operations only,

suppliers of electronic chips and other components have sig-

nificant power in this industry; in contrast, the paper

firms have mitigated this threat somewhat through backward

integration.
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Based on this partial analysis, it appears that the in-

tensity of competition in the computer industry was signifi-

cantly greater than that of the paper industry in 1983. In-

deed, industry analysts maintained that a shakeout had begun

in the computer industry that year, intensifying competition

even more. This may explain why the more stringent QTSLACK

indicator failed to find many computer firms with extremely

high or low levels of slack. Highly competitive industries

such as the computer industry may not be conducive to the

accrual of slack resources. For such an industry, the upper

and lower thirds may be more appropriate in distinguishing

between high and low slack firms.

Measurement gf Organizational Strategy

Strong support was found in this study for Glueck‘s concep-

tual typology* of strategy. Of the five strategic types

which emerged from the cluster analysis, one matched

Glueck‘s combination strategy description, one fit into his

vertical integration group, two appeared to use Variations

of his concentration strategy, and one clearly adhered to

his stable growth description.

External validation of these strategy types using addi-

tional Compustat data as well as corporate report excerpts

strengthened these findings. Not only did the profiles
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match Glueck's descriptions, but also some of his predic-

tions regarding each type were observed to hold. For exam-

ple, as Glueck predicted, the firms following the combina-

tion strategy were very large in relation to those in the

other strategy types. His prediction that the stable growth

strategy would be used most frequently by organizations was

also confirmed by the finding that strategy type 4, no

change, included more firms than any other cluster. Glueck

also predicted that the concentration strategy would be the

second most frequently used strategy, and again this predic-

tion was confirmed since strategy type 2, concentration,

contained the second highest number of firms. In addition,

Glueck suggested that this strategy would be most effective

for firms whose products are in the early stages of the pro-

duct life cycle. In accordance with this proposition, only

firms from the relatively young computer industry were in-

cluded in this strategy type.

One potential question regarding' these results is why

several of the strategy types appeared rather similar to

each other. For example, the firms in two clusters (2 and

5) appeared to be following Variations of the same concen-

tration strategy described by Glueck; moreover, the firms in

cluster 2 also displayed an inclination towards increasing

the extent of Vertical integration as did those in cluster
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3. The simplest explanation for these similarities among

strategy types is that the strategies which emerged were

constrained by the limitations placed on the sample. No

firms which earned over 30% of revenues from a second (or

more) industry were included herein. Therefore, any firms

strictly adhering to Glueck's concentric or conglomerate di-

versification strategies were not included in the sample.

RESULTS gg TESTING Tg; LITSCHERT-BONHAM QQQQQ

Because the BSLACK indicator was not related to strategy

type in either industry, there will be no further discussion

of this variable.

Discussion gf Q1

The notion that managers of high slack firms would choose a

variety of different strategies while managers of low slack

firms would be constrained by the environment was indirectly

tested under hypothesis l. This hypothesis was based on the

premise that the ability of the managers of high slack firms

to ignore environmental demands would result in a greater

dispersion of these firms among more strategic types because

these managers would be free to follow personal values or

preferences. In contrast, it was presumed that the managers

of low slack firms would perceive environmental constraints
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as imperatives which would compel them to choose from among

fewer strategy alternatives because they could not afford to

be inefficient. In other words, this hypothesis was de-

signed to test whether high slack firms tend to follow stra-

tegies that are different from each other while low slack

firms follow strategies that are similar to each other as-

suming they are subject to similar constraints.

Results of this study provided only minimal support for

this hypothesis. For example, although calculation of the

Index of Quantitative Variation appeared to support this hy-

pothesis in the paper industry, examination of table 10, re-

veals that there were actually only two strategies followed

by high slack firms just as there were for low slack firms.

The I.Q.V. was higher, indicating greater diversity among

high slack firms, because these firms were more evenly dis-

persed among the two strategy types than were the firms with

low slack. Still, since only two strategy types were

formed, the apparent difference in diversity between high

and low slack firms was not strong. Moreover, it appeared

that high slack paper companies followed a dominant strategy

just as low slack paper companies did -— although the stra-

tegies differed across level of slack. The majority of the

high slack paper firms in this sample tended to follow the

"refocus" strategy while most low slack paper companies

adhered to a "no change" approach.
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Results in the computer industry were even less

supportive of Hypothesis l. In fact, when MLSLACK was used,

the strategy selections of high slack firms appeared to be

more homogeneous than those of low slack firms — a finding

which was opposite that which was predicted. When QTSLACK

was substituted as a measure of slack, the high slack firms

were obviously more diverse in their strategy selections be-

cause the 3 low slack firms all fell into one cluster, but

there still appeared to be a dominant strategy choice for

high slack firms. In this case, the high slack computer

companies tended to follow Glueck's concentration strategy,

while the low slack computer firms followed the no change

strategy.

To summarize, high slack firms may have the freedom to

choose from a wider variety of strategies but few of the

high slack firms in the present sample, appeared to take ad-

vantage of this opportunity. To explain these findings it

is necessary to re—examine the premise upon which hypothesis

1 was based: i.e., that the ability of managers of high

slack firms to ignore certain environmental constraints

firms would result in a greater dispersion of these firms

among more strategic types because these managers would be

free to follow personal values or preferences. Implicit in

this statement is the hidden assumption that managers will
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possess values which differ from each other. Results of

this study suggest that this assumption may be too simplis-

tic. It is possible that the values of the managers of

large corporations such as those in this sample are becoming

more and more similar to each other. Although as Litschert

and Bonham (1978) point out, there is still no generally ac-

cepted professional code of managerial behavior, it is like-

ly that many managers now share similar educational and in-

dustry backgrounds. Eor example, an M.B.A. degree is

frequently held by upper level managers in large organiza-

tions. M.B.A. programs attempt to train managers to find

rational solutions to complex organizational problems. In

addition, certain managerial skills are believed to general-

ize across industries. Therefore, managers no longer spend

their entire career in a single industry but may be recruit-

ed across industries for their proven ability to turn compa-

nies around or market new products. As an example, when

Atari's video—game empire crashed in 1983, its parent compa-

ny, Warner Communications hired James Morgan, a supposed

marketing genius from Phillip Morris, a tobacco and beverage

producer, to help get the company back on its' feet. War-

ner's decision-makers chose Morgan because they believed

that Atari was "foremost a consumer products company and

that an intimate knowledge of computers and the technology
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involved is secondary to management expertise" (Lardo,

1984). This increasing emphasis on managerial expertise and

the right way of doing things may extend to the slack issue.

Even when slack is high, managers of this new breed may

share similar ideas on rational ways of utilizing the extra

resources. Although more research is needed to assess the

validity of this idea of shared values, it is possible that

the "follow the leader" trends spotted by Rumelt (1974) and

more recently by Holmes (1978) are also indicative of this

phenomenon.

Discussion gf Hg

The second hypothesis was developed to test the notion

that high-slack firms adopted different strategies than

low-slack firms. Despite problems caused by insufficient

sample size, this hypothesis was supported by the data. In

both industries, there was a significant chi-square rela-

tionship between level of slack and choice of strategy. The

following section will examine these results in more detail

for each industry.

As previously mentioned, in the paper industry, most of

the low-slack firms had adopted a "no change" strategy, whi-

le the majority of the high slack firms were engaged in a

refocus strategy. At first glance it seemed curious that
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firms with high slack were attempting to reposition them-

selves. Two explanations are offered for this finding. The

first pertains to the current status of the paper industry.

As mentioned in Chapter II, a trend in this industry is for

firms to attempt to improve efficiency through developing

economies of scale within particular segments. The firms in

strategy type 1, refocus, may be representative of this

trend since they appear to be cutting back in some segments

while growing in others.

A second explanation is offered by Drucker (Good Growth

and Bad Growth, 1979) who states that in order to grow, a

firm must have a system for getting rid of its outgrown, ob-

solete or unproductive investments. In this view, the foun-

dation of a growth strategy is freeing resources for new op-

portunities. Prasad (1983) indicates that this

growth—divestment—growth cycle is likely to be particularly

important to companies in mature, capital—intensive indus-

tries such as steel, autos or tires. The paper industry

clearly fits this description as well. Thus, this refocus

strategy does make sense for high slack firms since the ul-

timate result is the redeployment of assets to take advan-

tage of more profitable opportunities in the environment.

In the computer industry, the relationship between slack

and strategy was also significant. When the MLSLACK measure
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was used, low-slack firms clustered into two strategy types:

no change and concentration. High slack firms tended to

follow either the concentration strategy or the refocus

strategy. An interesting finding here is that both high and

low slack computer companies appeared to be attracted to the

concentration strategy. One explanation is that the compu-

ter industry is a young, growth industry. Glueck (1980) has

posited that the concentration strategy would be an effec-

tive strategy in such an environment. A second explanation

is that certain contextual variables within this industry

are perceived as imperatives by managers regardless of level

of slack. This industry is clearly dominated by a number of

giants such as I.B.M., Wang, and Digital, which have a com-

petitive advantage over smaller firms in terms of economies

of scale. Therefore, to survive, smaller computer companies

must find a different basis on which to compete. One such

basis is reflected in the current industry trend called ver-

tical marketing: selling computer systems tailored to the

unique needs of particular industries (Uttal, 1985). Ac-

cording to Uttal (1985), hundreds of computer companies,

both large and small, now look to vertical marketing for

much of their future growth. In his words, "the allure of

vertical marketing for I.B.M.'s competitors is that success

depends more on specialized knowledge of customers than on

economies of scale" (1985: 96).
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Yet, not every company which attempts to utilize this

strategy is guaranteed high profits. While there are hun-

dreds of vertical markets, many are too small, too poor, or

too hard to reach to produce a profit. Moreover, the richer

ones tend to be rife with competitors. Finally, Uttal

(1985) notes that many small computer manufacturers, being

squeezed out of the business, have tried focusing on verti-

cal markets with little success. "By the time they decided

to go vertical, they couldn't afford to learn their target

industries, write special software and set up a salesforce

to sell directly to customers" (Uttal, 1985: lOO). Thus,

the appearance of both high and low slack firms within this

strategy type is easily explained.

When the QTSLACK measure was used, however, all of the

low slack firms in this strategic type moved into the un-

classified category of slack. As pointed out earlier, it

appeared in this study that the QTSLACK measure made a

greater distinction between high and low slack firms than

did MLSLACK. It is possible that those firms with the least

slack did not have the minimum amount of resources necessary

to adopt this strategy.
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Discussion gg gg

The third hypothesis, which predicted that low slack

firms in the paper industry would use different strategies

than low slack firms in the computer industry received mini-

mal support in this study. When MLSLACK was used, there ap-

peared to be slight support for this hypothesis since the

low slack paper firms clearly followed the no change strate-

gy while the low slack computer companies followed either

the no change or the concentration strategy. As discussed

in the last section, this may be an indication that the con-

centration strategy is perceived as a means of survival in

the computer industry but not in the paper industry. Howev-

er, when QTSLACK was used, this difference disappeared. If

this measure can be said to more clearly separate out the

low slack firms, then it appears that the truly low slack

companies from both industries followed the same strategy --

no change. This finding was the opposite of the predicted

result.

Instead of attending more to environmental constraints

when slack is low, managers may react to internal monetary

constraints. This explanation concurs with the earlier dis-

cussion of hypothesis 1 in its speculation that today's man-

agers may share common ideas on rational approaches to man-

aging depending on the level of available resources. When
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slack is low, managers may tend to cut back on all expenses

in order to gain control of cash flow and stabilize the or-

ganization. This process is typically described as the

first stage of a turnaround strategy (Schendel et al.,

1976). Only when the organization has been stabilized will

a new, more appropriate strategy be selected. Thus, the ap-

parent "no change" emphasis found here may reflect a ration-

al attempt to gain better control of low resources by top

management.

If this explanation is correct, then the Litschert—Bonham

model may be overly simplistic. As the model currently

stands, it indicates that when slack is low, there will be a

tight fit between context and structure which will, in turn,

dictate strategy. However, changes in structure and strate-

gy do not happen instantaneously. Once slack has deterio-

rated to a certain threshold level, a rational response of

management may be to stabilize the organization by cutting

back on expenses wherever possible while assessing the situ-

ation. This stabilization process may last for some time if

the firm continues to survive because proposed changes may

be viewed as excessively risky. Ultimately, the firm would

have to adapt to the environment or cease to function, but

in the meantime, cross—sectional studies would fail to find

evidence of a tight fit between context and structure even
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under conditions of low slack. This lack of fit would be

especially apparent in volatile industries. Longitudinal

research using within-organization designs will be required

to capture this type of relationship.“

A second explanation for the lack of support of H3 must

also be considered. It is possible that the strategy mea-

sures used here were inadequate to capture this aspect of

the L-B model. These measures were derived from a typology

of corporate strategy not business strategy. Thus they may

not have depicted the specific strategic activities of these

firms which were aimed at competing within their respective

industries. Support for this explanation is found in Table

25 which revealed that even within the no change cluster,

there were significant differences between the variables

R&D/SALES, TERRITORY (geographic expansion), FOREIGN (reven—

ue from foreign sales) and SINGLE (dependence on a single

customer). Interestingly, the computer companies in this

cluster maintained a higher level of dependence on single

customers than did the firms in any other cluster; thus,

they may have been trying to reduce the volatility of their

environment by locking in a certain amount of sales with a

large customer.

To conclude, two explanations have been offered for the

failure of the results of this study to support the third
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hypothesis. First, the fact that the low slack companies

from both the computer industry and the paper industry fell

into the same cluster may be due to the fact that these

firms have responded more to the level of slack than to the

context surrounding them. This may be a temporary situation

but it does make sense given the inconsistent findings of

past studies which have attempted to assess the fit between

context and structure. Secondly, as pointed out above, it

may be that a different type of strategy measure (aimed at

measuring exclusively business level strategic attributes)

would be more suitable in testing this hypothesis.

Qpgp Epp Interpretation pf Results

A re-examination of the results of all three hypotheses

leads to the formulation of a rival hypotheses which must be

considered. Since the absolute slack measures used in this

study are based on a profitability criterion, they are actu-

ally only proxy measures of slack. As mentioned in Chapter

II, Marino and Lange have rationalized the use of such mea-

sures with their assumption that profitable firms are more

likely than non—profitable firms to be able to generate in-

ternal capital as well as to attract additional resources

from the environment.
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However, it can be argued that the so-called slack indi-

cators used herein are actually performance measures. By

substituting the term performance for slack, the following

new interpretation can be offered. First, a re—analysis of

Hypothesis I reveals that the high performing firms in both

industries tended to follow a dominant strategy just as the

low performing firms did. Moreover, simple inspection of

the data reveals that the dominant choice of high—performing

computer companies differed from the dominant strategy

choice of high-performing paper companies while the choices

of low performing firms in both industries tended toward the

same "no change" strategy.

In other words, perhaps when performance is high, there

is a match between context and strategy; hence, the high-

performing firms in the uncertain computer industry environ-

ment tended to follow the concentration strategy while those

in the more mature paper industry were engaged in a refocus

strategy. On the other hand, the low-performing firms in

both industries weren't doing much of anything. It could be

that their low performance is the result of a mismatch bet-

ween context and strategy. Obviously, this explanation has

some merit and should be considered in future studies. It

should be possible to compare these proxy slack measures

with alternate performance measures in order to determine

which explanation is correct.
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Strengths and Weaknesses gf the Current Research

The present study should be of interest to strategy re-

searchers for a number of reasons. First, the procedure

used to measure organizational strategy was a strength of

the research particularly since many past studies of strate-

gy have employed only simple methodologies such as cross—ta—

bulations and correlations (Woo and Cooper, 1981). While

these may have been adequate for initial inquiries, they

presented an overly simplistic view of strategy. Galbraith

and Schendel (1983) have argued that strategy is a complex

system of intertwined relationships between various manage-

ment decision variables. The use of cluster analysis allows

the researcher to capture this strategic network and to

group businesses which make similar types of strategic deci-

sions. Thus, a more comprehensive representation of strate-

gy is achieved.

In forming these clusters, several other positive attri-

butes of the research could be seen. First, the variables

used to form the clusters were derived from a well—known

conceptual typology of strategy. As Nunnally (1978: 451)

notes, the variables included in a cluster analysis should

ideally be representative of some specified domain of varia-

bles. This step helps to ensure the generality of the re-

sults. In addition, the use of external variables to vali-

date the clusters adds further evidence of generalizability.
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Another strength of the current study was its use of two

different types of organizational slack measures within the

context of a theoretical model. Comparison of the results

of these two measures within a common model allows a prelim-

inary judgement to be made as to the efficaciousness of us-

ing one or· both. of these indicators in future research.

Although no claim can be made regarding the construct valid-

ity of either slack measure, it was clear from this research

that the absolute measures proposed by Marino and Lange be-

haved as predicted while the relative measure proposed by

Bourgeois did not. On the other hand, it is still not clear

from the current results whether the Marino and Lange mea-

sure represents slack or simple performance;further research

is required to make such an assessment.

The current study also contained a number of limitations.

Probably the foremost problem encountered in this analysis

was insufficient sample size. Because of this problem the

strategic clusters so painstakingly formed had to be col-

lapsed in order for more robust chi—square analyses to be

conducted. On the positive side however, a significant re-

lationship between slack and strategy was found despite this

small sample size. As Blalock (1979: 301) notes, "when a

sample is small, it requires a much more striking relation-

ship in order to obtain significance." Thus, the fact that
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the small sample was sufficient to generate significant re-

sults implies that the relationship between slack and stra-

tegy may be relatively strong.

Other limitations were related to the sampling techniques

and data collection methods employed in the study. Since

cross-sectional data were gathered, internal validity was

limited. Given this data, there was no way to determine

whether slack led to strategy or strategy led to slack. In

addition, as mentioned earlier, the use of'a cmnvenience

sample limited the study's external validity. This problem

was exacerbated by the fact that only two industries were

examined. On the other hand, the use of a homogeneous sam-

ple can reduce error variance and increase the power of the

tests to find a relationship.

Next, the corporate level strategy measures used herein

may have been too broad to accurately capture the differenc-

es in strategy between low slack firms in different indus-

tries predicted in Hypothesis 3. Perhaps a business level

typology would have been more appropriate here. Finally,

the formation and the interpretation of the strategic clus-

ters required a good deal of judgment — both in choosing the

best variables to include in the analysis, as well as in in- -

terpreting the clusters themselves. Yet, this in itself, is

not a critical problem. A great deal of judgement is re-
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quired in all research. This is where the opportunity for

developing new insights and creating new knowledge lies.

IMPLICATIONS {Q{ FUTURE RESEARCH

This dissertation represents the first empirical analysis of

the relationship between an organization's level of slack

resources and choice of strategy. The fact that a signifi-

cant relationship was found indicates that further research

on the Litschert-Bonham model is warranted. The additional

finding that not all predictions relating to the model were

unambiguously supported leads to some potential directions

for that research.

First, it was not clear from the present results whether

high slack firms actually do choose a wider diversity of

strategies or whether they tend to do what other firms are

doing despite their lack of constraints. This particular

issue is therefore in need of additional investigation. It

might also be informative to introduce a new variable into

the model: corporate performance. It may be that the best

performing.high slack firms follow similar strategies while

less efficient high slack firms expend their excess resourc-

es on various more expensive strategies. Additional re-

search should also be conducted to determine whether low

slack firms in different environments actually do utilize
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different business level strategies. In this study, it ap-

peared that most low slack firms, regardless of industry,

tended to use a "no change" strategy. However, this finding

could either be an indication that such firms are attempting

to stabilize their operations and gain control of cash flow,

or it could stem from an overly broad measurement of strate-

gy. Therefore, two types of potential studies are suggest-

ed: first, longitudinal research using within-organization

designs are needed to determine whether this stable phase is

a temporary reaction to the level of slack. Second, a re-

plication of the study using a business level strategic typ-

ology would help to determine whether business—level strate-

gies do indeed vary by industry when slack is low.

Concerning the measurement of slack, this study found

that only the absolute measure proposed by Marino and Lange

was related to the typology of strategy formed here. Future

studies should continue to use both of these methods with

different strategy measures to ensure that this finding is

not an artifact of the particular method used herein.

Lastly, further research is also required on the Glueck

(1980) typology of strategy. Although the present study

found support for some aspects of this typology, the sample

used herein was highly restricted. There is therefore an

opportunity to repeat this procedure on a more heterogeneous
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sample to determine if a broader spectrum of strategy types

is revealed.

The results of this dissertation have provided a solid

beginning for much additional research on the integrative

nature of strategy formation. That a relationship between

slack and strategy was found herein is only the first step

of what should be an on-going research program. It is pro-

bable that additional variables such as corporate perfor-

mance should be added to the Litschert-Bonham model. In ad-

dition, longitudinal research is definitely needed to

examine the changing fit between context, structure and

strategy. The ultimate contribution of this research may be

that one piece of evidence in support of the Litschert-Bon-

ham model has been provided. Much more research is required

to confirm and build on these findings.
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Appendix A

STRATEGIC TYPOLOGIES FROM THE LITERATURE

CONCEPTUAL TYPOLOGIES QF STRATEGY

The following conceptual typologies were mentioned in Chap-

ter II. Here, they are listed in chronological order by the

author's last name. The entries for each typology represent

the different strategy types described by each author.

Buzzell, gp gl., IQ]; Utterback, gp gl., lg];

l. Build l. Performance maximizing

2. Hold 2. Sales maximizing

3. Harvest 3. Cost minimizing

Hpfgp Q Schendel, TQZQ Vesper, IQZQ

l. Share increasing 1. Multiplication

2. Growth 2. Monopolizing

3. Profit . 3. Specialization

4. Market concentration 4. Cooperation

and asset reduction

5. Turnaround 5. Capitulation

6. Liquidation 6. Liquidation
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Concegtual typologies (continued)

Miles gg gg., 1979 Wissema, gg gl., 1980

1. Defenders 1. Explosion

2. Prospectors 2. Expansion

3. Analyzers 3. Continuous growth

4. Reactors

Porter, 1980

1. Cost Leadership

2. Differentiation

3. Focus
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EMPIRICAL TYPOLOGIES Qg STRATEGY

The typologies in this section were empirically developed

using multivariate statistical techniques. In this section,

the entries under each typology represent the variables used

to form the strategic groups.

Hatten gt gl., 1918: Strategy Components

1. Number of plants

2. Average Capacity

3. Newness of plants

4. Length of production cycle: Inventory/Sales X 365

5. Debt as percentage of investment

6. Mergers and Acquisitions

7. Number of brands

8. Price: Annual net beer sales/Barrels sold

9. Distribution: Receivables/Sales

10. Market expenditure/Barrels sold

11. Market share: Barrels sold/Industry barrels sold

12. Size: 1/log Assets
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Galbraith ggg Schendel, 1983: Strategy Components

A. Strategy Posture Variables:

1. Relative price

2. Relative expenditures on sales force

3. Relative expenditures on advertising

4. Relative expenditures on sales promotion

5. Relative quality of service

6. Relative quality of product

7. Relative number of new products

8. Relative breadth of product line

9. Relative variety of customer types

10. Relative degree of forward integration

11. Relative degree of backward integration

12. Relative amount of direct costs

B. Strategy Change Variables:

1. Change in relative price

2. Change in relative expenditures on sales force

3. Change in relative expenditures on advertising

4. Change in relative expenditures on sales promotion

5. Change in relative quality of service

6. Change in relative quality of product

7. Change in relative number of new products

8. Change in process R&D
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9. Change in product R&D

10. Change in newness of facilities

11. Change in manufacturing costs

12. Change in relative amount of direct costs

13. Change in total capacity utilization

14. Growth in investment less growth of market

15. Growth in investment less 4—year mkt. growth forecast
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Hambrick, 1983: Strategy Components

1. Product R&D / Sales

2. Marketing expenses / Sales

3. Relative integration forward

4. Gross fixed assets / employee

5. Relative integration backward

6. Relative compensation rates

7. Relative direct costs

8. Process R&D / Total R&D

9. Value added / employee

10. Capacity utilization

· 11. Relative price

12. Relative service

13. Relative quality
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Dess and Davis, 1984: Strategy Components

1. New product development

2. Customer service

3. Operating efficiency

4. Product quality control

5. Experienced/trained personnel

6. Maintain high inventory levels

7. Competitive pricing

8. Broad range of products

9. Developing/refining existing products

10. Brand identification

11. Innovation of marketing techniques and methods

12. Control of channels of distribution

13. Procurement of raw materials

14. Minimizing use of outside financing

15. Serving special geographic markets

16. Capability to manufacture specialty products

17. Products in high price market segments

18. Advertising

19. Reputation within industry

20. Innovation in manufacturing processes



Appendix B

SAMPLE FIRMS CATEGORIZED BY LEVEL OF SLACK

This appendix contains a list of the sample firms from

both the paper and the computer industry. These firms have

been categorized according to the level of slack using all 3

measures of slack. These results are presented together to

allow the reader to easily compare the combined outcomes.

The following key presents the codes used to label the

slack categories.

KEY

BSLACK MLSLACK Q QTSLACK

l=Slack Loser l=Low Slack

2=Slack Constant 2=Unclassified Slack

3=Slack Gainer 3=High Slack
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PAPER AND PULP INDUSTRY

Company Name BSLACK MLSLACK QTSLACK

American Israeli Paper Mills 3 2 3

Badger Paper Mills Inc. 1 1 1

Boise Cascade Corp. 3 3 3

Bomarko Inc. 1 1 1

Chesapeake Corp. 3 1 2

Consolidated Papers Inc. 3 3 3

Crown Zellerbach 2 1 2

Engraph Inc. 2 1 1

Federal Paper Board Co. 2 3 2

Fort Howard Paper 3 3 3

Grief Brothers Corp. 3 2 2

Hammermill Paper Co. 3 2 2

International Paper Co. 2 2 3

James River Corp. of VA 3 2 2

Kimberly—C1ark Corp 2 3 3

Majestic Penn State 2 2 2

Mead Corp. 3 2 2

Mosinee Paper Corp. 3 1 2

Pentair Inc . 3 1 2

Potlatch Corp. 3 3 2
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PAPER AND PULP INDUSTRY continued. . .

Company N;m; BSLACK MLSLACK QTSLACK

Scott Paper Co. 3 2 3

Simkins Industries 2 1 2

Sonoco Products Co. 2 3 3

St. Regis Corp. 3 2 2

Stone Container Corp. 2 2 2

Stuart Hall Co. Inc. 3 1 1

Tranzonic Cos. 3 1 1

Union Camp Corp. 2 3 3

Wausau Paper Mills Co. 3 1 2

Westvaco Corp. 3 3 2

Whippany Paperboard 1 1 1

Williamhouse Regency 1 1 2
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COMPUTERUINDUSTRY

Company Mage BSLACK MLSLACK QTSLACK

Adage Inc. 3 3 2

Amdahl Corp. 3 3 3

Analogic Corp. 3 3 3

Anderson Jacobson Inc. 1 l 2

Applied Magnetics Corp. 3 2 2

Burroughs Corp. 1 3 3

Centronics Data Computer 1 2 2

Cognitronics Corp. 3 1 2

Commodore Int°l. Ltd. 3 ~ 2 2

Compucorp l 1 2

Compuscan Inc. 3 2 2

Computer & Commun. Tech. 2 1 2

Computer Automation Inc. 3 2 2

Computer Communications Inc. 2 1 2

Computer Consoles 3 2 2

Computervision Corp. 3 3 2

Control Data Corp. 3 3 3

CPT Corp. 2 3 3

Cray Research 2 3 2

Data General Corp. 3 3 3
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COMPUTER INDUSTRY continued...

Company game BSLACK MLSLACK QTSLACK

Datametrics Corp. 1 1 2

Datapoint Corp. 3 3 2

Dataproducts Corp. 3 3 2

Dataram Corp. 3 1 2

Decision Data Computer Corp. 3 2 2

Delta Data Systems Corp. 3 1 2

Digilog Inc. 3 1 2

Digital Equipment 3 1 2

General Automation 1 1 2

Genisco Technology 3 1 · 2

Icot Corporation 1 1 2

Information International 1 2 2

Int'l Business Machines 1 3 3

Lundy Electronics & Systems 3 1 2

Management Assistance 3 3 2

Megadata Corp. 3 1 2

Mini Computer Systems Inc. 1 1 2

Modular Computer Systems 2 2 2

MSI Data Corp. 3 3 2

Mylee Digital Sciences Inc. 1 1 1
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COMPUTER INDUSTRY continued...

Company Name BSLACK MLSLACK QTSLACK

National Computer Systems 3 3 2

NCR Corp. 3 3 3

Northern Precision Labs Inc. 1 1 1

Prime Computer 3 3 2

Recognition Equipment Inc. 2 2 2

SBE Inc. 2 1 1

Scope Inc. 2 2 2

Storage Technology Corp. 3 3 2

Sykes Datatronics Inc. 3 2 2

T—Bar Inc. 3 1 2

Tandem Computers Inc. 3 2
”

2

Tec Inc. 2 1 2

Tesdata Systems Corp. 1 1 2

Vermont Research Inc. 3 1 2

Wang Laboratories 3 3 3
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY VARIABLES

VARIABLES UQQQ IN FORMING CLUSTERS

The following strategy variables were utilized to form the

strategic clusters:

l. SUPPLIERS:

Scaled as follows:

1 = Make most components/raw materials (over 70%)

2 = Make and buy components/raw materials

3 = Buy most components/raw materials (over 70%)

2. CUSTOMERS:

Scaled as follows:

4 = oEM's (over 70%);

5 = 0EM's and End Users;

6 = End users (over 70%);

3. TERRITORY:

Scaled as follows:

l = Regional U.S.;

2 = National U.S.;

3 = International Exports;

4 = International Subsidiaries

4. FOREIGN:

Percent revenues derived from foreign sales.

Stated as a percentage of sales (%)
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5. SINGLE:

Largest Percentage of Sales to a single customer.

Stated as a percentage of sales (%)

6. BIG:

Number of new subsidiaries formed or acquired in

1983.

Stated in single units with each unit representing 1

subsidiary.

7. JOINT VENTURE:

Number of joint ventures formed in 1983.

Stated in single units with each unit representing 1

joint venture.

8. SHRINK: Number of liquidations and divestitures made

in 1983.

Stated in single units with each unit representing l

subsidiary. Also scaled negatively to imply cutting

back.

9. ADV/SALES:

Advertising expenditures as a percentage of sales in

1983.

Stated as a percentage of sales (%)

10. R&D/SALES:

Research & development expenditures as a percentage

of sales in 1983.

Stated as a percentage of sales (%)
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11. ASSET GROWTH:

1983 assets / 1977 assets.

Stated as the number of times assets have increased

over 1977 amount (X)
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VARIABLES QSEQ TQ VALIDATE CLUSTERS

The following variables were compared across the strategic

clusters after they were formed in an attempt to show that

meaningful differences existed on variables other than those

used to form the clusters.

1. EXPAND 1983

Scaled as follows:

O = No change

1 = Buy or develop firms in core business

2 = Expand extent of vertical integration

3 = Expand extent of concentric diversification

4 = Expand extent of conglomerate diversification

2. EMPS83:

Number of employees in 1983.

Stated in thousands (000)

3. SALES83:

Sales revenues in 1983.

Stated in millions (000,000)

4. ASSETS83:

Total investment in assets in 1983.

Stated in millions (000,000)

5. EMP/SALES:

Number of employees controlled for sales in 1983.

Stated as a percentage of sales (%)
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6. NEW:

Net book value of plant, property and equipment di-

vided by gross book value of property, plant and

equipment.

Stated as a percentage of gross book value (Z)

7. SALES/ASSET:

Total asset turnover for 1983 (an efficiency· mea-

sure).

Stated as the number of times assets have turned over

to generate sales (X)

8. CGS/SALES:

Cost of goods sold as a percentage of sales in 1983.

Stated as a percentage of sales (Z)

9 . CHCGS:

Change in the percentage of cost of goods sold to sa-

les from 1977-1983.

Stated as the number of times the percentage of

CGS/SALES has increased over 1977 amount (X)
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VARIABLES DELETED EBQM IQ; SIQQX

As discussed in Chapter III, not all of the variables

which appeared on the original data list were included in

the present study. These variables have been grouped ac-

cording to the reason for their deletion:

I. Lag} gg Data Availability: The following variables were

either not available on 10-K reports or Compustat, or were

present for only a small percentage of firms.

Sales Force Expenditures / Net Sales

Change in Sales Force Expenditures / Net Sales

Capacity Utilization °

Change in Capacity Utilization

R&D employees / Total employees

Change in R&D employees / Total employees

Revenues from new products

Change in Revenues from new products

Seasonality

Percentage change in assets due to an increase

in forward integration

Percentage change in assets due to an increase

in backward integration

Number of existing subsidiaries developed internally

Change in number of existing subsidiaries developed

internally
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Number of existing acquisitions

Change in Number of existing acquisitions

Number of active joint ventures

Change in number of active joint ventures

2. Controllability: Any variables which were considered to

be outcomes or consequences of other strategic decisions

were excluded:

Market share

Change in market share ·

2. Statistical interpretation gf clusters: Individual ex-

planations follow.

Product-Market Seggent: When inserted into the cluster ana-

lysis procedure, this variable caused the different clusters

to blend together. For example, all of the paper companies

fell into one big cluster.

Customization: Since most of the companies produced stand-

ardized products, this Variable did not Vary enough across

firms to make its inclusion worthwhile.

Change gg Advertising gg g percentage gg sales:

Change gg R&D gg g percentage gg sales:
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These variables were originally included to assess the

increasing and decreasing emphasis on advertising and r&d

over time. However, it turned out that a significant number

of firms in both industries had not devoted any money to

these functions in 1977. Therefore, the increases were in

the thousands of percents and the data were meaningless.



Appendix D

SAMPLE FIRMS CLASSIFIED BY STRATEGIC CLUSTER

This appendix contains a listing of all sample firms
by strategic cluster. In addition, the euclidean
distance from each sample firm to the
cluster seed is given. This measure helps show whether
firm is quite typical for a particular cluster
(i.e., close to the seed) or is less similar to others
in the strategy type.

CLUSTER SUMMARY

CLUSTER MEMBERS RMS ST DEV MAX DISTANCE FROM SEED

1 17 0.8682922 4.365384
2 29 0.6863439 4.184489
3 2 . 4.464098
4 35 0.7809021 4.663685
5 3 0.8586487 3.363242
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----—— CLUSTER 1: REFOCUS ------—----—-——

COMPANY NAME DISTANCE

Boise Cascade Corporation 1.24488
Chesapeake Corporation 2.64052
Consolidated Papers Inc. 2.91805
Crown Zellerbach 2.76357
Datapoint Corporation 2.95883
Int'1. Business Machines Corp. 3.85408
International Paper 2.12548
James River Corp. of Virginia 2.66928
Kimberly—Clark Corporation 2.86807
Mead Corporation 4.36538
Scott Paper Company 1.66939
Sonoco Products Company 3.39985
St. Regis Corporation 3.94130
Storage Technology Corporation 1.38424
Union Camp Corporation 1.88569
Wang Labotatories 2.69152
Westvaco Corporation 2.36064
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--———— CLUSTER 2: CONCENTRATION -----——--

COMPANY NAME DISTANCE

Adage Inc. 1.99508
Amdahl Corporation 2.13127
Analogic Corporation 2.22545
Anderson Jacobson Inc. 1.99375
Applied Magnetics Corp. 2.45257
Burroughs Corporation 1.54879
Centronics Data Computer 2.21514
Computer & Commun. Technology 2.34677
Computer Automation Inc. 1.12393
Computervision Corp. 3.73044
Cray Research 2.90704
Data General Corporation 1.90865
Dataproducts Corporation 2.24962
Dataram Corporation 2.23458
Decision Data Computer Corp. 2.17077
Delta Data Systems Corp. 2.24610
Digilog Inc. 1.68982
Digital Equipment 1.15099
General Automation 2.51561
Information International 2.15167
Management Assistance 2.64258
Modular Computer Systems 1.75951
MSI Data Corporation 1.92429
NCR Corporation 2.11383
Prime Computer 1.90765
Recognition Equipment Inc. 2.14289 .
T—Bar Inc. 2.27670
Tesdata Systems Corporation 2.09117
Vermont Research Inc. 4.18449
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------ CLUSTER 3: VERTICAL INTEGRATION ----

COMPANY NAME DISTANCE

Control Data Corporation 4.46410
Tandem Computers Inc. 4.25635
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------ CLUSTER 4: NO CHANGE ---———-------

COMPANY NAME DISTANCE

American Israeli Paper Mills 2.51828
Badger Paper Mills Inc. 2.09136
Bomarko Inc. 3.12559
Cognitronics Corporation 1.91847
Compuscan Inc. 1.79891
Computer Communications Inc. 1.47681
Computer Consoles 4.38598
Datametrics Corporation 4.56673
Engraph Inc. 2.63763
Federal Paper Board Co. 1.74417
Fort Howard Paper 2.33851
Genisco Technology 1.93144
Greif Bros. Corporation 2.35332
Hammermill Paper Co. 2.73825
Icot Corporation 2.63751
Lundy Electronics & Systems 1.03155
Majestic Penn State Inc. 2.04222
Megadata Corporation 2.41456
Mini Computer Systems Inc. 2.97579
Mosinee Paper Corporation 1.96701
Mylee Digital Sciences Inc. 2.60374
National Computer Systems Inc. 2.31805
Northern Precision Labs Inc. 2.11284
Pentair Inc. 2.22755
Potlatch Corp. 1.80332
SBE Inc. 4.66368
Scope Inc. 1.95227
Simkins Industries 2.73575
Stone Container Corporation 2.96101
Stuart Hall Co. Inc. 1.91929
Sykes Datatronics Inc. 3.86080
TEC Inc. 1.28939
Tranzonic Cos. 2.20152
Wausau Paper Mills Co. 1.68718
williamhouse Regency Inc. 2.69800
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------ CLUSTER 5 : MARKET DEVELOPMENT —-———

COMPANY NAME DISTANCE

Commodore Int'1. Ltd. 3.36324
Compucorp 2.01707
CPT Corporation l . 80740



Appendix E

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

VOLATILITY FORMULAE

The following formulae were used herein to assess the envi-

ronmental and technological volatility of the two indus-

tries:

Market Volatility Formula

_ 2 X .:_ :1

i=l x i=l xi +...+l—
Y Y

Z

where:

x = number of years being considered

y = sales for firm y in each of the x years

y = average of sales for firm y over x years
I I

y = sales for firm y in each of the x years
I I

y = average of sales for firm y over x years

z = number of firms in the industry used to

calculate volatility measure
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This formula is actually the average coefficient of varia-

tion in sales for a given industry subsample. The coeffi-

cient of variation is equal to the standard deviation divid-

ed by the mean and is useful in comparing several groups

with respect to their relative homogeneity in cases where

the groups have very different means.

As a measure of market volatility, this formula appears

appropriate because it allows comparisons of the average

fluctuations in sales from year to year for a given time

period while controlling for total sales. A large amount of

variation in sales from year to year would certainly relate

to increased environmental uncertainty since predictions

concerning raw material needs, hiring needs, manufacturing

output, and the like would all become more difficult. On

the other hand, use of the standard. deviation by itself

(without dividing by the mean sales figure) could be mis-

leading when comparing groups with different sales levels

since the standard deviation tends to increase as the mean

gets larger. By controlling for average sales, it is possi-

ble to interpret increases in the index as representing

higher market volatility and hence, higher environmental

uncertainty.
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Technological Volatility Formula

ä (M) ä <-J-“"’>
i=l i=l Q,

x x

where:

x = number of years considered .

a = R&D expenditures for firm y in each of the x years

b = capital expenditures for firm y in each of the x years

c = total assets for firm y in each of the x years

a' = R&D expenditures for firm y' in each of the x years

b' = capital expenditures for firm y' in each of the x years

c' = total assets for firm y' in each of the x years

z = number of firms in the industry used to

calculate volatility indices

This formula takes the average ratio of the sum of R&D

and capital expenditures to total assets over a period of

years and then averages this figure across a sample of firms

to obtain an industry measure. As a measure of technologi-

cal volatility, this index is based on the assumption that

higher average investments in R&D and capital expenditures

will be required by firms in more technologically volatile
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l
industries. In essence, rapid technological change will re-

quire equipment and machinery to be upgraded more frequent-

ly, as well as frequent product enhancements and new product

development. Therefore, the higher the index, the more vo-

latile the industry.
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SLACK MEASUREMENT FORMULAE

The following financial ratios were used in classifying or-

ganizations by level of slack. These formulae were taken

from the 1980 Standard and Poor's Industrial Compustat Manu-

al. The numbers in the right hand column represent the spe-

cific data items drawn from the Compustat tapes, and also

show how the items were combined (where necessary) to form

the ratios in the left hand column.

Bourgeois Measures

VARIABLE NAME COMPUSTAT ITEM / FORMULA

Retained Earnings 36 Retained Earnings

Dividend Payout 127 Cash Dividends

Selling, general & (12-41-13)/12

administrative

expense/net sales

12 = Net Sales

41 = Cost of Goods Sold

13 = Operating Income before

Depreciation
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Working Capital/ (4 - 5)/12

Net Sales

4 = Total Current Assets

5 = Total current liabilities

12 = Net Sales

Long Term Debt/ 9/(60 + 130)

Equity

9 = Long Term Debt

60 = Common Equity

130 =Preferred Stock

Price Earnings Ratio 24/58

24 = Closing Stock Price

58 = Primary Earnings per Share
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Marino ggg Lange Measures

VARIABLE NAME COMPUSTAT ITEM / FORMULA

Cash Flow Margin/ (123+125+126+106+124+149)/12

Net Sales

123 = Operating Expenses before

Extroardinary Items &

Discontinued Operations

125 = Depreciation & Amortization

126 = Deferred Taxes

106 = Unremitted Earnings of

Unconsolidated Subsidiaries

124 = Extraordinary Items &

Discontinued Operations

49 = Minority Interest

12 = Net Sales
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Return on Total Assets (13 — 14)/(8 + 4 + 69)

13 = Operating Income before

Depreciation

14 = Depreciation & Amortization

8 = Plant — Net

4 = Total Current Assets

69 = Other Assets
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IQV FORMULA

This section explains how the IQV or the Index of Quantita-

tive Variation was calculated. This formula was obtained

from Ott et al., 1974.

IQV = Total number of observed differences /

Maximum number of possible differences

where:

Total number pf observed differences is obtained by first

multiplying each frequency by every other frequency and then

summing the products.

Maximum number pf possible differences for n observations on

a qualitative variable with k levels is

2¤ (k ·· 1)/(2k)

The example shown on the next page was adapted from Ott

(1974: 111-112).
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Suppose that the distribution of the sex and grade point av-

erages of candidates eligible for a university M.B.A. pro-

gram appeared as follows:

ägx Grades Frequency

Female 2.5-3.0 4

Female 3.0-3.5 2

Male 2.5-3.0 7

Male 3.0-3.5 7

To calculate the total number of observed differences, first

multiply each frequency by every other frequency as follows:

4 x 2 = 8

4 x 7 = 28

4 x 7 = 28

2 x 7 = 14

2 x 7 = 14

7 x 7 = 49

Then sum these products:

8+28+28+14+14+49 = 141

Now compute the maximum number of possible differences with

the formula presented on the preceding page:

(20)2 (3) / 2(4) = 150

Hence the index of qualitative variation is

IQV = 141/150 x 100 = 94%






